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Young Wild West and the Broken Bowie
-OR-

THE OUTLAWS . OF YELLOW FORK
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE DETECTIVE, THE DUTCHMAN A.ND THE STRANGER.

Toward the close of an autumn day a few years ago,
\\'hen the West was in a very unsettled state and outlaws,
renegades and bad Indians held sway, a neat looking rowl.Joat might have been seen moving slowly up the stream in
Dakota known as Yellow Fork.
In the boat ,vere two persons, one being the ideal of what
migllt be called the Englisl} tourist, and the other a typical
GPrman, quite fresh from the Fatherland.
The German was doing the rowing and, the river being
rather crooked, about every two minutes be had a way of
jabbing the llow in the bank, or else grounding on the sandLam that were so numerous.
The stream was rather a shallow one, anyway, and it took
a prae:tiHed hand to navigate it without meeting with the
·
diliiculties just mentioned.
"Be a little more careful, Jake," the tourist exclaimed,
a,: tile boat struck the bank with such a jar as to make
tlle Dutchman lose his balance and tumble over backward,
letting oue of his oars fall into the water.
.. P.v shimminy! I vos careful, poss. You don't think
alreadty dot I vos try to llreak mine pack yust for der
fun of it, do you. I guess it vos petter dot I push with von
oar. eb ?"
'·Do so, then, and let us hurry and get to some place where
we can cnmp. It will soon be sunset, you know."
Yas, und I vos git putty hungry alreadty."
The man in the stern of the boat caught the oar as it
drifted to him, and then the Dutchman, who was rather
comicallv attired in corduroy breeches, loose woolen blouse
aud
blg cap with a button on the top, righted it, and began
to 1iaddle the boat up the stream.
Ile made much better headway now, and his boss, as be
called him, nodded in a satisfactory manner.
The two occupants of the boat were Tom Rand and Jake
Sdmeider.
Hand. though attired like a tourist, was not in that part
of the country simply for amusement.
Ile had come all the way from Denver to hunt for a
stolen watch that 'l'l'as valued at an almost fabulous sum
by the owner, and if it was returned to llim a reward of
$3.000 ,Yould be paid.
Rand wa;;· uot much over twenty-one, but he had been on
the Drm·er detecti\·e force for some time.
By frequenting the eYil resort,; in hie:; calling, be had overbean! the couYer~tltion of two ruen tbnt gave bim tile kno\\'ledge tllat the \\'atch was in the pos:se:ssion of a ruan who
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had gone to Dakota to join a band of outlaws of which his
brother was the captain.
He also learned that the headquarters of this band ,vas
located somewhere on the · little river known as Yellow
Fork.
It so happened that the young detective had just beeu
granted a vacation of two weeks, and he determined to
spend that two weeks in earning the reward of $5,000, if he
possibly could.
So be bunted about for a man to go with him in the
capacity of a servant, more than anything else, and, as luck
would have it, he struck Jake Schneider, who had arriYed
from New York that day, and who had only been in tlle
country a few months.
Yellow Fork had its source in the Black Hills, and emptied
into the Cheyenne river, but it was such a small affair i
that it was not on the map, at least not on an ord.inary
map.
'l'his fact made a delay of two or three days for Tom
Rancl, since he could not find the stream until he got in its
vicinity and met some one who knew it by that name.
But he did find it at last and, equipped with a boat, tent,
and all 'the appurtenances that a real English tourist would
be apt to haYe on a trip of that kind, we find him on the
second day of his advent on Yellow Fork.
The young man felt that he was killing · two birds with
one stone, for he was certainly having a great outing, and
if he ran across the outlaw band that was supposed to be
some,Ybere around there he was going to try pretty hard
to get that watch and earn the reward.
"We'll go up the river as far as that group of trees aml
bushes, Jal;:e," Rand said, as the boat moved along at a pretty
good speed. "I guess we will find a place to put up om tent
among the cottonwoods."
"Yas, I dink so, poss. It vill not pe long pefore we \\'ill
bafe some · of der meat fried, PY shimminy !" and he nodded
at the hind quarters of a deer that lay in the bottom of the
boat.
·
"I hardly · think I will let you do the cooking of the
venison," was the reply, with a smile. "When you hired
yourself to me you said you could cook, among the other
things you declared you could do. But I have found out
that you know no more about cooking than a yellow
dog."
·'Dot may pe, poRs; but aller I don't know ho,v to cook
mit some t'ings, I vas eat dem putty good.'"
"Oh. yes! You are not lacking in appetite. I have learned
that in the few da.ri; I have been acquainted "·ith ~-ou.
j You told me you knew how to shoot a rifle and revolYer.
too. I aw going to giYe you a c:hauce to see if you do know
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how. Suppose we were to be attacked by a crowd of bears
or Indians, ,'Yhat would you do?"
"I vos shoot dem all putty quick, poss."
"\Yell. I hope you won't have the opportunity to prove it,
fol' I h,we my doubts about you."
·'~efer you vos mind, poss. Jake Schneider vas all right.
Ile vas stick to you through dick und din."
''Good enough!" and Rand smiled at the German's apparent
earnestness.
A few minutes later the point they had been heading for
'1"1"11S reachec1.
Tom Rand stepped out of the boat and found that it was
au admirable ;;pot to pitch the tent.
He took the line that was fastened to the ring in the
how of the boat and tied it to a tree, and then told the
Dutchman to get out.
Jake did get out, too!
Ile placed bis foot on the gunwale of the little craft and
attempted to step ashore.
But he was not used to the ways of boats.
The boat shot out into the stream and the Dutchman landed
on bis stomach in the water, bis hands just touching the
bank.
"Ha, ha, ba!" laughed Rand. "I am glad I brought you
along. Jake. 'l'here is fun enough in you to offset your lying
qualities and ignorance."
"Poof! Poof!" spluttered the unlucky Dutchman. "Gid
me ouid, poss! Gid me ouid pefore I vus drowned al·
readty."
"Get out yourself, you fool! The water is just up to your
Jmees."
"Shimminy ! Dot vas so, aind it?" and the next minute
Jake had clambered on the bank, where he stood, a rather
woe-begone looking mortal, water dripping from every part
of him.
When Tom Rand had finished his laugh he started in to
gather twigs and branches _to start a fire.
He knew he could get no help from his man so long as
he was in that condition.
Luckily there was plenty of wood around, and in less than
five minutes he had a fire blazing.
Then be went to the boat and hauled some of the big
bundles it contained out on the bank.
He soon produced a flannel shirt and a pair of duck trousers
and, tossing them to the Dutchman, who had edged close to
the fire, he said :
"Here! Put these on, you fool! Don't stand there like
an idiot! I want you to help get the tent up."
".\Jl right, poss!"
Then the Dutchman proceeded to get out of his wet clothing. .
In a short time he had the dry garments on, and was
hanging the wet ones so they would get a chance to become
dry.
The sun was now pretty close to the line of the horizon
in the west, and Rand began to set up the tent and make
preparations· to pass the night as comfortably as pos·
Sible.
Jake gave him a hand, and they soon had it done.
"Xow for the cooh1.ng of supper," said the detective from
De1n·er. "Get out the frying pan and coffee pot, Jake."
The Dutchman showed that he could get a lirnly move
on him ,vhen he wanted to, and he worked away like a
be::n-er.
Probably it was because be knew the sooner the supper wa ready the sooner he would be able to eat.
In Jes than an hour from the time they had sighted
the little grove the two were seated before a rather tempting meal of venison steak, roast potatoes, coffee and government biscuit.
l t was now getting dark, and when the meal was over
the detective lighted his pipe and went to the bank a few
fef't away to make the boat doubly secure.
He \\"US in the act of tying another rope to a tree from
the stern end of the craft when be heard the sounds of
horses' hoof: approaching.
I1i~ta11tly the young man was all attention.
Ile felt his hip pocket and found that his revolver was
ready for instant use and then stepped back into the shadow
of a treP.
'l'lie Dutchman was in the act of putting on bis clothes.
wl1i<;l1 had become pretty well dried by this time. and so
cngrnssed was be in doing it that he did not hear the app•:,iad1i11g b.o~·sc.

The next minute a big black steed dashed through the
bushe and halted before the campfire.
On the animal's back was a powerf\tl looking man of large
stature, rather fancifully attired and looking for all the
world like a bandit.
"Hello, you human scarecrow!" he bawled out i n a to;ne
that was half fierce, half joking. "What in blazes are you
trying to do-turn yourself inside-out?"
. '.rhen Jake Schneider nearly had a flt.
Ile had his shirt half on and, trying to get bis head out
quickly to get a view of the speaker, be became tangled
up, and got bis neck caught somehow.
The result was that he pitched about on the ground for a
second, and then tumbled head long into the fire.
"Ila, ha, ha!" laughed the hor. eman.
"Ouch! Shimminy plazes!" yelled the Dutchman, as he
rolled out of the fire like a hot potato.
But be bad his head out of bis shirt now, and he caught
sight of the man on .the black horse.
"Hello, all der vhile! Vot do you want, alreadty?" be asked
in amazement.
"Nothing," was the quick reply. "I am a traveler looking
for a place to put up- that's all. It strikes me that yon
are not camped alone here, my German fri end. Where are
the others?"
"Dcre vas no odders," retorted Jake. who "·as not as much
frightened at the appearance and manner of the stranger as
one might suppose.
"Then you are here alone?" observed the horseman, showing just the least sign of surprise.
"Shoost now I vos," and the Dutchman looked around to
see what had become of his employer.
"Are you the only one who belongs to this camp?"
The question wM put a little sharply this time.
Just then Jake caught sight of Rand, whose form was partly
concealed by the tree.
"I don't know, mister; you vos petter ask him," and he
nodded toward the detective.
"Ah!" and the stranger put on a smile. "How do you
do, my friend? I suppose you have been standing there taking
in the free show that the fool of a Dutchman has been
giving."
"I have been standing here," was the calm reply. "I was
just malting our boat secure when yon came up so suddenly,
and I barn simply been watching the Dutchman antl you since
that time."
UAh!"

'l'hen the horseman .dismounted.
Rand now walked over to the fire.
"I heard you say that you were a traveler," be remarked.
"May I ask where you are bound?"
"Certainly. I am on my way to Deadwood."
"Deadwood, eh? How far is that from here?"
Just then a sharp whistle sounded in the distance.
Without answering the detective's question, the stranger
leaped into the saddle as quick as a flash and rot,e a,Yay
through the darkness.
CHAPTER II.
AN AMBUSH AND WHAT FOLLOWED.

Crack ! Crack ! Crack!
"Get to cover, boys ! We have no time to spare here!"
"'\Vhoopee ! Whoopee!"
Crack! Crack! Crack!
"'l'here goes one, anyhow! That's the way to do it!"
Three sturdy, handsome Westerners \\"ere riding along near
the edge of the woods when they w~re ;;uddenly fired upon
from ambush.
When we -tate that they were sturdy and handsome we
mean it in the full sense of the wordR.
'l'hey were no less personage:,; than Young Wild We$t. the
famous cleaclsllot of the " ' est and Prince of the Raddle,
and his two chums and partner, , Che~·enne Charlie and Jim
Dart.
They w<'re three of the best known C'llarncters in the wild
West at the time of which \\'e \\'rite, and their fame has
never left them to this clar.
The three ha<l just left " 'e,;to11 tllut morning to go on a
hunt for a Yillaiu who JJ:Hl robhrd old Ham l\ftll'clock, tlle [)Oiit·
master of the to,Yn, the night before.
'l'hey were hot upon his trail \\'lle11 suddenly, witllout
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the least warning, a Yolley of rifle shots was fired at·
them.
Fortunately, none of tbe bullet!, hit th('m, and when Young
"\Yild "-'est gaye the order to get to coYer be swung his e,·er
reacly rifle to his shonlcler.
Cbe~·eune Charlie and Jim Dart followed his example, as
the~· wheelerl their horses around.
.Tim Dart was the only 011e to eatcb Right of a man in
the ('dge of the ,voods, I.Jut all three fired at the spot where
the smoke ~nls arisin~ from.
"Whoopee!" yelled Cherenne Charlie, the s •out, a be saw
that one of tliem bad gone down.
C'n1ck! Crack! Crack! Crack!
:\fore shots were fired from the woods now.
Ilut out· three ,friends bad got over a litll(' hill by this
t lu1e :tml, (Juie;klJ· di,;mounliug, Young "\Vild "-'est spoke to
tlle splenclid sorrel stallion he rode and caused him to lie
flat on the ground.
liis partners had horses well trainetl, too, and down they
went.
ThP11, croucbi11g behind the bodies of their steeds, the trio
of (lcatlf-hots awaited the enemy's appearance.
''.Jm;t l;eep your eyes 011en, boys!'' admonished Young Wild
,ve~t. ''A,: soon as you ;;ci> nny part of u man over there
lPt him ll:11·p u l!ullct. There',; OJ1e now!"
( 'rnck '.
Jlis rifle ~poke a,; the ,rnrds left hi,; m,iuth.
'·Y 1rn dl'OJJJICd him all right, "-'ild." c:aid Cheyenne Charlie.
griml,·. '"I'hat's unotller of those nwa~l:v to:vote.; gone. That
lllttkPs t\:o- one for you uud one for Jim. It's my turn
Jlext."
.fnsL tl1e11 his euglp e~·e caught ;;ight of a form ascending
a tree.
1Ii~ rille fiew to his shoulder. 'l'berP was a quick report
and (lo\\·11 \YP11t the form, crashing to the ground.
'''l'hut t'Yens it up," he observed. "That's one api~ce. I
gness they know h:v this time that they'ye struck something
tltat ain't so verv slow."
.\s tilt> third 1irn11 of the attac-king party fell there was no
_ morP sliootinl-( from that direction.
ThP \\·orHls: ran right do\\'n to the b:tnk of the Yellow
Fork, whil'!1 \\·as uot more than two hundred :vard -· dis·
h111l. anrl \',hen the shooting ceased Young Wild \Yest gave
a no/1.
··sornPtllinl-( is up. I.Joys." he said. "Wp haYe o,·ertaken the
thief'. nil right, hut he has met bis gang; and now that 1hey
lrn,·t, J'ailPCl lo drop u,; they are np to some other kiud of
giune. I don't know how mauy of them there are, but just
lie on tlw lookout for some fihnoting from another direction. I think ,Ye had l!etter make for the river bank, anyhow. a1u1 gPl the coYer of that strip of alders that runs
al0111:;sit1<' it."
'·.lrnst :is :von Any, \Viltl," answeretl Jim Dart.
"Wt•ll. let's ;.:et away from hen' now, tlwn."
:\'u s<1t>ll<'l' s:li(1 than the Young l'ri11ce of tlH' Saddle gavP
Iii,, IH>l':4(• H q11ic·k pH l Oil thP neck.
"\\'e lm\·e got to get out of
"l'p. \,j ,itfi1·p !'' lw exl'lainwd.
this. Bnl we ure not goi11g to rnn away-not l.Jy any means.
'I 1,nt ga11;.: h,1s got to he !lmn1e(l. a;; ~ure as my name is
Yollll.!.'; \\.ilcl \\'pst !''
Th<' intdli.:.:cnt st<>Ptl ,,·as 011 hiH feet in an instant, and
tl1t• n('Xl 011t> \\'ilcl was in thP suclclle.
('hP.\'C' llllP ('hurlie and .Tim Dart followed his example in
might,\· q11iek time. and tbPn away they daRbed in the direc·
tion of the c:·ooked Rlream that wns glimmeriug in the afternoun s11n.
Th,·· lwc} no sooMr starte(( to ride away when a volley
was fi·rP1l from the woods.
\\.illl frlt a ,;tinging sen~ation on the side of bis head and
,Tim Dart uttered a ;;harp er~· of pain.
'·J'm hit. ho~·;;!" Dart called out.
'·ThPy tmv·h<'rl me, too," :rns,-rerecl our hero, who Wlls partin 11.v dtuie(1 l!y the bullet, which had grazed bi$ head and
broken the sl,in.
t 'lieyPnne t'harlie answere1l the fire, and had the SitiRfaction of sC'eing another mnn go down near the edge of the
\YOOd:<.
'·You aiu't hurt bad, are ~'OU, I.Joys?'' he asked, anxious],\·, a,: he Ha\Y that the villain did not fire any more
shots.
Tile bloo<l was trickling down the side of Wild's face, and
Jim's wrist was bleeding profusely, but both smiled and shook
th<'ir beads.
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"We ain't downed by any means, not yet," ,;aid Jim
Dart.
"I guess not." added Young Wild We. t, a· he scanned
the edge of the woods with his riOe reacly to fire the in-,
stunt he caught ,sight of one of the men who had ambuHhetl
them.
But nonC' of them showed themselves just then; nor did
th0y c1o auy more shootinii: .
Our three friPncls reached the bank of the stream. and
tht'n. ,-eping that they had . the opportunity. tbey procePde<i
to drc~,; the wounds they had received, or rather, Charlie <1ic1
the dressing.
While the two hoys ,,,ashed their wounds he produced some
linen from bis "addle bags and made b:mda1;es.
'l'he11 he bound up "-'ild's head. after which he turned bis
attention to the ,vouncled wrist of Jim.
A little fmTOI\' bad been cut on the out~ide of the wrist,
but Charlie reckoned that it would not bother him more
than a couple of days.
Still, it was rather painful, and for convenience be
made a sling for the boy to carry the wounded member
in.
While this was being done all three were keeping a sharp
watch for the appearance of the villains they had been
:kirmishing with.
But for some reason they did not show up, and finally.
when half an hour had passed. and the sun 11·as sinking low.
onr friend~ began to think of finding a suitable place to
camp for the uight.
Aftpr a few minutes' conRultation thPy decided to stop
ri;::ht whPre they were. on thp bank of the river.
It wa~ as good a place as :rn,r, since they might see any
one who attpmpted to a1)proach from any point.
'l'he ri\'('r was "trnight right there, and that enabled them
to kepp a watch. both up and down it.
"I reckon we kin run tber risk of startin' a fire ter cook
somethin' fur supper," remarked Cheyenne Charlie, as he
looked around and convinced himself that there was not a
sign of any human being anywhere.
"Yes, go a brad," answered "'i.ld.
'I'he ,;eout at once proceeded to gather up i:;onw (1· · \\'Ood.
and a fe\\' miuutes later he had lighted a lire.
'"l'h0.,· know \Ye are here," be c:aid, "~o there's no use,
tr:;in' to makf.' ther smoke thin. Let 'em come oYer. if they·
waut to. I reckon if there ain't too mauv of thPr measl,v
t·o~·ote>< thc>y'll wish they hntl ue,·pr "tarted to come!"
Charlie was cPrtainly saying what was trne.
Those tltrpe tleadshots could remain cool nrnler almost anv
circumstances, aud it is safe to say that- if a score of mei1
attemptetl to ride down upon them in the open they would 1
stop them before they got very far.
But firing at them from behind hushes and trees was a,
·
·
different thing entirely.
'rhe spot they had selPctPd for the camp was in a little
"
hollrrn· right 011 th(' rirer bank.
.\. hig tree h,Hl been stricken lly lightning at some timP.
arnl it had fallf'n right al'l'Os.· the hnllow, thns making un
effN·t11>1l l.Jrem;tworks, iu c,tsf' it \\'HS needed for that lJlll'po.·e.
'l'he ,vounds "-'ild and -Tim had l'('C'Ph°P<l wp1·c quitP
pninfnl, Ro !lw scout nrnclP them ~it (10\\'n anrl take things
en1-.;:v.

"Just you fellers sit quiet for a whilP an' there'll be
no danger of blC'edin'," he remarked. "Xeither of 'em are
much more than Hkin deep, though ,Tim',; a little ther worst.
Just sit on that log there, an' keep yer eyes around, while 1'
git supper."
'l'he l hree had come well provicletl with proYisions, and
it was not long before Charlie had quite a little mea}
cooked.
lt was now pretty nearly dark. and they lrnrried to 'get
thron,gh the meal, so they woultl be reacly in cas:e an attack!
,Yas made u11on them by their foes, whom they bad not yet
RePn to get a line on them.
Rut it J)roved to be a ca. e of watch and \Yait for nothing ..
for the hour,; [laf-,.ecl on and the villain~ did not sho11· tbe1n•.
seJ1·es.
('1Jeye1111<' Charlie made Wild and Dart lie down and go tn
slee1> after a couple of houri:; hnd pasc:ed.
"A ,;Leep will do you l!oth good.'' he said. "You'll fePJ
all lher better fer it in ther morn in'."
SQ, with their rifles lying on their arms, they obeyed.
Then the scout put in a ceaseless vigil until long after
·
midni~ht.
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H e wa one of the sort who do not ea. ily tire, and when
daylight came he was still at his post.
A soon as it wa · light enough for him to see he aroused
his sleepino- friends.
"You'd better git up," he said. "I'm goin' to take a little
chance scout around to see what has become of them fellers.':
,
'l'be boys jumped up in twinkling.
"Wild's head was a little sore, and Jim's wrist was very
stiff.
They nodded when Charlie mounted and rode away along
the bank of the river, keeping under the cover of the trees
and bushes that lined it.
Cheyenne Cha rlie was bent on locating the villainous band,
if it wa. possible to do so.
He knew they could not be far away.
The fact of the man they were trailing having met the
crowd so soon made him think that their headquarter.· must
be around the vicinity.
There was a clump of woods about a mile down the river.
and toward this the scout headed.
·
When about half way to it he rounded a bend and came
in . ight of a little cabin on the opposite bank of the
stream.
.
He at once reined in his horse and dismounted.
"Ther feller what lives there must ha,·e plenty of nerve,"
"Or it may be that be is a greenhorn, as
he muttered.
ther log . hanty ain't been built many weeks, by tber looks of
it. Way, this is j'u st ther locality where ther Sioux would
strike for when they git on ther warpath! They'd just like
to come across that place. It would be fun fer them to burn
it to ther ground and kill what Jived in it."
After looking a little while at the cabin he saw smoke
begin to come from the little chimney on the back.
"There's some one livio' there, all right," he thought. "I
reckon I'll ford ther tream an' go over there.''
Selecting a good place, he urged bis horse into the water
and al1011·ed him to walk across.
The water ,-vns not more than four feet deep in the channel. and the scout was soon on the other bank, being hardly
wet, a.· he got upon his knees in the saddle at the deepest
part.
Once over, be rode boldly for the cabin, which was not far
distant.
.
As he halted in front of it the door opened, and a man
bareheaded and in bis shirtsleeves stepped out.
"Mornin', stranger!" he called out. "What mougbt yer
be doin' aroun' this part of ther country , o early?"
"I'm jest takln' ,a scout aroun' to look up some one," remarkecl Charlie. "How long have you lived here in this wild
part of ther country?"
"Nigh onto two months. I'm makin' out putty well here,
too, 11t trappin' an' huntin'."
"Do you Jive here alone?"
"No, 1~y brother lives with me."
"Well, it ain't much of a place to Jive, I don't think," and
Charlie ·hrugged his shoulders.
''E,·ery one to his taste, you know," said the man, with
a grin. "Would yer like ter have a hot cup of coffee afore
yer go?"
"No, thank you. I've got some friend . oo the other side
of ther creek, an' they'll have breakfa t ready fer me when I
git back."
"I don't think they will!"
This was said in a loud tone by some one behind him, and
the next thing the cout knew a strong pair of arm seized
him and pulled him from his horse.
At the same moment three men sprang out of the cabin and
thre11· themselYes upon him.
"I reckon it ,Yas easy enough to catch him." chuckled the
fe1low who had been talking to Charlie. "Now, there's only
two of them left."
The scout was disannecl and bound, and then he was dragged
into th e cabin.
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Then he reined in hi s teed, and the next moment a do:,;en
forms appeared around him.
It wa .. ben ath two big trees that he had halted, and when
the dozen forms gathered arouncl him he gave a nod and
said:
'·What i. the trouble, boy.-?"
"It was a fal.·e alarm, Cap," answered one. "We thought
su~·e them three fellers we had the scrimmage with to-day was
sneakin' up on us. Ther noise was heard proved to l,a YC l,een
macle by a coyote."
"Vi'ell, it is just as well, I , uppose," said the man addressecl as Cap. "I don't know as we will bother with the
tourist and the Dutchman until just before daybreak. I don't
know whether they have got much money with them or not,
but that boat an' the other thing. they have "'Ot will come
in quite handy for us, especially the ·things to cook with.
I have got ao idea that the tourist is a very innocent sort
of a fellow, and the Dutchman he ha. with him is a r egular
ninny."
"Did you give 'em a scare, Captain Rodney?" asked another
of the men.
"I guess I did frighten them a little, though I didn't let
on that I was anything but an hone t traveler."
"We'd better get away from here or they'll he pi-owlin'
around, won't they?"
"Let them pro,vl. I guess we are io charge of this part
of the country. Even if Young Wild West and his ty1·0
friends were fools enough to follow Dave Dante here, I guess
we'll hold our own. We are the outlaws of Yellow Fork,
aucl I want everybody to know it."
'l'he last was said in a pretty loud tone, and the men looked
around anxiou. ly, as though they were afraid it would be
heard.
"Go over to the cabin," saicl Captain Rodney. as he ,,a
called. "I will cro s over in the low spot right here a ways.
·we won't bother Young Wild -'' est and his pards to-night;
they are a pretty dangerous trio, and we'll bare w work a
little strategy on them."
The dozen men obeyed his orders as ,vell as trained soldiers
woulcl have done.
They moved to the bank of the stream with as little noi. e
as possible, and then stepped into two dug-out canoes that
were there waiting for them.
'!.'he craft , though ungainly, were well able to bold them,
and they soon paddled across to the other side.
The cabin the captain had spoken of was now right before
th em, and when they bad run the canoes into [t narrow little
creek the, tied them under a willow tree and then walkrcl
toward the rear of the cabin.
·
The log stru cture ,Yas built right on the face of a bm1k
that was well covered with rin es nncl hrnbb .r,v.
And right where it joined the earth there was a door that
was high and wide.
The men walked up to this in twos, and then one of the
number put hi~ baud in a bole in a cleacl ·tree that was •right
there and pnllecl out a key.
This he fitted in the Jock on the cloor and soon had it open
for them to enter.
The door opened to the inside. aucl when it was open it
would have been hard to note it from any distance. as there
were so many vines aud uch dense sh rubb ery there.
The number of the men was ju ·t twelve, and when they
had all filed throu~h the door it \\'a· closed and locked with
another key from the inside, which wa.- remoY ed from the
lock and bung on a nail right where it could be found ,vithout
moring from the door.
The key that hacl gained them aclrnis:ion had been placed
back in the hollow tree before the~· entered.
Instead of leading them into a little ca bin. the wa~· turned
into a big- r oomy ca,'.e at the back of the building. which
\Yas connected with it by a ,:mall door thnt was not open
ju t now.
'l'he place was lightecl by three or four lantern .. and as
the otitla\\'. entered each of them raised his hand above the
center of hi hea l and then \\'alkecl to the center of the
Ca'\l#!,

CHAPTER III.

Here ,,-a, a sq ua1·e table that l'l"aS ,er:r rouirhly made. the
top of which containecl a number of ;:slits. each marlrnd ,1·ith
THE OUTLAWS OF YELLOW FORK.
figures from one to eighteen .
With one accord the villains drew their bowie knives from
We must now turn our attention to the stranger who left their belts and .-tuck the blades into the slits in accordance
th e camp of Tom Rand iD such a sudden manner.
with their number . .
When he rode away be went at a breakneck pace.
);'ot nntil this was clone did a man arise from a seat in the
But only for about a hunclrecl yards did he ride.
~orner.
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Among this was a handsome watch studded with diamonds,
which he had turned over to tbe captain as a little pre ent
for taking him in and caring for him.
As bi. brother had been one of those to fall under the
unerring aim of Young Wild West and his partners that day,
the captain thought of the last thing the brother had giyen,1
him.
When he reached the alcoYe he lighted a lantern and went,
to a leather valise that sat 011 the rocky floor at tbe head
of the bunk.
He unlocked the valise and took from it the handsome
watch.
"I guess I will wear this to remember poor Bob by," he
muttered. "It will make me think of him and the revenge'
I must have for his being shot down. I will 1Vi11d it and
wear it from now on."
He dill wind it, and then setting it by the big silYer watch!
be wore, be placed the former in bis pocket and the latter· in
"Yes."
·
the valise.
"\VeH, that's too bad."
When he bad done this he produced a bottle from some
"That's what we all think, but it can't be helped. We
are goin' ter git them fellers, though, ther captain says. It is nook in the alcove and took a drink from it.
Then be removed a vart of his clothing and turned in.
goin' ter be done by strategy."
But before doing this he gave the man Jones instructions/
"You said they were two boys and a man?"
"Ye·; two of 'em ain't more'n boys, but they are equal to arouse him when he aroused the rest of the band an hour
to three or four men 1Yhen it comes to shooting with rifles, beforn dawn.
The outlaw captain slept as soundly as if be bad been
I gue~s."
an innocent babe, and he did not awaken until be heard 1
""Do you know ther three fellers?"
the voice of Jones and felt bis hand upon his shoul"Ye·.''
der.
"\Yhat's tber names?"
"Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim Dart."
Then he got up and proceeded to don his clothing.
"I've heard of all of 'em over in Deadwood. I thought
When this was done li.e stalked out into the cave and found,
it must be them when you first said four of our men had the men sleepily awaiting him.
'
been cleaned out by two boys an' a man. They have got an
"I only need two of you." he said, "but I thought it best
awful re1mtation over in Deadwood."
to arouse you all. There is nothing like being up early, you/
"Well, I guess they can't beat Captain Rodney when he know."
gets clown to business, though?"
Then he laughed, and selected the two men he wanted:
One of these was Dave Dante, the man who bad robbed tbe 1
"No, I reckon uo one kin do that. Hello, here comes tber
postofll.ce at Weston.
captain now!"
He seemed to be very glad to be allowed to go, for bej
'l'be tloor onened just then, and in came the captain
of the outlaws of Yellow l<'ork, leading his horse behind wa~ a Yillain who was always ready to take almost any kind
·
him.
of a risk.
"Are you going after ther tourist now, Cap?" be asked.
As the others had done, be rai. ed his right band over bis
"Yes," was the reply.
bead, and then walked up to the table and deposited bis
"Good!"
bowie in the slit marked number one.
"I don't think we will haYe much trouble with him, do you,
"How are you, boys?" he remarl;:ed carelessly. "Here, Jones,
Captain?"
just put my hor e iu the stable."
"Right away, captain!" and the· man who bad been in
"No. You had better lake along five or six empty sacks,
charge o_f the cave hastened to take the bridle rein of the so we can carry what he has in bis camp ea ily. 'l"'he foolj
/ horse.
has lots of clothes and provisions, I guess, and those are the
Ue led the hor e off to the le[t, where an opening was things we need almost as much as money."
disclosed 11:!ading into another cave that was not quite so
"That's right, Cap!., laughed the other, who had been selarge.
lected to go, and then he hastened to get the sacks.
"Now, go out and get •\'he dug-out ready, and we will goj
There were several horses in there, and by the looks of
on down the river and do the job. It is a good thing the
thing-s they were pretty comfortably located.
'.rhe double ca,·e ,vas of rocky formation and near the tourist took it in his head to camp so near us. He is only
natnral roof was a split in the rock which admitted plenty just around the bend, you know."
"Yes, so you said before."
of air, and in the daytime furnished light enough for the
"Jones," said the captain, turning to the man who acted
villains to see.
The horse was placed in a sort of stall, and then the as a sort of janitor, "as soon as it gets daylight you go!
man called Jones came back into the headquarters of the out- into the cabin and start a fire. The smoke might attract
some one here. and if it does you lrnow what to do."
lav" band.
"Oh, yes!'' answered Jones, with a grin.
Tllese men were now louuging about ou benches and
"It might attract Young Wild West and bis partners)
logs that bad been brought here for the purpose, and when
the captain told them that there would be nothing for them here."
"I jest hope they do come, Cap. We'd git revenge fer tller
to do until an hour before daylight some of them sought
the bunks that were in a row 011 the north and east sides killin' of your brother· an' the other three, then."
"Ye , if we can only take them alive I'll guarantee that
of tile cave.
Then Captain Rodney went to his own quarters in an alcove we will make them wish they were never born before
put the finishing touches to them. I'll have them tortured
near the entrance.
Thi,; hold villain had been doing a great business at wor. e than an Apache !ndian could do it!"
llaYing delivered himself of these thoughts, the captain of
robbing travelers and men of the plains during the past
the outlaw gang followed Darn Dante outside.
month.
The other man had already come out, and wben they got
But be did not confine his bu iness to that locality altogether, as some of his best hauls were made in the mining there they found that be had the dug-out all ready for
them.
towns and cities.
The empty sacks were tossed in the canoe, and then tbej
Sometimes be went as far as a couple of hundred miles and
three villains got in and pushed off.
made a succes ful raid on a bank.
A hundred yards down the stream and they rounded a
He had belonged in Denver, but it became too bot for him
there, and be had come out to the mountains and plains of bend, and then. on the left, Captain Rodney located the camp 1
of the supposed tourist.
Dakot"a to live in what be termed seclusion.
But he was in no hurry, it seemed, so when about fifty
But a week before the opening of our story his brother bad
yards below the camp he calmly lighted a cigar and stepped
arriYed from Denver.
'
He. too, had been compelled to leave the city, and when ashore.
'Tl! go ahead and wake them uo," he said .
.lie c-ame he b~·ought with him considerable booty.
Ile walked over to the table ancl looked at the hilts of tbe
knives carefully and tbe numbers.
"All right, brothers," be said. "'.Ihere are twelve of
you."
"That's right," answered one of them. ''There are twelve
of us here, an' when ther captain gits here there'll be all of
•
us 'that's left!"
The fello1v who was in charge of the cave looked surprised.
"'.rhcre should be eighteen of us," he ventured.
"I know that, hut four have passed in their chips."
"IIow is that?''
"Two boys and a man follered me from Weston after I
cleaned out ther postofflce there, an' they dropped four men
fer us while we was skirruishin' with 'em."
"ls tbat right, Dave Dante?"
"That'. right, ain't it, boys?"

w~\
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CHAPTER IV.
A

wo:\'DERFUL

SIIOT.

A,; Roon as Cheyenne Charlie left them Wild and Jim proceede(l to dress their wounds.
,v11en they were certain that there were no enemies prowling
about they took off the bandages and rubbed some healing
ointment, "·hich they ahvays carried with them in their sadclle
ba:.:~. on the places where the bullets bad grazecl them, and
tlwn put the bandages on again.
"I don't much like to go about with this bandage on my
head. but I suppose it will be better for me to wear it for a
couple of days," observed Young Wild West.
"An(l I will baYe to keep my arm in a sling as long as
that." added .Jim. "It grieves me a little to think that I will
be unable to do any shooting with my rifle, though."
"Well, you can handle a revolver pretty good with your
left hand, I guess. As for me, I guess I can shoot about
us well as ever I did."
"I don't suppose your wound would binder you from shooting, like mine. But I don't think it would be good for either
of us to get into any kind of a sc1immage for a day or
t\vo."
"I am afraid it will be hard for us to keep from it all
that tlme."
··Well, if Charlie should locate the headquarters of the
gang around here somewhere we could wait a while before
we tackled them." ·
"Yes, that's so."
"Do you think that we had bette1· run the risk of making
a fire this morning, Wild?"
"I guess we had better wait,until Charlie comes back."
"All right," and Jim Dart appeared to be perfectly satisfied
with our hero's judgment in the matter.
They watched the form of the scout until they saw it disappear, ancl then they sat down on the trunk of the faJlen
tree and waited patiently.
When half an hour had passed they began to think it was
time for him to show up, as they knew be did not intend to
go \·ery far.
,vhen ten minutes slipped by Wild got up.
"Jim," said he, "I am going to climb that tree over there
and take a look around."
''All right," was the reply. "Go ahead. I guess you can
do it witllont hurting your head."
The tree was not far distant, and climbing it would be
an easy thing for such an athletic fellow as Wild was.
'l'be boy adjusted bis bandage so there would be no danger
of it becoming loosened, and then be started up the tree with
the agility of a cat.
'l'he tree was a fir, so be could conceal himself pretty well
as he went up.
IIe kept right on until be got to the top, and then be pro('eedl?cl to take a view from all sides.
Of course, be quite naturally looked in the direction Cheyenne Cllarlie bad taken first.
l<'rom that height be could easily see the log cabin on
tlle other side of the river not more than half a mile away,
and. like the scout bad done, he marveled when he saw it.
It was altogether too lonesome a spot for habitation, be
thought.
From the cabin llis gaze turned across the stream.
Then it was that. he gave a start of surprise.
Ile saw a boat tied to the shore containing the bound form
of a mnn, who looked as though be might be tied to the
seat.
On the shore with a drawn revolver was a rough looking
fellow. el'idently guarding the prisoner.
On the hank were a couple of bags or sacks which were
filled with something. Just what, be bad no idea.
Of rourse Young Wild ·west was more than surprised when
hi? Hnw all this.
IIi~ keen eres took in the situation at a glance.
'!'he man in the boat was no doubt the one who owned
it. an<l be hud no doubt been captured by the other fellow,
who ·proilahly lirnd in the cabin across the stream.
Ill? conlc1 see that be was a tourist by the clothing the
cnptiYc had on. for our hero had a pair of eyes that never
cle<·eiYecl him nt that distance.
"I giws~ we llacl better give that fellow a little as~i~tance," be thougllt, and then he started to descend the
tree.

But at that moment be happeMd to turn his ~aze in
another direction, and tben he was more surprised than
ever.
Ancl no wondei·, for directly o-ver his bead he ,:aw a balloon!
But that was not all, for in the basket was a young
girl who was leaning over, anxiously watching the grapnel
that was swinging fifty feet from the ground.
She was no doubt wrri.ting for it to catch in a tree ancl
stop the progress of the balloon, which wa,; drifting toward
a bill on which was a gro1Yth of timller half a mile the other
side of the log cabin.
,\Tild waited to see no more.
Ile got down that tree in a jiffy.
It occurred to him that the captive in the boat might belong to the balloon.
Anyhow, be meant to go to bis assistance first, and then
follow up the balloon and render tlie girl help, if she should
need it.
And why wouldn't she need assistance in that wild country
with a lot of outlaws aboht?
"Jim," said our hero, when his feet struck the ground, "did
you see that balloon?"
"Yes," was the reply. "Don't it beat all? A girl all alone
in tlie basket, too."
"Rather surpr1sing, isn't it?"
"Yes; badn"t we better mount and follow it up?"
"Yes, but we have something else to do first."
"'Yhat is it?" queried Dart, looking at him in surprise.
'"l'here is a man in trouble just below here."
'·Not Charlie!"
"No; I never saw a sign of Charlie. There is a str:rnger
dressed in a tourist suit a prisoner in the hands of an outlaw, or :some kind of villain. Come on! We may be able
to surprise the man and set the prisoner free. I am of the
opinion that he properly belongs in that balloon with the
girl."
Jim waited to bear no more, but ran for bis horse.
Wild wns not far behind, bim.
The next minute both had mounted.
Our hero had taken note of the fact that the spot where
the boat " 'as tied to the shore was just around a little !Jend
in the river.
The trres and bushes bid it from sight, and that woulu give
them an opportunity 19 get close to the place without being
seen by the man who- was standing guard with the revolver.
Keeping in the shadow of the growth of bushes that lined
the river bank, the same as the scout had done, they soon
neared the spot.
The ground was soft and yieelding, so the hoof beats of
the horses could not be beard, but they did not risk going
too close on horseback for all that.
When they thought that they were close enough they cliRmounted and tieu their steeds to a couple of saplings.
Then, revolver in band, they took a short c-ut .for the
spot.
Wild led the way, becau;;e he knew just about wl.Jere h<'
was going, since he bad located tlle place well in hi,; mind
when lle was up in the tree.
But bis juugment was in error. for they were nearer to
the spot than be supposed, and the fir.t tbing he knew Ile
stepped through the· bushes right befol'e three men!
Whack!
The foremost of the men dealt our hero a blow with his
fist that felled him to the ground, while one of the others
drew a bowie knife and sprang upon Jim Dart to plunge it
into bis heart.
The prisoner in the boat sat there just the same as when
Wild bad seen him from the top or the tree, and as the two
boys were . et upon by the three ruffians be uttered a ;;lJarp
,
cry of warning.
But he was too late to do them any good.
But the two boys were not down and out yet.
Not by any means.
As the outlaw leaped townrd ,Tim Dart with upliftecl
knife Young Wild West sudclPuly rni~erl to a sitting posture.
Tliere was a sharp report, and lb<' blade of the ho"·ie wns
broken in two!
It was truly a wonderful shot.
Dazed from the unexpected blow he had l'eceiYed. onr
hero fired at what be had seen threatening his cllum's
llfe.
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It so happened that Jake Schneider, the German, was doing!
his trick at staDding guard.
He was just about half asleep when he was suddenly
startled by bearing a footfall close at hand.
"vYho vos dere?" be cried, springing to his feet and thrusting out the long, old-fashioned pistol he carried.
"A friend," was the reply, and the next instant Captain
.
Ilodney stepped into view.
"You vas a friendt, eh?" queried the Dutchman, acting as
though be was not so sure about it.
"Yes, I am the stranger who was here last night. I left!
pretty sudden, so I thought I would come around this morn-.
ing and explain how it was."
"Veil, I vos tink it petter of you vas wait a leet1e longer,
den," and with that Jake put his pistol in his belt.
''Well, perhaps I bad. But, you see, I could not sleep
very well where I was, and I lookecl at my watch and found
it was so near breakfast time that I thought I might as well,
give it up."
.Just then the detective awoke.
He bad been aroused by the talking.
RaDcl looked at the captain in a puzzled sort of way1
when be came out of the tent, for at first he did not 1:ecognize
him. ·
"How are you, sir?'' said the outlaw, smiling blandly.
"Pretty well," answered the detective, who was a cool sort
of a fellow uJJder ordinary circumstances, and not one who
got so badly rattled when trying times came.
"I was here last night."
"Yes, I remember you now."
"I left rather suddenly."
"Rather, I should think.''
"I thought I would come arouDd and explatn matters."
"It wasn't really necessary that you should."
"Perhaps not, but I have a way of doing things right, you
know. I took it U1at you were an educated gentleman, sirt.aat you were a sort of sport, if I may use the term, and I
felt that as I am something in that line myself, that I ought
to explain."
'l'om Rand looked at the man keenly.
It was quite evident that be did not take very kiJJdly to
him.
"I beard a whistle last night while I sat on my horse
talking to you, and I thought it was made by two of my
friends, whom I had promised to meet along the river, so
they might conduct me to a place to put up at," rattled the
outlaw chief, in his easy-going way.
"Yes?"
Well, when I went out to look for tbem I
"Exactly.
found half a dozen men right in my road. They halted
me a~d were going to relieve me of my cash and valuables.'
"They were goi11g to, did you say?" asked the detective,
becoming interested iu spite of himself.
"Yes, they were going to, but I got the best of them. I
had the presence of mind to stick the spurs into my horse,
and be darted away so suddenly that they failed to get me.
It is remarkable that they did not fire at me."
"I should say it was," observed Tom RaJJd, not knowing
jpst how to place the man.
'T generally carry a good sum of money with me," went
on the bland villain, "and I have quite a fine watch."
He pulled out the stolen watch and opened the case to loo)r
at the time.
'.!.'hen the detective's eyes fairly bulged from their sockets.
He had received such a minute description of the watch
in Denver that he was certain that he bad struck it.
But Captain Rodney was watching him, and when he
saw the change of expression that came over the tomist's
face at the sight of the watch be became suspicious at
once.
He realized that something strange was liable to happen,
so as qui<:k as a flash be jerked out bis shooter and put an
end to the farce by exclaiming :
''Hold up your hands, young fellow! There ain't no use
CHAPTER V.
of fooling any longer, I guess.''
HOW THE DETECTIVE WAS CAUGHT.
The face of the ambitious young detective changed to two
In order to explain ho,, Tom Ilancl happened to be in tile or three different colors in less than a second.
He was not one of the sort to make a fight when be was
boat with bi8 bands tied hehind him we must go back · to the
covered b.v u revolver that was held in a hand t41at ~eemed
time Captain Rodney started for the camp.
The lf'u<'ler of the outlaw band left his two companions to be as steady as a rock.
The captain of the outlaws of Yell ow l!'ork had no sooner
on Uie river baJJk and ,valked leisurely i11to camp.

Ancl the bullet had struck the blade of steel and severed
it in twain!
'l'be three vfllains, who were no other than Captain Rodney and the two men he bad taken with him to raid the camp
of the ,mpJJoHed tourist, were thunderstruck.
It was the captain himself who had been balked from
plunging th knife into the heart of Jim, and there he stood
with the broken bowie in his baud.
Bnt the interruption did not amaze Jim Dart so that he
was unalJle to move.
He realized that he stood no show in a hand-to-hand con,
test, so he sprang back into the bushes.
· ''Come, Wild!" be cried, and then be made for the horses
:C!' fa st as lJis lEcg1s could carry him.
Young Wild \Vest was still much confused from the blow
whicli hacl started bis wound to bleeding, but he beard bis
young partner's voice, and like a panther be bounded to bis
feet and shot into the bushes.
'l'wo shots were fired at them, and as they were half way
to their horses Wild turnecl and answered them.
Ile had the satisfaction of seeing pne of the men drop,
too, ancl then there was a deathly silence.
When they reached the horses be gave Jim a lift in the
saddle and then mounted himself.
Away they went along the river bank!
But in about ten seconds more Young Wild West had recovered his full faculties.
"Jim!" he exclaimed, "what have we been doing?"
"I hardly kJJo"·," answered Jim. "It all happened so quickly
that I don't know what to think about it. You saved my
life--tbat I kuow."
';Yes-yes! I shot the knife the fellow was going to stab
you with. I remember that. But why I didn't shoot him
instead of the knife, I don't know. I was all mucldled up,
Jim. Do you know one thing-we didn't save the prisoner."
"We didn't have time, Wild. It was no place for a couple
of wounded fellows like us."
"And the balloon," went on our hero, not noticing bis
chum's remark. "How about the balloon?"
"I don't kuow, vVild."
"Whoa, Spitfire!"
The spirited sorrel came to a halt.
Wild placecl bis hand to his head and adjusted the bandage
so it would feel better.
Tllen he turned his horse around.
"'!.'hose fellows did not pursue us," he said. "I dropped
one of them, I know, so I guess we can go back there."
"I guess we can, if you say so, Wild."
"I do say so."
"Come on, then! I'll follow you to the ends of the earth.
You just saved my life, for that fellow would surely have
stuck that knife through my heart if you hadn't shot and
broke the lJlade in two. I've seen a great many fine shots
that you've made, Wild, but I never saw anything to equal
that! I'll uever forget the broken bowie."
"Well, never mind about it DOW. I didn't know exactly
what I was doing, or I would have dropped the fellow
· dead in his tracks. I remember seeing the flash of the
steel as it was rai ·eel to plunge into your breast and then
I fired. I broke the blade, did I? Well, that does seem
strange. But hurry up. That balloon bas landed over there-see!"
Sure enough, the balloon's grapnel had caught among the
trees half a mile the other si<le of the river, and the huge
silken bag wns tossing about among the treetops.
But the boys soon lost sight of it, owing to the trees they
'
were rapidly nenring.
Young Wild ,vest was riding with the reins in his teeth
now, and in each hand was q, six-shooter.
Dart had also the reins in bis teeth, and in bis left hand
was a re,olver.
Determination was stamped upon both their faces.
They soon reached the spot on the I.Jank of Yellow Fork
where the brief scrimmage had taken place.
But both the men, the boat and the bags hacl va11isbed.
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Among the stores the detective bad brought along was a hox
covered him thnn his other hand went up, and the Dutchman found himself looking into the muzzle of a revolver of good cigars, and when t hey were shown him Captain Hodney was delighted.
also.
Ile lighted one right away, and began puffing away in a
"Xow, then, if either of you make a move you'll drop
contented manner.
dead."
"Can't 'i'i·e have one, Captain?" ai::ked Dante.
After sa~·ing this. the villain uttered a low whistle. and
"Certainly," was the reply. "But don't take more thau one
then DaYe Dante and the other outlaw appeared on the
apiec . '.!.'hey are too goocl to waste .
scene.
Then all three were puffing away, while Rand began to
.Jake Schneider was certainly a frightened mortal.
.
But when _he saw the other two men appear with drawn grow dejected.
His boat had been pretty well loaded with store~. clothreYOl\'ers he let out a yell and made a bolt from the pot.
.\11cl in his fear aud excitement he tlid not know which ing. etc., and to see i t all packed np for remo'i·al somewhere,
be knew not where, made him feel disconsolate.
'irny he was running.
The five thousand dollars reward seemed a long wa?s off
He boltetl direct for the river bank.
just then.
Crack!
The three outlaws sat about the smouldering fire moking
The outlaw captain's revolver spoke.
There was an agonizing yell, followed by a splash, and then until the sun showed itself.
Then the captain got up and pulled out the diamond stutlall ,va s still.
ded watch again.
"I guess you winged him, Cap," observed Dante.
"It is getting time for- breakfast," be saitl. "Get the~e
"I gue~s I did." was the rejoinder. "I never miss at that
distance. No'il-. just tie this fellow's hands so he can't get a things into the dug-out,'' he said, pointing to the sacks.
The men went to the bank at once.
chance to clo any harm. I have an idea that he is not just
Then one of them said:
what he seems."
"Ther dug-out is gone, Cap!"
'l'om Rand was forced to submit to being tied, and then,
" \ Vhat !"
when his weapons were remoYed from his person, the captain
"That's a fact. I'm sure I tied the rope good, too."
ordered him to sit do,~·n.
"Well, you couldn't haYe tied it good. You 11·ere in too
The cletectiYe obeyed, ancl when he looked into the smouldering fire the Dutchman had kept going while be was on muc l1 of a hu r ry, I gue:;s."
"I don't see anything of her." said the other man.
1Yatch, he made up his mind that hunting down criminals
"Of course not. The boat ha· drifted on down the stream,
in that wilcl part of the country 'iYas not what it was cracked
I suppose. 'Well, never mind. ·we have got a good IJoat in
up to b .
place of her. Just put our friend here in the IJoat and row
He wished be was almost anywhere but there just then.
"Just hunt through the camp and see what you can find," up to the bank opposite the shanty. It is on.ly a little w::iys,
said Captain Rodney, smiling at the discomfited detective. "I and as the bank is a little lower there, it will be easier to
get these bags of stuff aboard."
,Yant to have a talk 'iYitb this fellow."
;\Juel! against bis will, the detective was 'i\·all,ed to the
going
was
I
that
idea
the
with
po;;sessed
"If I · had been
bank.
an
for
river
this
up
come
haYe
woulclu't
I
to meet robbers
'\¥hen he got into the boflt one of the men followed him
out ing," spoke up Rand, resolved to make tbe best of it,
picked up one of the oars.
and
assuming.
wa.
and play the part of the character he
can paddle around the point-that's right," ob~e1Ted
'·Yon ought to know that it is not safe to travel around the"You
nodding appro,·ingly.
captain,
"You
captain.
the
retorted
here if you can read the papers,"
Dave Dante, who bad been the one to remain on land,
ought to be aware of the fact that t!Je Black nm are full
picked up one of the sacks.
of all sorts of cle peradoes."
"I reckon ,Ye'd better cany tber stuff up," sait1 be.
"Rut I thought they hung around the mining camps."
"Sure. I'll help you."
"Well, we are not more than a clay's journey from a mining
Each with a sack walked along until they reached the point
to,Yn, are we?"
to their retreat.
"I don't know. The only place I know around here is opposite
The boat soon got there, and when the rope was fastenecl
Dendwoocl , and that is about a hundred miles from here."
a._ilore the captain covered the captive with his rernlver and
·',Yha t did ~-ou come !Jere for. any"-ay ?"
him to remain perfectly quiet.
"To ,-;pend rn~- Yacation." answered the deteeth·e. meetin" orclerecl
Ile told the men to go and bring the re. t of tbe bags, and
bis gaze> fC'arles ·Jy.
they started off to obey.
"To rough it bunting and fi:hing, eh?"
Bu t when t hey r eached the camp they found a bottle of
·
it."
about
that's
"Y<'s,
liquor by accident and, unable to resist the temptation, they
work?"
you
when
"'Yhat is ~-our business
uncorked it and sat down to finish it.
"A bank clerk.''
Captain Rodney grew ,·ery angry when they dicl not come
then?"
"You get a goocl ~alnry.
back right away.
"I'rC>tty good."
But be did not calI them, reso!Yed to let them haYe their
"What bank clo you ·work in"'?"
own way, and then give them a piece of his mind :1 f'ter"The business bank at Yankton."
ward.
"I thought perhaps you were from Dem·er."
They came a long in about fifteen minute,;, and then. ju~t
"'Vhy?"
as he was going to find fault with them, the sounds of apmy
"You seemed to recognize the watch I pulled from
proaching hoofs came to thei r ear .
i)Ocket a little while ago."
'.!.'he reader kno,Ys what happened tben. for it was Young
'';\Ie recognize the watch? Why, no! I was astonished to Wild '\Yest and Jim Dart who were approaching.
_see )·ou c-arrying uch an expensiYe lookini? timepiece in this
Captain Rodney did not clrop the broken howie when the
lwilrl tountQ·, that's all. I only carrr a nickel-plated watch two boy,; ran away .
am! Yery little money myself. I had an idea that I might
He thrust it into bis belt and fil'ecl after them as soon
IH' held up before I got back to Yankton, so I rnacle provision as he could recoYer from his astonishment.
it.''
for
But when he sa'i\· one of bis men drop he mncle np his
'·Oh: Yon clid. c>h ?"
mind that it wai- time t'or him to g-et o,·e1· into the caYe.
'·re,-;. If you arc> really a robber you won't get mucb in
"Come!" he i-aid, hoar.-ely. and Dave Dante, who happened
ca;;h from me; and if you take my boat and camping outfit to be the ,;un-ivor, helpecl him g-et the body of their com· I dou ·t care. a;; 'yo n haYe shot my man. I would not con- panion in the boat ancl then pushed off and crosse 1 the
tiune the trip iE you 'i\·ent away and left me. I would get stream, biding the boat in the little creek and ,-eeking the
bn<·k to Yankton a;; quickly a:-; I could."
seclusion of the cave with their pri,;oner.
.Tust how the outlaw captain took all this Rand could not
tell.
Tile expre~;;ion on his face did not ;;bow whether he believed
CHAPTER YI.
or doubted what he ;;aid.
SOME RATU ER QUEER TL\PJ'E:>;Ii\'GS.
Ile ren1:1ine<l silent for the next ten minute,-. watching
"The~' ha,-e cro;;~ecl the riYer." sni<l ,Yil<l. nocl,ling- in the
his t11·0 Jn('ll . a,s the~· rifled the contents ot' tile cam1) aud
directiou of the cabin mi tile otl1er ,-;icle. wllc>n he saw that
sto,q•d tl1 em into ~ac-k~.
Jt wa,-; 110w gt>ttinµ: daylight, but the tl.Irre villain,; cliu not th!:' men in the boat coulcl not he seen.
"But the ])oat'!" aRked Jim J >art; "1Yhat could they l1aye
sho\Y any ,;igns of l!,a,,ing.
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done with it, if they crossed over and went into that shanty
Young Wild West took in the situation at a glance.
there?"
"Hello, mi,;s !" be called out. ".A.re ~-ou aliYe?"
"There are 11lenty of places to hide it, I suppose. But
''Yes," came the answer in a rather faint tone. "Get me
come on' 1\'e must look for a place to ford the river. ,ve down, won't you please?"
will head for tl!e balloon now."
·'Right away! Just keep up your courage. I will get you 1
The: rode along the bank and soon came upon the late clown in a hurry. We saw you in the car of the balloon as it
camv of the detectire and his German assistant.
went over ns, and we got here as soon as we could."
The outlaws had taken everything but t,he tent, and just
"Thank you! I noticed several men before the balloonl
why they left that there wa u mystery.
caught in the trees here, and I have been depending upon
"'.!'lie prisoner we saw did not come from the balloon, after some of them to come and help me.
That has kept my
all," our hero remarked. "Here is where he came from," courage up."
and he pointed at the deserted tent.
Wild was already climbing the tree the balloon was fast 1
"Py sbimmil1y ! You vos r:lghd ! " a whispered voice said, in.
right near them.
It was a tall one, but that made no difference to him.
Turning, the boys beheld a rather woe-begone looking obHe soon reached the branches, and then he went up with
ject.
the greatest of ease.
It was Jake Schneider, the Dutchman.
He saw that the only quick way of re cuing the girl fromJ
"Ilello !" said Vl'ild, in surprise.
"Where did you come her perilous position was to get to the basket and haul her
from?"
up.
.
"I•' rom der river, alreadty !"
Then be could help her to descend to the ground by means
"From the riYer, eh? Well, you certniuly look it. You of the tree.
.
'
are alJout as wet as a >'POnge. by the looks of you."
"Keep <'ool," be said, 1'ben be was opposite her at the !
"I shoulcl ~a~· so,"' added Jim Dart, smiling, in spite of the same height. · "I will soon get hold of the rope and l!:rn l
sitnntion they were in.
you up. Then you will be safe."
"Yas. I vos come from der river," the Dutchman resumed.
In less than a minute more be was in the basket of tbej
"A big outlaw man shoot me through der heart und kill balloon, which was firmly wedged in between two limbs, and
me deadt; den I fall der river in und get drownded. Ven nearly overturned.
I vos come to life vonee again I catch me der roots of a
The active boy soon bad hold of the rope and, being strong!
tree und bang fast mit my fingers. Der egsperience I vos and powerful, he began pulling the girl up with comparative
got alreaclty vos exciting, I couldt toldt you!"
ease.
"It must have been," remarl,ed Wild. "Was you here in
Up she came, and soon he caught her by the arms and
camp when the outlaws came?"
pulled her into the basket.
"Yas, und vben I vos start to run avay der big outlaw
Then she showed that she possessed no little nerve, for ,
man shoot me deadt !''
she did not faint on finding that she was saved.
'·There wa some one here with you, wasn't there?"
"Thank you!" she exclaimed. "I am so glad that you came
"Yas, my poss, ,vho was named Tom Rand, was here mit along."
·
me. Der outlaws have got him. I vos see a good lot from
"Don't mention it. mis ," and Wild examined the rope and 1
vhere I vos biding in der vater. I vas hit der rope vot dey found there was a loop in it which she bad managed to get ·
tied der poat mit vhen I vos fall der water in und get her arms tbroi ; b.
drowmled. Der rope it untie und der poat go down der
"I-I started to descend by letting myself down with the ,
river ~bnst so like a sail vos in id!"
rope, but I soon found that it would come nowhere near '
Youni.: Wild West had no time to listen to the lengthened reaching tbe ground. Then I tried to climb up, but could '
exclamations of the German fellow, so be promptly pinned not do so. .A.s a last resort I made a loop and bung myself)
him down clo ·el.v and got what information he wanted.
beneath the arms to wait the coming of some one." she '
Jake <'ould answer questions all right, but if it had been managed to tell him.
left to him to tel1 ju,;t what bad happened it probably would
"Your courage is remarkable," Wild answered. "Not oue out1
have taken him an hour or more.
of a thousand girls would have done what you did. But say _
'·"·e will go on for the balloon now," said Wild to Jim. no more until 1''e get to the ground."
"It ma\' be that C'l!arlie "aw it ancl is there."
When be got her into the tree he concluded that it would 1
'"l'l1al',; <JUite likely," answered Dart.
be a good idea to leave the rope about her.
"A perloon, didt you say?" cried the Dutchman.
It might help him to get her to the ground in safety.
"Yes. You can <'Ome with us. Hurry up, now!"
And so it did, for when they got down to the last of the ;
Wild was not speaking in anything lU{e a joking voi e, and branches he lowered her the rest of the distance.
.Jake f.:eemed to !mow it.
Jim Dart led the fair aeronaut to a moss covered log. and,
l Ce ~imvl.r kept bis mouth still and followed after the horses she sat down, quite weak from her experience.
"Yell, ve!l !" gasped the Dutchman. who could not get 01·er
011 n lJnick trot.
'J'bey (lid not have to go far before they found a place the fact of the balloon beiui:: there. '·Dot peats a nyd ing I:
yas ever ~eeu alreadty !"
wl1ere the.v C'oulu cross with ea. e.
'·Get up here with me!"' s::.iill \Yild to Jake. "It will be
"It don't beat a. fellow getting . bot and killed and then
en"ier for you lo get over."
drowned in the river afterward," observed Jim, with al
··,-ot makes der difference? I vos pretty veil seaked smile.
"Yas, it do, if der pullet is not hardt ernuff to make him 1
now."'
"It will hurry matters-that's all."
stay deadt, und der vater vas not vet ernuff to make him
"Oh ! Better hurry, den!"
stay drowndecl," was the quick reply.
He was f-oon on the back of Spitfire behind the daring
Even the rescued girl was forced to smile at this kind of,
Young Prince of the Saddle, and the next moment the two argument.
bors<'s stepped into the water and proceeded to wade across.
Young Wild West then introduced himself and companions
Yellow Fork ,vas not very wide, nnyhow, and at that point to tile fair aeronaut, and she, in turn, told him that her name 1
it was very shallow, so it did not take long to get across to was Gracie Williams.
the other side.
She had made an ascension with her father, who was a
There were so many tree.· there that the balloon was hid- great balloonist, the day before in Del:\d"·ood, where a fair
den from their sight, but Wild and Jim knew about where was being held.
it "-as, and they promptly headed in that direction.
A storm bad come up immediately after the balloon had
'rhe Dutchman kept bis seat on the horse wi~b our hero, went up, ·and while he was trying to get the· valve to open
nnrl they went, along on a smart trot.
and let them down out of danger her father bad lost bis
The ~orrel ,;ta!lion was big and powerful and could carry hold and went sbooti~g clown to hi death.
that much weight with ease.
Horrified at what had happened, she endeavored to pull the
In a very few minutes they came to the top of a hill, valve open after she had recovered from the shock of her
nncl there, entangled in a tree a few yards away, was the father's awful death.
balloon they bad seen.
But it was ~aught and would not work.
But that was not all!
The loss of her father's weight had sent the balloon shootSuf-pendecl from a rope about thirty feet from the ground ing right up into the storm, and then slle was buffeted about
wa's the gil"l they bad seen jn the basket as it passed over for hours. clinging to the basket to save herself from being
them.
thrown out.
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"I did my best." she said. "But after many hours I be- Gracie Williams, the aeronaut, fixing up Jim's IYOUuded
came completely exhausted and sank into a deep sleep, while wrist.
the balloau kept on drifting swiftly to I lrnew not whither.
"I haYe some fine healing plaster which I always carry in
,Shortly nfter daylight this morning I saw a lone cabin, and my pocketbook," she explained.
th en I saw two camps and some men. I was getting closer
"I find that I can fix this wound so that i\Ir. Dart will
to the ground all the time, ind had thrown out the grapnel not have to carry hiH arm in a sling any longer. I think
Ito try and land somewhere. You know the rest."
I can also arrange it so you can remoYe the bandage from
"Yon had a very severe and trying time of it, Miss Wil- your head permanently."
liam_-," rpmarked Jim Dart. "I must say that I am astonished
"It will be a good thing if I can, for every time the bandage
that you Jived through it all."
.
sli11s the wound opens and the blood comes."
''I don't know but what it would have been better to die
She proved to be an adept al dressing wounds, and wben
when poor father went, for I am now alone in the world, I[ she got through with Dart he declared that he could use his
'and father spent his last dollar to pay the expenses of the right hand again.
Then she turned her attention to our hero.
asce11sion yesterday. He was not to receive his money from
the fair people until we came down."
"I can fix you up very easily," she observed. when she had
"Don't talk like that," poke up ·wnd. "You have fallen made an examinatiop of the wound. "I will put on some
in pretty good bands, I guess. We will take you to Weston plaster, and in three days you can take it off, for the wound,
with us, where we will introduce you to some other girls, which is nothing more than a flesh one, will heal in that
and you will soon forget your troubles."
time."
"Thank you!" and the girl's countenance brightened a little.
"I know it doesn't amount to much," answered the boy.
"But it is the bleeding that I don't like. It gets in my
"Yon are very kind indeed."
"Well, I think it will be well to get out of this place," our eyes, you know, and that makes it bad, especially when you
hero remarked a minute later. "'!'here are some pretty bad want to see what you are doing. A fellow needs all the e~'es
men on this side oi. the river, and there is no telling when he has got around this section of the country, I can tell
1
they might pounce upon us."
you."
"Let's get over to the other side," said Jim. "Oharlie might
'·Dot vas rightd, und don'd you forgid it!" exclaimed .Jake
Schneider, who thought it would be a good idea to bear Young
be there waiting for us."
"You will take Miss Williams on· your horse, Jim," re- Wild West out in what he said, as be knew be was the
marked Wild, as they were making a move to leave the woods. head of the party.
"I will take Mr. Schneider with me, as we came."
When the fair neronnut was through fixing his wounded
Owing to his wounded arm, Jim had to be nssisted in the bead Wild felt much better.
saddle, and then Wild helped the girl up.
"I am ready to tackle anything from a redskin to a grizzly
She declared that she had ridden horseback often, and that bear now!" he remarked.
she was not afraid.
"And I guess I can handle a ri fle nenrl:v aR well a,; e,·er
Back for the river they rode without seeing a sign of I did," observed Dart, · raising his weapon to his shoulder
Charlie or any of the outlaws.
to prove what he said.
The stream was forded, and when they reached the tent
"You can get to work," said Wild, turning to the Dutchthat was all that was left of the camp of Tom Rand they man. "Just put up that tent. Bnt dig a trench aronncl it
came. to a halt.
first, as it may rain before we can get away from here. I
"Come, S<:hneider !" exclaimed our hero, pushing the Dutch- am going to make a little , cout around aml i,;ee if I can't
man from the horse and following him to the ground, "we find Charlie. It strikes me that he is somewhere aruuml that
will take charge of that tent. Just get it down and rolled cabin ou the other side of the riYer."
up as quick as you can, now. ,ve have a great deal better
The last was said to Jim.
place to put it a little further up the river."
"Well, go ahead. then," was the reply. "We will try and
Jake needed no second bidding.
fix up a place that we can hol<l against the enemy. in caRe
Ile went at the tent in a hurry, and with the assistance they should attack us while you are gone."
of Wild soon had the tent ready to move.
As Wild had made U]) his mind what he was going to
Then our hero mounted and took what he could of it, and do, be did not wait. but mounted his borne aml rode off np
the Dutchman walked along with the rest.
the rirnr in a direction that was contrary to the one he ha<]
Our hero deemed it advisable to swing off a l;i.ttle when spoken of taking.
they pas. ed the point opposite the cabin, as he did not care
But he was simply going to ford the stream a hove someto get into a scrimmage just then.
where and then make for the cabin from the other side.
They did this, keeping entirely out of sight of any
one who might be on watch at the other side of the
stream.
CIIAP'l'ER VII.
Bnt when they were safely past the spot it occurred to
Wild that it would be a good idea to take a look at things
THE TWO PRISONEllS IN THE CA VE.
acros.· the river and see if there was any sign of Cheyenne
Charlie.
Cheyenne Charlie had certainly been caught uaP11ing.
He told the rest to go on, and then made his way softly
'!' hough he had susvected that the man was a scoundrel,
for the place where the lively scrimmage had occurred on the 1:Je was hardly prepared for what took place.
bank of ti.le river.
He was captmed before be could lift a hand to make a
,Yhen he reached the edge of the bushes where he bad been fight.
.
pounced upon by the villains he peered through and took a
AR soon as he realizecl that he had no show, he ceased the
1sune.r of the scene.
stn1ggle.
'l'here was not a soul to be seen on either side of the
Ile was taken inside the cabin, but, instead ·of dropping
Rtream.
him on the floor, as ho sup11osed they wouW, they carried
Wild crept out on the bank.
him right to the rear of the buil<ling and held him fast till
As he clicl so his eyes suddenly lighted upon something bright one of their 111 mber opened a little door.
and shining.
Then he IYllS whisked l.Jack into the cave of the outlaws
He ,-ery quickly saw what it was.
of Yellow Fork.
It was the piece of blade that had been broken from the
It was Jones who had met him at the door of the
outlaw's bowie by the bullet he sent at it from his re- cabin.
YOlYer.
The outl.ii)ws had been on watch for the return of the
"I guess I will keep that," he thought, and he "-ent over captain, and the 1.wo hnd l!0ne to attend to tlw tourist.
and picked up the piece of Rteel. "This will keep me in mind and when they had seen a hor. ·eman app1·0:wh wl,om they
of the broken bowie, wbich Jim dee-Jares is the most remark- recognized as one of the thrf'<' that had ma<le it so \Ynrm
for them the day before. the,,· were <lelighted beyond
able 8hot I eYer rnnde."
Plac:ing the brol,en blade in the pocket of his hunting coat, 111ea~ure.
"It's a mighty good thing that I st.tl'tell n little fire, fur
he took a goorl look around and then, becoming convinced
1that there 1Yas no one around, he went back into the bushes it was 1.her smoke that brought him here."
Raid Jonef<. a<;
aml $larted for the place he had left Jim less than an hour the helpless scout was landed on the ground \\'ith a tlnHl.
near the table Uia t the bo,Yie lrnive;: of t110~e 11re,-:ent \Y<'re
befo re.
lie got there but a little behind the others and found sticking in.
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"You sorter took me by surprise, I reckon," spoke up Charlie, that it was the young fellow with the long hair, but never
in his coolest way of speaking. "P.·1t it ain't over yet. I've mind! We will get him before he is many hours older."
"You may, an' then you may not," answered Charlie, lookgot two of the best pards that ever Rtraddled a borse or sbot
ing at him defiantly. "Young Wild West ain't liable to be
a rifle, an' they'll find a way to git me out of tbis."
"Ha, ha, ba I" laughed Jones, and tbe rest of tbem joined caught nappin' like I was."
"Never mind about his being caught napping, my friend.
in.
If we don't get him alive, ,ve will surely get him dead.
But tbe scout did not seem a bit abashed.
"You kin laugh, you measly coyotes," be said. "But jest you If he only knew what was best for him he would be miles1
away from here by this time."
wait; my turn is bound to come putty soon."
"Instead of chasin' me all the way here just because I
"I should reckon so," sneered Jones. "Your turn will about
come when tiler captain gits back, which ought to be putty took a few hundred dollars from ther postmaster over in
Roon, now. It will be your turn to die then, so you may as Weston," added Dave Dante.
".Ah!" exclaimed Oharlie. "I see you are the man we want.
~-en sorter git ready for it."
'.!'bough the words of tbe man sent a cold chill shoot- Well, just wait! You'll be tended to all right, see if you
i lg down the scout's spine, he did not let on tbat he minded ain't."
"Jest to hear him, captain! He must have an idea that
it at all.
"I've been in tighter places tban this an' got out," he he's goin' to git us, so he kin go an' tell Young ·wild West 1
jest where I am."
said.
The outlaw captain smiled grimly at this.
"'Yell. you ain't a-goin' ter git out of this one, so you may
"I guess he'll never go out alive," he observed. "Neitber,
It wouldn't be healthy
fl~ well make up yer mind to that.
fer us to bring you here, an' then turn aroun' an' let you go. shall tbe other fellow go out alive. Tiley shall botb die."
A murmur of applause went up from among the villainous
,Yell, I should reckon not!"
Charlie said nothing to this, so the outlaws turned their gang.
"Tbey shall both die," went on tbe captain. "We have gotl
attention to the breakfast they had been going to sit down
to wben be had been spotted making his way toward the to have revenge for the men we have lost in these two days.
See here!" and be seized the broken bowie knife and held it
cabin.
One of the villains had brought bis horse in from the up so ail could see where the blade was missing. "See that!
rear entrance, and when Charlie saw the animal led into Young Wild West did that! He did it with a shot from his·
!be commodious cave that answered the purpose of a stable, revolver, too, just as I was going to end the other youngl
be made up his mind that the outlaw gang were pretty nicely fellow that belongs to his crowd. It was such a wonderful
shot that I stood there like a fool and allowed him to get
situated.
away. There were only two of them, too, and both of them
Hut he did not worry a great deal.
He knew that Young Wild West was the most resourceful were wounded at that. But the wonderful shot did the busifellow in the whole West, and he depended upon him to ness. If it had not been for that we could baYe easily nailed
devise a means of getting him out of the clutches of the out- tbe pair of them. Boys, in reYenge for having my bowieone of the emblems of our band-broken by Young Wild West,
Ja wR.
'I'hat Wild and Jim would think he had been captured and this man here-his right bower, as I understand-must die in
taken into the cabin, when they found that he did not come a horrible manner. I will think of some way a little later ou,
as there is no particular burry, and it might be that we will
back, he was almost certain of.
As the men in the cave ate their breakfast and laughed get the other two in our power before the day is over."
Having delivered himself of these remarks, the villainous
and talked of what was liable to happen to him when Captain Rodney came back, Charlie managed to work himself leader of the outlaw gang made his way to the table where
in as comfortable a position as possible under the circum- his breakfast awaited him.
Cheyenne Charlie felt much- relieved when he heard that
.·tances.
Ilis wri ts were tied together at his back, and his knees he was not to die right away.
A delay might mean a great deal.
were held together by a rope that was wound around half a
Jones and Dave Dante now dragged the detective over and
.
dozen times.
The minutes flitted by, and presently the outlaws had placed him beside the scout.
"Good-mornin', stranger," said Charlie, trying to make out
fini:-.hecl their morning meal.
It ,,as just then tbat one of them called out that tbe captain that he was perfectly at his ease.
"Good-morning!" was the rejoinder. "How do you find
·was coming back.
There was no way for them to see across tbe river, unless yourself this morning?"
"Pretty well tied up, I reckon."
they went to the door of the cabin, and as no one was there
'''l'he same here. I've been roped into a game that I don't
at the time.. they did not see Captain Rodney until he aplike mucb."
vroached the door of the cave.
1
T'om Rand was taking it pretty cool, though he heard all
One of them ran and unlocked it before the outlaw chief
that had been said.
could get bis key from his pocket.
Charlie was not a little surprised at this.
Ile came in, dragging Tom Rand by the collar, whi.le tbe
He had taken the young man to be a fellow from some
othel' outlaw pushed tbe detective along from bebind.
"We lost a man and got a prisoner!" exclaimed Dave Dante, city who had come out here for hunting and pleasure.
"We're in a putty tight box, I reckon," he said, after a
as he let Rand',; helpless form drop to the floor.
pause. speaking in a low tone.
"Lo. t a man!" echoed Jones.
"I know it,'' replied the detective. "This is about the
''YC's," answererl Captain Rodney, shaking his head half
tightest place I have ever beJ)n in, but I haven't gi,en up
m1grily. "Didn't you bear tbe shooting?"
hope yet."
··No."
"'l'hat's ther way ter talk. You seem to be made out of
"\Ve was busy eatin' our breakfast, I s'pose is why we didn"t
hear it," ventured one. "But, cap, we've taken a prisoner, too, the right sort of stuff."
"I've experienced a little."
sinc:e you've been gone."
"Well, just keep a stiff upper lip. I've got a couple of
'·You have!" cried the captain, in surprise.
"Yes, captain, one of the three that give it to you so hard pards close by who ain't goin' ter let the outlaws git ther
best of us-not altogether."
yesterday."
"I am glad to hear that. Will they know where to look
"Is that so? Where is he?"
"There he is over there by the table. He 'pears to be a for you?"
"Well, they will find out where I am, all right. Youn~
pret~· c:ool sort of chap," said Jones, pointing to Cheyenne
Wild West can't be beat at findin' trails, you know. He'll
Charlie.
The captain of tbe outlaws of Yellow Fork seemed to be trail me right to this cabin, an' then leave it to him to do
the rest. Ile won't go to work and demand my release; he"ll
delighted.
Ile walked over and thrust the broken bowie he took from do something different from that."'
"I bope he \Yill. You said something about Young Wild
his belt into the place where it belonged wben he was ,in
the headquarters, and then turned his attention to the West. It seems to me .that I have heard thaf name ill Deuver."
scout.
"I gue,:s abont eYet-y iYesterner ha;:, heard of Young \Yilu
"So we got one of you. did we?" lie oh erved, a sardonic
.smile pJaylug about his lips as be spoke. "I "·as in ];lopes West. If they ain't they'd oug!Jter."'
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While the two 'l"l"ere talking in whispers a bit of clay bit
Charlie in the face.
Nnturally he turned bis head in the direction it bad come
from.
Then it was that bis face lighted vdth joy.
Through a narrow crevice near the top of the cave he saw
a bancl shake at him nnd then disappear.

CHAPTER VIII.
WILD AT WORK.

Young Wild West rocle along until he found a goocl place
to cross the stream. and then be went over and beaded for
the cabin in a roundabout way.
The sun was now abo1.1t two hours high, and in spite of
lthe fact that he had experienced a whole lot since daylight,
,
he "'as willing for more.
Ile wns bent upon finding Cheyemie Charlie, and if he was
in clanger, to get him out of it.
Once In the coYer of the woods that ran all the way to
the cabin and far back of it, Young Wild West rode along
at an ea. y gait.
When he had made enough of a detour to bring him around
1to the rear of the cabin be headed straight for the point
'where he imagined it to be, for be could not see it, owing
to the dense foliage.
In a verr few minutes he came to a spot that was pretty
well clearetl. and then he caught sight of a thin column of
· smoke ri,;ing toward the sky.
Ile followed it downward 'l"l"ith hi eye, and found that it
came from the top of a rude chimney.
"Tl1ere Is the cabin," he exclaimed, under bis breath. "Now,
Spitfire, old boy, I'll just tie you here in the bushes and
make the rest of the distance on foot. It is not very far
from here. anyway."
He simply threw the bridle rein ovei· the top of a little
·sapling, so in case he was detained the hor ·e could easily get
loose, and then, patting him on the nose, he started cautiously
in the direction of the smoke.
It was not more than two hundred yards away and, as
there were plenty of bushes to shield him from the view of
any one who might be looking, Wild bau no difficulty in making
his way there.
As be neared the smoke he could see the top of the roof
of the sbantJ·, and then for the first time he became aware
that it was built against a perpendicular bank.
"Ah! .. he thought. "I ha ,·e seen such places before. I'll
bet there is a cave behind that shanty,' and that is the headquarters of the outlaws. I will just investigate the hill thoroughly."
:--i'eare>r and nearer be crawled, for be was moving, with
the greatest of caution now. to the edge of the roof.
It was just as be bad figured. The little building was
joined right to the bank.
Young ,vild West's many experiences with outlaws and
their h,1ngouts told him just bow to look around.
He knew that if there really was a cave there that there
must be sume ,yay for the foul air to escape and fresh to
get In.
So he set himself to the task of finding an opening somewhere around.
The rise in the ground was something of the shape of a
sugar loaf. though not very steev nt the top.
Wild began making his way around, keeping close to the
edge.
As he got around on the side opposite the river he struck
a place where there was a little hollow.
He promptly crawled into this and then, having a good
chance to keep from falling, he leaned over the edge.
An<l nlmost the first thing he ,;aw 11·as a long, narrow rift
in tlw rocky f'icle of the bill.
At the same moment be caught the unmi takable sounds
of \'Oicf>s. something that he had not been able to do
before.
Young Wild West gave a noel of satisfaction.
Tlwn he leaned over a little further.
:\Iuch to hi;; joy, he found himself looking into a big
caYc.
lie could see se,·eral men OYer in 01,e side of it sitting and
st:rn,lini; nrou11d a sort of rude table a~ though they were
en Ii Ill!: ancl drinking.
'l'ller,, :.1s his gaze wandered about the rather roomy place,

he suddenly saw Cheyenne Charlie and the stranger be had
seeu with his arms tied about him in the boat, lying on the
ground in about the center of the cnve.
"I must find some way of attracting the attention of
Charlie," he thought. "It \\'ill help me to set him at liberty
if he kuows I am here."
After a while he bit upon the plan of throwing a piece
of clay at him.
He got the piece he wanted and then threw it with Unerring aim through the fissure.
Willen it hit the scout and bis eyes turned that way,
·wild drew his face away and simply waved bis band
once.
He thought tbe piece of clay might attract the attention of some of the outlaws. and then his attempt to rescue
the prisoners would be nipped in the bud.
He waited a couple of minutes, and then, finding that there
was no more noise or excitement below than there had been,
he took the risk of peering over again and looking through
~fi~re

·

The moment he did so he saw both Cheyenne Charlie and
the other captive looking straight at him.
Wild nodded encouragingly to them.
Tbougb they did not move their heads, they flashed an
answer from their eyes.
The boy drew his bead back and then remained seated
near the edge of the natural roof of the cave, thinking.
I-le was trying to form some plnn of action.
IIad he desired to get into the cave by means of the fisHure
be could not baye done so.
It was not wide enough to admit his body.
But it would have been out of the question to think of
·
going in that way, anyhow.
He sat there in silence for the space of five minutes, but
could not think of any way to get the prisoners out of the
clutches of the outlaws.
Young Wtld West was in a quandary.
But presently something happened that oansed an idea to
pop into his head.
He heard voices be!'ow him in the open air and, looking down at the level ground, be saw two men walk into the
bushes.
The next instant be heard the . ound of digging.
"I wonder ,vbat they are up to now," he thong11t. "Well,
I guess it \\'Ouldn't be a bad idea for roe to go and see. I'll
work my way back here and tl!en creep around.''
Wild at once began puttini:; this plan in action.
He bad no trouble in gettini:; back away from the loafshaped hi11, and once in the bushes and undergro\\'th, lie
cautiously made his way to the spot where the digging \\'as
in progress.
As be drew near the place he could hear the two men talking in low tones.
"Poor feller," he heard one of them say. "It's too bad he
bad to go under."
"That's a fact," remarked the other. "Bob was a good
man, he was. That youngster the:v call Young Wild \Yest
must be a very clever shot. 'corc1in' to all accountH."
Wild smiled when he heard thi. .
He got a little nearer arnl then. pulling the bushes a~icle,
he could see that the men were dig!(ing a gra,·c.
Close by was the \Jody of the outlaw he had shot on tl.1e
other side of the river.
The boy bad brought his lariat with him when he dismounted, not knowing how Roon he might have to use it.
Forme1· experiences bad taught him that it was a handy
thing to have.
It struck bim to capture the two outlaws nnd force them
to give him some information.
He had not the least doubt that be could do it, though
they were both armed to the teeth nnd \\'ere powerful
men.
Wild got the noo ·e of bis lariat in readiness.
The two villains were on their knees in the act of scooping
out the yielding earth.
He was waiting for them to get their beads close together.
When be tbre\\' the lasso he never missed. because he made
sure of his mark before he let go.
That was the way he did in everything. and that was
the cause of bis great success in the undertakings of life.
He \\'as just as cool as though be wa;; p;oing to play a
little joke on n couple of friends, and be did not offer to make
a move until the proper time came.
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"I am going to keep you covered with my rifle," went
It came soon enough.
"You are not to get out of my sight, and if
Then there was a swish through the air, and the next on Wild.
instant tbe two outlaws were rolling over on the ground, you attempt to, or say the least thing contrary to what I
gJsping and ·kicking like a broncho that had been caught and tell you you will die just as sure as my name is Young Wild
West."
thrown.
"I'il do jest as you say!" faltered Dante.
The noose had settled about the necks of the pair of
"All right!" and then qnr hero cut him loo ·e.
them, and Wild pulled it tight so quickly that they could
not cry out.
'.!.'hey were choked too much to do that.
Before they knew what struck them he sprang forward
CHAPTER IX.
and pressed the muzzle of a revolver against each of their
heads.
THE GIRL AERONAUT SHOWS HER NERVE.
"Utter a word and you die!" he exclaimed, in a low tone
that was full of meaning.
When Wild had been gone an hour Jim Dart began to
Instantly tllcy became quiet.
feel quite uneasy.
One of them happened to be Dave Dante.
He knew the dashing roung Prince of the Saddle could
He bad offered to go out and bury the bodr of their slain
comrade, and the captain had ordered one of the other men accomplish a whole lot in that time, and the fact of his 1
being away longer made it appear as though something had
to go with him.
They had not calculated on being tackled by the very one happened to him.
Jim knew just bow far it was to the cabin, and that made
they were anxiou.· to get hold of.
Dante recognized Young Wild West the instant he heard him think that Wild had run into some sort of a trap.
"I am afraid these outlaws we are dealing with are
bis voice.
a pretty hard lot," he observed, looking at his two corn·
'.lhat wa. why he gave in so readily.
He knew the daring boy wa;; not to be fooled with and, panions.
"Yas, dat ls vhat I vos dink alreadty," spoke up Jake
as he valued his life pretty highly, he thought it best to
Schneider. "I vas see somedings of dem vhen I vas get
do just as he was told.
shooted und drownded in der river py der cabtain of der
"'Ve cave!" lte saicl, in a hoarse whisper.
crowd."
a
li,e
to
want
"All right," answered 1\'ild. "I see you
"You don't think anything bas happened to Mr. West, do
while louger. Now, I will take cbarge of your bowies and you?"
asked Gracie Williams, anxiously.
shooters, an d then I'll talk to yo u a little."
"I don't know what to think about it," retorted Jim. "It
He had not tlJe least trouble in taking their weapons from
strikes me that the outlaws must have got hold of the friend
them.
we told you was missing, and it may be that they have caught
The two men were like lambs.
too."
When be told them to turn on their stomachs and hold Wild napping,
"What do you propose to do if be has been caught by the
their hands bebind them they did so as soon as he let the
bad men?"
noose about their necks loosen.
"Try to get them out of their clutches, of course. He would
With deft fingers lie bound them so they were helpless,
go his whole length for me, I know, and I will risk my life
after which he rolled them over on their backs.
\\.ilcl knew that if he fooled around there too long some for Young Wild 1Vest any time."
"Aud he saved your life this morning by shooting the
or the outlaws might come out to see what was keeping the
bowie knife in two that the outlaw was going to stab you
two there for ~uch a lengtb of time.
with?"
Consequently, what he did must be done quickly.
"Ile did that, and I shall never forget it, either. It was
·•see here," he said, fixing bis eyes on the faces of the
two outlaws and flashing a look at them that meant busi· the quickest and best shot I ever saw made."
"Does your arm feel as though you could use it in case
ness, "you have two fellow in the cave- there who want to
it becomes necessary?"
get out in the worst way, bave you not?"
"Yes. If I were to get in a tight place I would forget all
"Ilow do you know?" qneried Dante, showing signs of great
about the wound."
uneasiness.
"Well, I am going to make a proposition, then."
"Kever mind, now. Don't get inquis"tive. You-ah! I
"You make a proposition?" asked Dart, looking at her in
just happened to think of sometbing! It was you who cleaned
surprise.
out old Sam Murdock in Weston, wasn't it?"
"Yes. I must be a pretty cool sort of a girl, or I woultl
"Yes; I reckon you know it, so there's no use in denyin'
not make balloon ascensions, would I?"
it."
"That's so."
"Well, you need not tell me any more. I'll tell you some"Well, wby wouldn't I have nerve in doing something else,
thing, which will be much better. I want every cent of the
money you took from the postmaster in Weston! And I then? Now, let me tell you my plan."
"Go ahead."
want the two men you have tied up in the cave set at liberty!
''In the fir t place, you ba,e an idea tbat your friend,
Do vou understand that?"
whom you call Cbeyenne Charlie, i imprisoned in the cabin
"Ye-es," faltered the man.
"Aud if I don't get the money, and the two men are not on the opposite bank of the stream?"
"That is about the impression, I guess."
set free, I am going fo cut off your heads and throw them
"Well, I am going to pay a visit to that cabin, and you
into the cave through the crevice up there!" and he pointed
and our German friend here must follow and hide right
in the direction of the natural roof of the cave.
The faces of the two outlaws turned a sickly hue when they close by."
"Yes," said Jim, doubtingly.
beard this.
"I will seek admission to the cabin, and if any one comes
"How are we goin' ter get ther prisoners loose--ther captain wouldn't agree to it?" asked the man who had not to the door I will tell them that I just landed in the woods
with my balloon, and that I would like to have help to get
spoken yet.
detain me,
Wild had not really thought of a plan yet, and he con- it out of the tangle it is in. Tbey will probably then
I may
if they are as bad men as you say they are, and
centrated his thoughts in au effort to do so now.
be in a little peril. But I will take things cool and do everyIn less than a second a happy light shone in bis eyes.
thing ther say, unles · they go too far- and in that case
Turning to Dave Dante, be said:
I'll- - "
"I am going to untie you!"
"You'll what?" queried Jim, while the Dutchman nodded
"You are?" and a hopeful light shone in the outlaw's
as though he was eager to bear the reply.
eyes.
"I'll kill myself'"
"Yes, I am going to untie you and send you to the entrance
"I hope it don't come to anything like that," and Dart
of the cave with a message to your captain."
"You are?" and the man acted as though he could scarcely shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
"I haYe no one to live for, anyway," retorted the girl, her
believe his senses.
"Yes, that is just what I am going to do. But if rou don't voice ~ro\Ying sad.
"See here! Don't talk that way' If rou really ha Ye the
do exactl.v as I tell you before you start I am going to drop
nerYe to do what you sar, you can fix things so that \Ye
·
you dead in your tracl,s."
will• come out at tbe top of the heaJ:}-that is. if Wild L~ 1
Dante's countenance fell.
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Jim and the girl got on the back of the former's horse,
rea!ly in the clutches of the outlaws. What you have just
been saying has given me an idea. You go to the cabin in and ,.-ent across without wetting themselves at all.
Once they got within a couple of hundred yards of the
<·ase Wild docs not show up in another half hour. Go Oil
lin when you are illvited, and make out that you have not cabin Jim and the girl dismounted.
The Dutchman, who was plodding along bebind them, came
the least suspicion that anything is n-rong. Answer all the
questions that are put to you, and declare that you have to a halt also.
'·Yot now·!" he whispered.
not met a human being sin<:e your balloon landed in the woods
"You ju~t be a little carefnl bow you walk. You must not
near the cabin. Then, if Wild and Cheyenne Cllarlie arc
1
there yon will have a chance to liberate them, for the ma- make a 1x1.rticle of noise," am;wered Jim.
''All right; I YO~ pe quiet alreadty."
jority of the men will surely go out to have a look at the
""'ell, see thnt you do, ancl remember what I told you about
wrecked balloon.··
"That was my idea rxnctlr," retortc(l the girl, proudly. the s!Jootiu/:( \\'hen you c:orue to it."
··r vo remember."
"You see, I am not entirely without ideas, after all, if I am
"See that you do. If ~-ou go to making any kincl of a
a poor, weak female."
'·You remind me Yery much of a couple of girls home in mistake that will lie the means of getting us into trouble I
" -cston," a11d Jim nodded patronizingly to her. "You h:n-e might take a notion to shoot off the top of your head."
Jake tumecl as white as a sheet when he h eard tl.Jis.
got lots of courage, I see. " 'ell, if you will undertake to
"I voR heh11Ye myself, po. s; I vos pehave puclcly goodt, I
do what you say, I promise that if I bear you scream after
~·ou go into the cabin I will rush in and shoot down , the bade you clot."
"Good enough! Now, :\Iiss '\Yilliams, it is for you to make
Yillain who has dared insult you, even if I die the next
a final cl cbion a to whether you are going to risk paying
minute for doing it."
Gracie Williams looked at him with admiration . for a a Yisit to that cabin."
"I decil1ec1 to do that long ag-o, as you ought to kno,v," she
second.
She knew by the tone of his voice that he meant just replied, looking at him in snrpri e.
"I know you did. But I thought perhaps you might ha,'e
what he said.
"I will go to the cabin," she ,;aid, slowly and deci~lYely. chan&ed your min(l."
"I ue,•er change m.v mind when I once makf' it up.''
"and if Young ·wna West and Cheyenne Charlie are there I
"Good. I f<'cl satisfied tllat yom· move will be a 1Snccesswill do my best to free them."
when I haYe
"Und my poss, too! He must vas pe dere, too, alreaclty," ful one. Something tells me that it will, au(l
t\jat feeling it seldom goes wrong."
,spoke up Schneider.
"Shall I go now?"
"So much the better if he is," sai.d Jim. "Ile will make
"Yes. I suppose the sooner you go the lietter it will he.
one more to help us in our fight against the outlaws."
had better move off to the left, i-o it \\'ill look as t hongh
You
the
that
Jim
convinced
subject
the
on
talk
A little further
have come around from the woo<l,; \Yhcre the wreckeu
you
Raid.
girl meant to do all she
She showed ~igns of being very i;ool, for one of her sex, balloon is. I will tie my horse here, and then Jake nml I
and anything to the contrary that she might have shown be- will creep as close to the cal.Jin as \Ye po,:~ibly can \Yithout
fore was probably due to the death of her father and what ·howiug ourselYes."
"Well, here goes, then!'' 11nd the girl stHrted resolutely to
she bad passed through.
Jim Dart looked at bis watch and nervously awaited for perform lllC' task slle had set ber~elf down to.
"The best of luck go with you!" whispered .Tim na rt ferWild to show up.
.At the end of an hour and a half he turned to Gracie vently .
,Yilliams ancl said :
"We ma,v as well go, I gness. I am quite satisfied that
CTL\P'.rFm X.
Wild has been caught."
A OAMI: OF SEE-S .\W.
"Very well," she replied. "Wait till I make sure that my
As DaYe Da111e, th!' ontlaw. aroHe to hi!" fC'ct after Young
weapons are all right."
In the fold,; of her dress were two neatly hidden pockets, Wilcl West cnt him loose h e looked <Juestlouingly ,1l t110 tlarit?;.!'
boy.
and from each of them she drew forth a weapou.
Our hPl'O ha<l nnslung his riflt>, ancl the mnzzlc uf it \Ya,;
One was a small silver mounted six-Rhooter ancl the othrr
vointill;.!' nt thr ,·illn.l,i.1 ns tllou;.!'h h.,· d1ancP.
a dagger.
Dnt n,rntt' 1li1l 11 0.,. think it wa,-, chnnt·e that maclc il point
"You ::;ee,' ' sbr said apologetically. "I ha1·e been force([ to
go among all kinds of people. ancl that i,; why I always tlrnt ,YaY.
"\Yh:i·t <lo ro~1 want nw tu clo'!" he a;:kl'd. rn"·,·onsh.
,carry th~~e. There i,.; no telling what time I may have to
"I told yon what I w:111tcrl yon to do.'' was the 1'<'111~· n;:e them.
'·J know yon ditl, but jt':-; t tell me ng'in. r (101i't \\'Hllt t n
"That·'. right,". nodded Dart.
.. Dot ,·of: rcmmd me alreadty <lot I liacl/ tiettrr load np make ui1,v mistakes, ,-;o·s _yo11·11 drop me. I \\'ant to Iii·<' a
m.v pistol:' spoke up J,lkc. "I \'OS gi<l it vet \Yheu I fall while .vet."
'·\Yell, you "·alk ri::;M up to the door of that C.ll'l' a11<l
cler ,·ater in. I will loa<l him up in ten minutes putty
make some one c:ome out. Don·t .,·ou da ·c to tr:,- t,, gl•t
quick."
''I'll help .vou. and then perha 11s .von rnn get it doue a in wheu the door opeu:-;, for if .mu tlo ~·ou \\'ill go i11 \\'ith a
bullet through \ ·our l1cart! ,rust tPll \\'IIO<'Yet' opens t llP <1,u,1·
li tt le qui ·kcr," oh,wnetl ,Jim, ancl !Jc proceeded to do so.
The Dutc:hman's pistol \Ytt,; oue of the old-time shooters that yon tnwt the captain to come ont ri!,(ht all'ay. and fh11t
he mnst c·omr ,1\one. Yn11 c:111 :-;ay that .:omething ,·p1·.1· i111that nse,1 powtle1· and balls arnl cap~.
lf was l'ormidahle enough, too. ancl used in tbc right way portant await,; him out hrre."
"All right,'· :tnswere<l th<• Yillain. ''l 11t1denit,11Hl ju,;t \\'hat
l'Ollld deal out death anti !le1Str11ctio11.
"lf you ha,·r occasion to shoot that thing don't pull the you \Yant rue to (lo, au' I'll do it."
trigger till ~-ou'Ye got your ru::n covered:' saicl Dart to him. . "See to it tllat yon don't make an.v mistake allout it. fnr
"Be sure about that an(l you \\'ill be able to kill six outlaws when I shoot I ne1·er miss, ~-ou know.''
' ·Yes, I km>,T. Shall I gn no\Y'!''
just as isure as you're born."
''Certainly! The quicker the better. Thal is tli c ,1·,1.r
.. I vill clo what you voR ,;ay :ilreadty." ,-vas the reply.
"~ee that ,mu do. but don't ;;hoot until I 1.cll .rou to µ:et in the caYe OYCr there IJ~ tho,;e hnn"i11g Yiues. i,; it
not'!"
·
to.,.
"That',- Iller way ...
.\. fe,y minute;; later the three ,;tartN1 for ,1 place to ford
"Wei l, cloti't try to hiclc llehiad Ill!' haJ1gi11g l'ine" \Yhrn
the stream ..Tim leading l.Jis hor~e and tl.Je girl and tlle Dutchyou get there, then; the.\' won't ~aye .rou if yon do.'·
111:111 walkiug at his sicle.
''I ,yo11't·."
Dart had tlec"idetl to mnke :,traight for the cabin, and not
Yild kne,, the '1Jl11 i11 would have n 11 PX< c!lcnt chaPc·r
take the trouble of going iu a roundabout wa.v.
Of conr;;p he meant to ,1pproach it nndcr the coYer of the to get ont of harm 's wny if he got t'lose to the door whru
trees and then ht~· in hiding while Gracie put her scllemr it wa,; opened. hut hi' l>elie1·ct1 that he l1acl him 1iretty 11·e1l
frightene<l, an<l that he ',\'lJUl cl (lo as l;e tnl<l him.
i11to effect.
Dante walk Pel towa nl t lie pnlra 1<·1• to till' ,·,t1·(' liKP n lamb
Tlwy proccecled to tlw :-pot \Yllere \Yilcl hurl no. setl. a11cl
:1,-: it 1n1,; not more thau two feet deep at tliat point. .Jake going to :-la111hter.
\Yl!e11 he got to tlle tlo,,r lie vulll'd :;on:;e of tlie ,·i11e:; a:;i!le
f;('lnwicler midetl aero;;,-; withont any hesitation.
,;i,ml pouuc1e<l on it. wit h his ii~t.
•
J Ip w:1s 1Yct to tlle skin.
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It was opened very quick ly by the man ,Tones, who must
ban• been right on the other side ju,;t tllen .
"What's tber matter?" he asked. looh'ing at Dante in surPl'ise. "Why didn't you unlock ther door yourself?"
"I've loRt ther key,'' was the reply. "Jest tell tber captain
to come out here right away, will yer?"
"What's up?"
"Sometbin' for him to see, au' no one else, without be says

•

Ro.''
"All right; I'll tell him."
If Jones could have seen the rifle that was leveled that
way he might have been still greater surprised.
But be did not even look in the direction where Wild
stood.
Our hero waited patiently, now satisfied that he had Dante
eompletely under bis control.
II was fully a minute before Captain Rodney appeared, and
b.1· that time Wild was tired of keeping his rifle leveled in a
stl':tdy position.
He gave omethiug like a sigh of relief when he saw the
door close and the t'.vo outlaws start toward him.
·'What's the mutter witb you, Dave?" queried the captain.
Anything gone
"You · act rather strange, it seems to me.
wrong?"
"\\'ell, you might call it that, cap," was the retort.
"Young ·wild " 'ei;t sent me to call you out, as he wants to
see you."
"Young 1Yild \,est sent you to call me out!" exclaimed
the leader of the outlaws of Yellow Fork, looking at the
speaker in surprise. "Are you crazy, Dave Dante?"
"~o, he isn't crazy, my fril'nd !" spoke up ·wnd, just then.
"Just step this wa.v, and be careful that you don't attempt
to draw a shooter, for I have got ;rou co,ered, and I will drop
you dead i,J you do."
"Young Wild West!'' gasped the astonished man.
"That's just who I am," wa · the calm rejoiuder, and the
next minute the outlaw chief stood before him.
'·I waut to see you pretty badly," went on Wild, in a
business-like way, "and I had to 1·esort to desperate measures."
"You are a cool hand, I should say," said the captain,
reco,·ering his composure pretty quickly.
"I have the no.me of beiug something of the kind; but
say, Captain Rodney, bow about the two prisoners you
have got in your cave? Are you going to let them go, or
do you want the cave blown up by a keg of powder and the
bone8 or you and your men scattered along the bank of the
·
Yellow Fork?"
Our hero said this as calmly as though be was simply
giving a man a ('hoice of buying one or two pieces of property.
A faint smile crept over the face of the outlaw captain.
'·Yon can't blnff me, Young Wild West," he answered.
"I ha re been tllrough the mill, and I know a thing or
·
two."
"Yon think you do, you mean."
"I know it. You can no more blow up my cave than you
can drink the river dry. You simply have got the drop 011
me. and you want to make terms with me. I understand
it a ll."
··r suppose you know that I would not hesitate to drop
you dead in your tracks on the least provocation?"
l 'aptain Rodney winced at this.
"T may as well admit that," be answered.
"I am glad you do. Well, now I will tell you just what
I want you to do. I want you to send this man in with
an order to release the two prisoners you have in there.
You must send a written order, too, and it must be arranged
that the two prisoners are to come out alone and unmolested.
If you refuse to do this I will shoot you, just as sure as my
name is Young ·wild \Yest!"
"You have got it all yom· own way."
'·Just now I have. After the prisoners are freed and you
get back into your cave, then you might take a notion to
ha1·e it your way again."
\Vild was so engaged in talking to the outlaw captain that
he failed to notice that Dave Dante had picked up a knife
from the ground and se,ered the bonds of the other man who
lay on the ground.
It was very cleverly done, though Dante was afraid that
]JP would be caught and shot for it.
But since his captain bad been on tbe scene the villain bad
plucked up considerable courage.
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Ile saw that Young Wild West was c1irecting about nll
bis attention upon the captain, irnd that was what macle him
act.
When he bad completed the job of cutting tlie rope he stood
with bis back to the outlaw on the ground and faced W ild
and the captain.
"I suppose I will have to clo as you say," remarked tlle
outlaw captain, shrugging bis shoulders.
llis belt was bristling .with weapons, but he dared not
make a move to reach one of them.
He bad witnessed enough of the boy's quick shooting to
make him understand that it would surely be the last mo,e
he ever made if he tried such a thing.
, The man Wild bad left tied was behind him, and suddenly
Captain Rodney saw that he was free.
But the villainous leader of the desperate gang was very
cool and nervy.
Not by the least sign did he show his joy when he disco,ered this fact.
He simply went on talking to the daring young fellow who
bad him in bis power.
"I will do as you say," be went on. "But when your
friends are turned over to you, that moment I muRt be set
free and given a chance to get into my headquarters."
"That shall be done," retorted Wild, who thought be was
succeeding beyond his expectations.
Just then the liberated man reached forward with wonderful quickness and caught him by the ankles.
There was a sharp jerk and Young Wild West pitched forward on bis face.
"Ila!" cried Captain Rodney, quickly springing u1 1c•n the
boy and rendering him helpless. "Now, I guess my turn has
C'ome, Young Wild West. A little sooner than you expected,
eh?"
Wild bad been talrnn completely by surprise but, though
much chagrined, he said not a word just then.
He was used to being up and down, and he quickly
calmed himself and began to think of a way to get on top
again.
'l'he other two outlaws quickly sprang to the assistance
of their captain, and the boy was soon disarmed and bis arms
•
tied behind bis back.
"Get up, you plucky young hound!" cried Captain Rodney,
pushing the muzzle ol' a revolver against the boy's bead.
"G!!t up and go into the cave and have a look at the two
prisoners. I am deeply indebted to you for coming here and
sending for me to come out, for you are tbe fellow I wanted
to get holq. of beyond any one else living. You are 1he
deadshot who broke my bowie with a bullet, and I want to
show my men the one who executed such a remarkable
shot."
"Look out I don't show them something else before I get
out of the cave," answered W'ild, calmly. "l have a way of
treating people to surprises, you know."
"You will treat no one to a surprise this trip. You a1·l'
doomed, Young Wild West! You are doomed to die within
an hour just as sure as the sun will set to-night! You and
the other two prisoners shall die a death of torture to pay
for what you have done to our band."
"All right. Go ahead and do your worst. If it comes
to it you will see that I can die the death of a brave
man. I bnve no guilty conscience to cause me to fear
cleatb. I am proud to say that I have lived an honorable
life, and if I must die I will meet death with truth in my
heart."
"Ha!" sneered the villain. "You are getting somewhat
sentimental, aren't you? Well, talk that way all . yon like.
I like to bear it."
They had now reached the entrance to the cave, and one·
of the villains now unlocked the big door.
Ypung Wild West was whisked into the retreat in a
hurry.
'l'be next minute be was standing in the cave, looking at
Cheyenne Charlie and Tom Rand, who were still on the ground
in the center of the cave.
"Hello, Charlie!" called out Wild, just as though he had
met bis partner on the prairie after a rather long ab. enc-e ..
"I have come to spend a short time with you."
"·wen, I must say I'd rather you hadn't come." 1Tas the
scout's reply, and then the outlaws laughed heartily.
It was all a great joke to them.
When Wild had been conducted over to them Captain Ro11ney faced him and said :
1
"':l'here is only one more left of your party . I have a great
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Then a happy thought struck him.
notion to try and catch him. nnd then put yon all to death
The piece of the broken bowie he had in his pocket might
at one tim e. It would be making a complete ending to my
be utilized to i-;et his hands fr ee.
enemie~ in tbi~ part of the countrr.''
And if his hands were once free be felt that he could do
"That 'il·oulcl • be a good idea. Cap,'' spoke up Jones. "Why
something.
don't you send a c•ouple of men ont to bunt him up?"
~ot far from him was a break in the rocky wall of tlle
·'I ~mes.· I will, Jones. I will call for volunteers."
The words were carcely ont of hi mouth when eYery man cave, and in thi · was stacked a lot of weapons of all sort·,
in the place .-iguifiecl his ,yi!linguess to go in search of Jim prollably those taken from their victims by the outlaws.
·
'·Boys," said Wild, in a whisper, but not directing his
Dart.
gaze at his companions at all, "I have an idea that I might
The captain smiled at this with satisfaction.
"You are a fine lot of men," he said. "But I only want be able to free my hands, and if I can I am going to cut
two of you to go, so I will appoint Dave Dante and Dan you loose in a jiffy. Then we'll make for the place where
Boiler to go and find the other boy. You two will do your the weapons are stacked over there. Do you understand?"
be t to bring him here alive. If you can't help it, kill
--,him and leave his body to the coyotes. Do you underCHAfTER XI.
stand?"
'£hey said they did, and at once prepared to leave the
ANOTHER CHA.NOE IN THE GAME.
cave.
Gracie Vi.illiams nerved her elf for the task before her
But before they did . o a thought uddenly struck Captain and made her way along just as though she was bent on
Rodney.
finding assistance.
'·Perhaps if you were to wait a while you would not have
When she emerged into the open not far distant from the
to go so far to find the young fellow," he observed. "He cabin slle paused and looked in a . touishment at it, just as
will mo t likel.v be sneaking around here in search of hh; though she had not seen it before.
two friends by and by."
Then \\'ith quickened footsteps she made for it.
'·,Ye \\'ill ,Tait, then," said Dave Dante, 'il'ho, in spite
But just before she reached it she acted in a timid manof his apparent willingness to be one of the two to go, was ner, partly because she was acting and partl:v because she
heartily glad of the delay.
realized that she was placing herself in jeopardy by carrying
Though . he had been mighty succe sful in his dealings out her undertaking.
'il"ith the enemy so far, he thought his luck might cease before
But only for a second did she hesitate.
long.
She walked up to the door and gaYe a knock and then
Ile had had a very close call, and he did not care to haYe ste])I ed back to await an answer.
another one like it.
It was rather long in coming, but it came, just the same,
Ile took a seat on the edge of the table along with some in the form of Jc>·1es.
of tue rest of the band.
He seemed much surprised to see the girl tanding there,
Young Wild ·west was now forced to take a seat on the and no doubt he was, since he had not seen her approach
grouncl between the other two prisoners.
the cabiu.
Charlie and 'Iom Rand were in reclining positions with
"How do you do, miss?" he asked, bowing as politely as
their heads and should er against a pile of bearskins.
bis astonishment would allow him to. "What are .vou doin'
Still they were in anything but a comfortable state.
aroun' here?"
Wild put on n very cheerful aspect as he settled down be"I landed above here in a balloon that was wrecked," she
tw<'en them.
ans"·ered.
"Don't wear long faces, boys," he said. "We are not dead
"You landed here in a balloon?" he ejaculated.
yet. not by any means."
"Yes, sir.''
"That's right; but it ain't a very cheerful prospect," re"Say, you ain't tryin' ter fool me, are yer?" and he looked
plied Rand, who was fast growing discouraged.
at her keenly, as though he was not sure that he was not
"How did they git yer. Wild?" queried the scout.
dreaming.
'I'he wrecked
·'A very clever trick was played on me," replied our hero.
"No, ir. I am not trying, to fool you.
"Just as I had it all arranged to get you out of here· a sur- balloon lies a little ways hack here in the \Y00ds. It got
prise was sprung on me. I beliern the fellow they call Dave caught in the tree tops and I came very near lo ing my
Dante was responsible for it-you know, don't you?"
life."
"Yes; he's ther measly coyote what cleaned out old man
"I should say you did. '\\'bar is ther balloon. mi. s?''
chasin'."
been
we've
feller
tiler
He's
l\lurdock.
"Right over there!" and she pointed in the direction as near
"He promised to give the money back."
a she could remember.
"Ile did. hey?"
"Are rou hungry?" he went on.
"Yes. Ile al:-;o promisC'd to get you out of here."
"Yes. ·ir, Yery hungry," she replied, and then she wished
"An' he ,vent back on hi,; word. of course.''
she had not said so, for she had eateu quite a hearty hrPak'·Well, he did just as I told him to , o long as I had fast in the camp 'il"ith Jim Dart.
the tlrop on him, but after a while he got a chance and cut
"Come inside. ~I.Y IYife ain't to home, lrnt I reckon I kin
bis friend loose while I was ananging with the captain for fix up a cup of coffee for yer. !'Ye got some bQarders, ~·ou
your release."
know, an' I always haYe plenty of grnll in ther hou.-e."
"I was very glad when 1 saw the cabin ," she said, as she
"An' then he fixed you."
··~o, he clidn't do it; the other fellow did it. He was be- stepped into the doorway of the building. "I had no iclC'a
that there was a habitation anywhere around here, from the
hind me, and I had no idea he was loose.''
'"£hat's right! Keep right on talking!" called out Captain looks of the wild country."
"'Yell, I reckon this are ther only one in several miles
Rodney. "Enjoy rourselves while you live, for there is no
of here. I am a hunter an' trapper, you sec, an' I board
enjoyment after death."
"Not for uch fellers as you are, anyhow!" retorted Chey- some men who are in tiler same busine ·s. We do putty good
in tiler fall and early winter, we do.''
enne Charlie.
Jones was lying with a ,·ery glib tongue now.
''lla. ha!" laughed the villain. "You are getting religious,
And the girl appearetl to believe every ,1·ord he ·nitl, which
I ~ee.''
cau ·ell the villain to feel highly elated.
Yonng Wild West began looking around the cave.
"Come right on in an' clon't Lie afraid," he said. "\\.e're
,; c took in everything that was to be seen and finally
llis gaze rested upon the under part of the table that con- plain peo11Ie here, but we're houe. t."
"I am glad to hear that." ~he ans\verecl .
tainnl the bowies of the band of men.
Gracie sat clown on the bench he 11ushe<l o,·er, and then
Tile blades were sti ·king through the slits, and appeared
Jones stepped to the back door of the cabin and c-allecl in
r:lt Iler menacing as tlley pointed downward.
Presently om· hero noticed that the first one beginning at Captain Hodney.
"'I'his is Captain Rodney, one of the boarders, miss:· l'-aid
the top row on the left hacl a big portion of the blade mis ing
Jones, flashing a look of triumph at his superior.
from it.
"I am pleased. but rather astonished o meet you. mi~s."
Then it was that he ga ye a start.
"The broken bowie," he muttered. "I have the piece that spoke the ca11tain, polite!~'. "How came ~·ou to be here in
the wilderness in such a garb?" and he looker] at 1hC' fauc:y
I shot from it in my pocket. I wonder if--"
Ile did not finish. for Ju t then he gave a move and the costume she wore.
Gra ·ie Williams got right down to Imsiness then.
point of the broken blade pierced his flesh.
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Our hero bad sca rcell· told hi;; companion:- that he had
.Sbe told him her story Crom the time of the balloon ascenhis hanch when he
sion until the balloon bad become entangled in the treetops, nn idea tllat he might ·be able to free
heard the rnice of a female.
jm,t as it had occurred.
lHstantly all three priclrnd up their ears.
Sbe omitted the sub~equent happenings. and made it appear
While they "·ere listening one of the outla1Ys came and
that she had just come from the \Yrecked bnlloon.
"You hiwe had a wonderful adYenture, :\fiss "'illiam;r." tbe con-red them with the blankets. the woman." thought Wilcl.
"'l'hey don·t want us to see
outhnY captain remarked. for he belie,·ed her story. "I will
us np. Now I will
see to it that you are taken back to Deadwood as soon as "V.'el l. I"m awful glad they haYe cornred
see what I can do with the piece of blade from the broken
po sible."
bowie."
·'Thank you, sir!" answered the girl.
He managed to move bis bands until they came in conShe knew that the man was lying when be said that he
was in bis
would take her bacl, to Deadwood, but she did not let on tact with the piece of sharpened steel that
pocket.
that she did.
'.rhougb his wrists were bound together, be had the use
"Ha!" thought Captain Rodney. "A rather pretty girl.
And she is alone in tbe world, too. Perbap1; sbe would take of hi fingers.
Ile found the point of the blade and worked at it until
a notion to me. I 1Yill try before she gets awa.v from here,
which is something I don't think will occur." Ha, ha. ha!" be caused it to pierce bis hunting coat.
Tllen it was comparatively easy for him to press the rope
and he laughed inwardly.
J ones flew about, and soon brought a cup of coffee and that hound his wrists against it.
A few qnick·sboves and the rope parted.
some broiled venison to Gracie.
AR the bonds were severed he quickly got the piece of
She ate Yery little under the 11lea that she had a headache
blade in bis right hand.
and needed rest.
Then. iu a low whisper, he said to his companions:
;.l will try and fix up a p:ood ]llace for you to lie do,vn,"
"I have got my bands free; now 1 am going to cut ~·ou
said the eaptaiu. "'Ve are all men here. and naturally yon
loo,:e."
·all.
fellows
at
disturbed
be
don't
Dut
uneasy.
trifle
a
feel
might
. As sharp as the blade was there was no trouble in doing
No one will speak to rou, let alone immlt you."
this.
Jones looked at bis superior questioningly.
Bnt what was the next move to be made?
He had no idea where be was going to take the girl.
Wild instantly recognized the voice of tbe girl aeronaut,
But the leader Qf the outlaws of Yellow Fork bad decided to make tbe girl believe that be was just what be and be quickly came to the conclusion that she bad come
r epresented himself to be, and be was going to make her there for the purpose of rescuing them.
She certainly could have no other purpo. e in view.
tllink that way until he got ready to make a proposal of
The two men appointed to go out and hunt up Jim Dart
marriage to her.
"Please follow me." be said, when she bad finished the had just been going to start when Gracie Williams arrived
coffee. "The main part of our dwelling is a cave back here. at tbe cabin .
And they bad not gone yet.
1Ye will arrange it so you ,vill bal'e a room all by you rThey were waiting for further orders from the capself."
Then it occurred to tbe Yillain that it would not be a tain.
And they did not wait much longer, for the leader of the
,ery good idea for the girl to see tile three prisoners, o
to
he made an exeuse. and told ber to "·ait a minute, and then bancl suddenly appeared and told them to go on _and try
he went into the cave ancl saw to it that a couple of blankets capture the last of their enemies.
Wild could just hear what Captain Rodney said.
were lbro"·n over the three captives.
"All right," be muttered. "I guess our turn will come
ber
led
be
arm,
the
by
Gracie
taking
and,
came
Back he
soon anyhow. I hope, though, that Jim don't get
pretty
cave.
into the
caugbt."
how
~aw
she
for
then,
just
wildly
Her heart was beating
Ile beard the two men go out, 11-nd then he began to think
hopeless it was for her to think of getting out without the of how he was going to act.
outlaws.
consent of the
But just then something happened that gave him a chance
A few words to a couple of the men from the captain, and
do something.
to
there.
over
they began carrying blankets and skins
'l'wo rifle shots rang out from tbe outside, and instantly
In less tbnn ten miJrntes they had hung and draped them
tho outla\vs became excited and confused.
about so that there was a snu~ enough place for her.
Young Wild West threw the blankets from himself and
A hench was then brought in and a number of skins tossed
and leaped to bis feet.
friends
upon it.
The outlaws were rushing into the cabin to learn the cause
"There!" exrlairned the outlaw ·hiof. "I guess this will
•
the firing outside. .
do for you. If ~·ou should hn,·e an idea that vou will be of ~one
of them wa looking that way.
botlwred by nny of th<' hoarder.·. why ~·ou ha,•e a whole
Wild bounded lightly to the place where the girl was.
ar;;cnal at your corumancl," and he vointetl al the stacked
He i,aw the cnrtain of skins there and be realized that
weapons.
was there.
she
''Thank you for doiPg so much for me," she answered.
Pulling them aside, be stepped under cover of them, fol'~You are very kind. imlc>rd. I h,1\"e not the least fear
by Charlie and the detective.
for myself. I have been up in the elouds many a time, lowed
Gracie Williams was in the act of screaming when she
all(l if I eould ba,·e the nerve for that I ought to have saw
the intruders, but Wild raised bis hand warningly.
the nene to come in here among a lot of men whom J
'l'hen she recognized him.
believe to be perfectly boue::;t and gentlemanly . Haye no
"I am so glad!" she whispered. "Where were you when i
fear for me, sir. I shall lie down and sleep here with
in?"
much more 01' a feeling of safety than I would were 1 in came
some blankets," our bero replied. "Ah! These
the balloon and being buffeted about in the darkness of the are"Under
what we ~vant," and he picked up a brace of revolvers
night."
laid out.
The fair aeronaut spoke in a voice that penetrated eYery she'·Ihad
reckon some one has got to go under now !" exclaimed
portion of the CH Ye.
Chc~·enne Charlie. grimly. "Hello! I'll be jiggered if there
Rhe clicl this ::io Young '1"ild "·c»t ruigllt hear her if he aiu't my own ritle."
,Yas there.
Captain H.oduey took his departure with a bow as soon as
CHAPTER XII.
tbe skius were put there for the girl to arrange a couch of
them to her own satisfnr·tiou.
CWCLUSION.
When the blankets dropped so ,;be was entirely shielded
the Dutchman, were keeping
Schneider,
Jake
and
Dart
Jim
from the Yiew of anr one in the c:aYe Grade promptly stepped
a .·barp watch on tbe cabin after they saw Gracie Williams
o,·er to the array of weapons that was before her.
She picked out some of the reYolvers and found tbem to tie follow Jones inside.
When the door was closed they even got a little nearer.
loacled.
They waited patiently for several minutes, and then Jim
Tlw;;e she laid where she could reach them in au inbegan to grow just a trifle nerrnns.
stant.
Had he done right in allowing the girl to go into the
But let us turn our attention to Young Wild West, Cheyenne
cabin?
Charlie and Tom Rand.

•
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He was just beginning to think that he had not when
suddenly two men came around from the rear of the cabin
ancl adYanced straight to where th<' two were crouching.
They were bound to be discoYerecl. so Dart le,P)ed his rifle
at them and called out in a mice loud enough for them to
hear:
"Halt! Hold up your hands or you will be dead men!"
They were Dave Dante and the other fellow, as might be
supposed.
Instead of obeying, Dante pointed his rifle hurriedly at Dart
and fired.
But he made a wide miss of it!
The echoes of the report bad scarcely died out when Jim
shot him dead in bis tracks.
The other vi!lain had obeyed the command, and he stood
there with his hands above his head.
But the next minute the door or the cabin was flung open
and two men stepped out cautiously with rifles in their
hands.
Then the outlaw Jim was holdiIJg up uttered a cry and
bounded for the shelter of the cabin.
Jim Dart realized that the supreme moment had arrived.
Kneeling behind a tree, he began shooting the men as they
emerged from the door, just as coolly as though he was engaged in target practice.
Three went down in as many seconds.
'l'hen tbe sounds of rapid firing came to his ears.
It sounded mufl'led and strange, and at first he could not
imagine where it came from.
But the next instant three or four of the outlaws came
dashing around the cabin in wild dismay, imd then the familiar
yell of Cheyenne Charlie came to Jim's ears.
Young Wild West was in his element when he got bold
of his own brace of revolyers, and every shot he fired dropped
a wicked villain.
When he rounded the cabin and saw ,Tim and th e Dutchman he could not refrain from joining CbeJ·enne Charlie in
whooping.
The victory was complete, it seemed, for there stood the
five outlaws holding up their hands and begging for
mercy.
Wild took a hasty look at tbe survivors.
Captain Rodney was not among them.
"Could he have gone under ?'' he thought. "It hardly seem~
possible, and yet it might be."
Suddenly there was a clatter of hoofs, and. turning around,
our hero was just in time to see a horseman di;;appear in tile
bushes to the 1ight of the cabin.
It was Captain Rodney.
Realizing that the game was up. he had managed to get
into the cave where the horse>< were kept.
Mounting his own swift bay, be took the chances of making
·
a dash for liberty.
When he ronncle<l the bni:;hes :rnd got out of sight before
he was fir ed at an exclamatio11 of deep satisfaction came
•
from his lips.
"I may be defeated and driven out," be muttered, "but
I will liYe for revenge! Young \\"ilcl WeRt and his gang have
got to go under, if it takes the r est of my lifetime to bring
it about."
Then he seized the hilt of his lmife and drew it from his
belt.
He was going to flaunt it in the air to emphasize what
be said when he suddenly saw that it was the broken
bowie.
He bad grabbed it up by mistake.
"That is th e proof of Young \Yild West's flue shooting!"
he exclaimed under his breath. '·I wonder what became of
the blade that was broken off?"
Little did the villain know that the piece of blade had
been the means of giYing Young Wild West his liberty.
On he dash ed.
Captain Rodney "·as not heat1ing for any place in particular ; he was simply trying to place a good distance between him and his enemies.
When he had ridden about two miles at the top of his
horse's speed he slowed down a little.
But he had scarcely done so when he beard the unmistakable
sounds of horse's hoofs.
Young Wild West was hot on his trail!
Our hero llad lost no time in running to the spot where
he had left his noble sorrel.

•

H e found tile intelligent steed waiting there ancl, mounting,
he ;;tnrted in pursuit oJ' the fleeing c·aptain of the outlaws of
Yellow Forlc
\Y ben the ontlitw captain hParcl the hoof !Jpats Wild was
le;;s t]mn a hundred yards behind him.
That meant that it wonld be soon o,·er, unless Captain Rouuey 'posRe:c;f-:eCl a wonrlerful horse.
But :c;nch was not the case.
Iris home was a fast one, but not the equal of Spitfire.
The outlaw urged his steed forward at the top of his
speed the instant he realized that be was being pursued.
Half a minute later be forge(! out into un 01)en . pace that
was rigbt on the hank of Yellow E'ork.
He now realized that he had a small chance to ride away,
so he concluded to stop and fight it out.
In the center of an open spnce he brought his horse to a
halt and llrew his re,olver.
I .lust then Young Wild West and llis handsome sorrel burst
iuto view.
Urack !
It wa,; I he outlaw captain who fired the first shot.
"Whoa, Spitfire!" cried Wild. reini11g his horse in. "That
fellow ls trying to mal,e a target of us, I guess. \Yell, we
will ;c;oon attend to his carse, won't "'e, boy'/"
\Yild wnntecl to take tile man aliYe.
As the villain fired again and missed our hero called
out:
"You had !Jetter surrender, Cnptain Rodbey !"
'·. 'eyer 1" was the spirited retort. "I am going to drop
you, Young Wild \Ye;.;t, so you may as well make up your
mind to it!"
In his excitement Captain Hoclney had come with only one
revolver.
He hacl already emptied two of the chambers, leaving but
fo nr more sbots to fire.
As the outlaw fired for the third time and narrowly missed
the Young Prince of the Sacldle, Wild got the chance he
wanted and fired.
Urack !
'l.'ile weapon dropped from the outlaw captain's hand.
Our hero expected him to draw another, but instead he
grabbed the hilt of the knife iu his llelt and drew it forth to
make a · fight to the finish.
Once mo re was the captain surprised when he saw that
he hacl the hroken bowie in II.is hand.
\Yitll an oath he nr_gecl his horse toward Young \Tild
\YP,;t.
Then it was that Wild recognized the knife.
"I ha\'e got the piece that belongs to that bowie, Captr.in
Ho<lney !" lie cried. "I want that handle!"
\Yith a nrnh, he went forward and met the villain.
('uptain Hocluey soon realfaed that he hacl no show.
'Tl! surrender!" he cried, and then a;; quic-k as a flash he
drew the broken blade ucro,:,; an artery.
1t wn;; a cl Pep cut well aimed.
"A II rig-ht!" thought Wild, shrugging his sf10ulders. "You
g-~t t lie lle;;t of me afte r all. " 'ell, I will take the broken
llowil\ after all. It has figmecl a whole lot clnring the exc-it<'ment of thi,: trip. I'll keep that to remember the outlaws of
Yellow Fork "·ith."
l Ie rode bac-k to the cabin and found hi:; friends waiting
for him with th e prisoners.
During his absence Uharlie, Jim and the detective bacl
made a search of the cave and unearthed a lot of money and
valuahles.
'l'lte diamond studded watch was among the latter as the
'
ontlaw bad only worn it one day.
There i8 not much more to add to this story.
Suffice it to say thut Gracie Williams, the girl aeronaut
accompanied our friends to Weston, where she became a per'.
manent resident, as Wild found a place for her in the dry
goods store of the town.
\Vild hung the broken bowie over the desk be uRed when
in the office of the Wild West Mining and Improvement Com·
pan:,, and then began to wish for more excitement which
'
came to him, as our next story will tell.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WES'l''S
RUNNING FIGHT; OR, TRAPPING THE REDS AND RE~J~GADIDS."

SEND POSTAL FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE.·
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CURRENT NEWS
A Toronto je1veler has a set or cari,i ngs, ncrklace, locket
ancl br:1C'elets, all made o.f casl iron by a Prussian je1rcler
more than 100 :vears ago. The Jewelers' Circular .:ns
they have a wonnerfully fragile appearance, and lheir
prcscrvntion is clnr entirely to the exquisite workmanship.
They 1vere made to rcplare gold jewelry given by women
.to the Ool'ernment when Pru-sia was crushed by X apoleon.

peckers or roliills. Perhaps this wouldn't have become
known if the bircls liacl1t't got so scanclalously drunk that
they tried to cl rill liolc1< i 11 the tin roofs of farmhouses.
\\'ith a 1rhole squad of soused woodpeckers going it like a
battery of pneumatic drill~, tlic noise was so tcni~c the
farmers couldn't Jeep. They investigated the affau and
then discm·erecl that l\Iaine woodpeckers arc fa t going to
the dog. .

:;lfr~. Elsie Yail, in relating her domestic troubles to
C'ircnit .Tudw' Shields, 01 St. Louis, _a id that one 01 llte
things which displeased her was that her husband, George
". Vail, ,,·as in the habit of wasl1ing his feet in the cli hpan. When she ohjeeten, ::lfrs. Yail testified, Yail's
motlier, wiih whom the ,-ails were li1·ing, look her son ·s
parl and sn id that her son had alway. wask'd his feet i11
the dishpan before l1i maniage.

~a11fc,rcl PliillipR, Jr., t1ro yenrR old, o.f Elkins, W-. Va.,
owes hi s Ii fc to the fear of wild hogs for their own likeness 1rhen reflected from a mirror. Wilcl hogs which exist
in the mountains o-f Randolph County came dow.1u into
t.l1e foothills ancl charged inlo the home of Sanford Phillips, up ·ctting furnitu\·c and attacking Phillips' tirn-yearoltl son. The animals had torn nearly all the clothing
.from the child when he ran into a corne~ where a big mirror hung. The hogs followe<l, but soon stopped when th~y
beheld their ];keness in the big gla.ss. Only a second ihd
t.licy hesitate, howeYcr, then turned, plunging from the
hmm' back up lbe mountainside. The child was only
lighily injured.

.\ n1011ntain of wnter-soaked sawdust rclensed from it~
position on the top r.f a hill about one-half mile ca,;t of
l<'a i rfax. \rash., crashed clown the embankment, tore the
strong two-story home of J. II. Skiles to piece. ancl in1-tnntly killed ]\fr~. SkilcR, who was nlonc in her home.
Her lrn~lwncl i;; principal of lhe Fairfax school anc1 had
lcfl horn c ,rith hi s two ;;01,s some time before the slic1e.
'l'hc ~all'ch1st w:1° Year~ in arr·umulating, being the "dun1p"
or an old ah:rncloncd mill.
Tl cnry .1. Hohli. of Alma,_ ~. Y., arrested in CoJ11.inentalYillr on n wnrrnnt r·h:1rging- him l'ith abnmlonm cnt, ~ays
he flrcl frn111 Iii~ wife ,J enn-ic breau~c she forbicl him to
'1CMr QJ'C'c·tnc·le.<. llohb ,a icl tlllii ohc pl fwecl a ban on 1<pcctnc·lc; hrcm~,c s!1c tho ught they clicl not look goocl on him .
Jl c 1 ier·l,1rc•c, he' C'01ilcl not reacl w1tliuu{ th m. :Mr~. Hrhh
clenir~ !hi~, :1se,•ri i1 1 µ· llf•1· ,pnu~r tno k fli~hl af!cr she t0ok
hi s .~la,cc'~ :lll'fl,V l·o kc0p hirn frnrn :,,Ltying np la te nights
rracl ing ·'11 n~liy c{ oric,.''
Oklal1omn 1·cr•e i1·c,cl a g ifl of 2;>.~!) c·ilizen~, rac·h of 1r!iom
i~ \i'<,rlh ¥:rn,ooo. ll'l1rn ,Tu clgc fl nn ry Ilucl~on linnclcc1 dc•Wll
c1 ,lc•c·ii'ion holding lh:d all O,;ngc Indian~ wPn' fnll c·iti;,:cn«
of !hr l 'nilPd :·H:;jc:,; ,rnd a~ bn<·i1 l'.'el'l' enii!lcc1 io <ill t·ight:,;,
JJl'i1·ilPgc•:,; and immnnities grantrcl in the Ti'ourlecuti1 ('011stitntiona l ,\rn cllclrncnt. The del:i:;iun gircR the '>. .229
rnemhr!rs or tlir O:,;age lrih<' ccmp lde control Ol'Cr i!,eir
pcr~onril proper{ it',, but does not a ll'cct thrir real c~tate
liolclin !r:,;. fn the det· i~ion ,Jrnlgr TJwlson hclcl of na11gbt
a divo.rr•c'rnc•nt "'hirh an Ot,agc• prcl'urccl h,1· tribal cu,;torn
from Iii., 11·ir,,. lrnltli11;>; that 0 ,ag,•:,; arc citizen:, and thr.t
their di,·on·c, n111~L hL· gr:111tecl li,1· 1.hc Slate c-omt;: .
\i'cipdprr·krl':,; arc i.lic "gay birds" of Lhis :·stale. \\' i·at
c·arc tlH•1· 1hnt tlic• Stnir i:,; dr,1<' They ran ge:t drunk nrnl
lhrv do: 'l'hcl' clrill holc<i in the bin·h 1r0c:,; and lrt the
F,,p· l'Oilt'c t ;inrl l'nmcnt-and on i.liis c:01woctiuu the IJircl,
gel so tipifflic ·ilctl they don't ld10\\· ,rhether they are 1rood-

One imlmtrv which flourishes each winter in the northern part of C1~awford County. r:111., near Farlington Station, 011 the line of the 'Fr isro railroad, is the killing of
crmY:,. The 'FriRco Hailror.J Company is the owner of a
' tree farm c:01·eriu2: 1.00,) acre~. arnl eYcr since the frees
hre:nne hnrc enm:i::rh to .·cne a;; a roosting-place the birds
haw flr:l'k~c1 there' 111 mil!iom . .-, 0 al~o J,a,e the hunters.
.\ honntr or five rcnis n hracl preYails for all those who
tt!ke tti,, Jwatl,; lo 1.hc romii 1· c·lrrk. 1riLh all of this effort
on the pnr! of all the pro ;ie to eliminate the pests, they
1
han' ii t:irr o l'C'll tlic birds grow less in number. The favcr:1c 11 wthocl of hunting tb"m is to go into the tree farm
du r in<r the ni!!hl am1 there slanghter the cro ws. The men
,rho ~ndcl'~ta\,d their busincsR obtain good results this

J)r. ~- .\. Lhindl, c·urat.or or an!hropology at 1.he Public
lJ u:,;ernn, .'.\J ihrilllkce. i,.: planniug lo build a reproduction
of Jlie 1.racling poat crcc1ccl br SoJqrnon Junrnu when ,he
rame {o ::IJihnrnkcc in 1818. The restored post, as complete as Dr. Barrett can make it, will be placed on exhibi tion at 1.be mu8eurn. Dr. Banclt requests the assistance
of rrrn· one versed iu the history 0f old Milwaukee.
Skc·khe~ or wr-oclcuts of t11c tratling posl. even though
rlraw:1 rrom memory after the trading post had disappc:irecl, ll'ill br eopccially helpful. According to a compiled history of :;IJihraukce, Solomon Juneau's home. built
immuliatch after his lam1ing-. Rcpt. J 1, 1818, "·as a log
r11rcllino· a;1d trading. posi on the cast side of the M:il1rnukcc "Hirer, near the present ii1ter,ec:tion o.f Wisconsin
aml E:1,-t i\"ah·r -,t.rccb. Tl 11·a$ made of tamarack poles
cut 1)_1 ,J uuc:1 u from the lrncl which is now the Second
\\' a rJ .
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Charley, the Cattl e l(~ng
- OR -

'
THE BOY WHO OWN ED THE RANGE
I

By "PAWNEE JACK"
( A SERI AL STORY)
CH APTER XVI (continued)
"Sure, you can t rust me for that, boss," replied 'l'im,
as he dashed away down the barranca, while Charley and
Long Tom Leathers turned their horses in the opposite
di rection .
" Tom, this is Boss Micliaeis' work-don't yon thi11k
so?" demanded Charley, after they had ridden on a little
way.
" H e never done it with his own hands," replied Tom,
sagely.
"Come, come! You are keeping back something. l)ut
me wise, 'rom."
"Why," said Tom. "I mean what I say, for it was Pete
Michaels himself what told me 0bout the scheme to run
the cattle off, Charley, and I left him dead drunk in the
Cowpunchers' Home."

CHAPTER XVII.
'I'll J;J BOTTOM KNOCKED OUT OJ<' BVERY'l.'lITNG.

The moon was a big help that night, and Charley Mt
thankful that it happened to be in business just at this
particular time, for it enabled. them to see the trail distinctly.
For some time after Tom Leather ' last Temark the
young cattle ki11g rorle on in silence.
It seemed as i i all the world was against him that night,
and that enemies were on every hand.
"You are mighty silent all of a suclclen, bos.," said
'l'om, after a while.
" I 've been thinking, Tom."
"What about, boy?"
" What is to be done about all this. Here at the very
start I find myself up against all sorts of troubles. Actually, I don't know what to do."
"Of course you don't, but if you will believe me it is
better t his way than if Pete Michaels had held off in his
work. I know I'd a-blamed sight rather have all my fights
together in a bunch than to ha,-e them strung out over
weeks and months."
"There's something in that."
"There's a hull lot into it. Now I'll tell you this,
Charley: you liaYen't got but one man who will really
stand by you among all the cowboys on the r.ange, and
that's me. All the others are agin you, coz why, t hey

haYC all bC'en gc>tting a percenlagr out of Pele ::\iichaels'
crooked sales of your stock. They'd kill you quicker than
a willk iC (hey thought it woulcl pay them, but they don't.
'l'hev wani to see 1he range sold at auction and broke up
into small holdings, and to bring that about quickly they
"·ant lo hare you written clowu a failure from the very
start. That's the way the cat jumps. hoy ."
·'Tiow far are we from No. 5 now?" asked Charley suddenly .
"About ten miles."
"Suppose I was to jump i.he rnngc, make a bee-line for
S:mta Fe, swe:u out a warrant againAt Michaels, and come
up after him with the sheriff and his posse, what
then?"
"It wouldn't help you one bit to barn him arrested that
way, Charley. Our boy hate the sight of the sheriff. If
you was to do that they'd all strike on you sure, and then
whar would you be with your cattle wandering about
loo,e ?"
"I'd snpply their place~ with others."
"There wouldn ·t be a man who would come to work for
you. H couldn·t be done. ' ·
"Then, Tom, out with it. If you are my friend tell me
"·hat to do."
"Waal, I can't seem to think of nothing that can be
dicl just noll', Charley, except to let Pete run off the cattle.
You could bear witness agin him, and then if you arrested him for stealing your stock it would be a different
thing."
"Any one \Yho thinks I am going to wait quietly to be
robbed don't know me, Tom Leathers-that's all," said
Charley, stiffly. "We'll cut it all out for the present.
Hello ! There comes some one. We want to be on the
lookout here."
A solitary horsem~n could be seen galloping toward
them from the left.
Long Tom unslung his rifle.
"1Ye'll give him a hot time of it if be is looking fo r
trouble!" he said.
They reined in and remained watching the approaching' rider until all at once Charley exclaimed:
"Why, it's Tim!"
And so it was! , In a minute he came dashing up to
them.
"I know'd you half a mile away, even if it is night," he
exclaimed.
"What brought you back?" demanded Charley.
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"S nre, it.
me.

was the trail, hoss.

There it is right behind

It led me here."

"I might have known it," said Charley. "Whoever caphued Carrie ent some one to make a circuit so as to
throw any one who .fol.lowed otl' the trail."
'l'his was clearly the case.
Glad enough to ha,·e Tim McCarthy back again, Charley now pushed ahead.
In a little while they came to a place whete the trail
crossed the bed of the old stream, here Lut a little below
the level of the plain.
"We nre almost to No. 5," said Lopg Tom. "It begins
;
to look funny, boss."
"Looks as though some of our boys were out scoutino-"
0
'
chuckled Tim.
An_ytliing else would have pleased Charle~, better, for it
certarnly began to appear as tho 11 gh his fight for Carrie
was to take him in among his O\rn men.
And so it proved.
The trail ended at the gate of No. 5.
~ong Tom halted at some little disbmcc away.
Boss, you had better drop on this and go to the hut,"
he said. "It will only make trouble .for )'O\l to pnsh in
there."
"Not I!" cried Charley. "This is my corral. I propose to enter it when and how I please. I've been badly
fooled about that girl, I'm afraid."
"Dunno. Carrie's all right. Looks as though we had
all hren fooled ."
"What clo vou mean?"
''"\Yaal, nco~v, we are pretty much all in Joye with her.
Sonw fC>llcr ha been and cut the rest of us out, I gueRs ."
"Corne on!" cried Charley, clashing up to the gate.
"Ilel!o I Ilcllo in Ko. 5 !" be shouted, for there was
no one on guard.
The stillncs. of death seemed to pervade the place.
"Gee !'' cried Tim. "It begins to look as thouo-h the
0
·
boys hac1 all lit out."
"There's some mystery here!" nied Charley, dismounting. "Esplain Your liints, Torn T,cather . Do fou think
anY harm woulcl come to Carrie at Xo. 5? I ran't beliere it. I--''
''lTolrl up, C'lrnrlc_v! What I mcau is just ihis: Bill
Do"·uing ha;:: l>ccn dead in lo1·c ll'ilh lhe gal for a war
pa,-t, and she nlwa>·s ~ecmcll lo fnror him. WlrnL I hciic,·e
i, ihat in some \va_1· he rnn foul of her, and that Rho has
corncntccl to marry him, and if that's so he like as not has
given Pete Michael the cold shake and nm tbe herd oft
the range himself."
"But wb_v? I can't understand."
"J3lame it all, hoy, <.:an 't you ~ce a hole Lb rough a bric:k?
Uncle Joe is nothing but a receiver or stolen l'attle, an<l
the gal is ju~t as had. H Bill promi ed her the price of
the herd, which you doubled up in here, wouldn't , he
snap him up quick as a wink and go along with him?
More than that, there haYe been some of our fellers who
wo11lc'I l1aYc it that she marri r d Bill on the sl>' months ago,
antl I'm one or i.hem. T believe it as much as l belieYr
m>' own name ."
"Well. if that's the case, I have been wasting m:v time
pretty well eo-night," said Charley, bitterly. "It begins
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to look aQ if ernrybody was in league to rob me of my
own, eYen this girl whose life I saved."
"That's about the size of it," replied Long Tom, grimly.
"Everybody but me and Tim."
Charley made no reply .
Ile coulrl not tn1st Tom Leathers as fully as he hac1
d0ne at first, for ever since they had met on this night,
to be ever memorable, the man had been gi,ing out some
new pirce of information which made matters look blacker
and blacker.
"I can trnst nobody on thi range but m~·self," mutte red Charley, as he strode toward the gate and threw it
·•
,
open.
There were other hoof-marks about the gate besides
those whic-h the horses had made.
If the stock had been run out of the corral how would
it be poosible to follow them up when the trail was
crossed and recrossed by the cattle which had come clown
that day from X o. 3 ?"
('harlcy walked straight to the hut, leaving Tom Leathcrs to bring on his horse.
He threw open the door, and, striking a match, surveyed
ihe dark interior.
Kow his worst fears were realized. The hut had been
most beautifully looted; almost everything was cleaned
out.
' 'i'or~e still, the corral was empty-neither cow nor horse
was to he seen."
"It' a blamed shame, that's what i_t is!" cried Tim,
sympathetically. "There's only one thing to do, boss,
and that is to haYe them all arrested. The hull bunch is
tltieres together, that's what they be."
"I'll think of it," replied Charley, shortly. "Tom, I'm
hungry. I ser the~·'ve left the stove and one lamp. See
if you can scare up something to eat and cook up a bit
of supper. Hello! What's this?"
The last remark was made as Tom struck a match and
lit the lamp.
On the wall of the hut, pinned fast by a big knife, was
a piece of white paper, upon which these words were
scrawled:
"To Charley Catherwood: Much obliged to you for
trying io lielp my wife. 1 have taken charge of her now,
.::o ~-our help ,,·on't be needed any more. 'l'ake my advice
nnrl hike hack to St. Louis; yon are out Q;f your place
here. Don't try to follow me 11p. If you do your life
won'! be worth a pinrh of snuff. As Pete Michaels meant
to clean you out, anyhow, I thought I might as ~ell get
ahcacl of him and take what I could lay my hands on.
Yo11 take a fooI's advice, kid . You hain't got a ghost of
a show here. Cut it out and go home."
'lhc lcttrr was unsigned, but Tom Leather promptly declare,] that it was in Bill Downing's handwriting ..
"ToH the boys so!" he cried. "Knowed he was married to Carrie. Said so right along. Now you see what
you nre up against, Charley. There hain't a solitary
man on Round Butte Range what you can trust only me."
" .\.n' me, b'gosh !" cried Tim. "I'll push your face in if
you put it that way, Tom Leathers. I'm as much the boy's
fri<;md us yon ."
('l'o be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BIGGEST GUSHER IN THE WORLD.
Herbert G. Wylie, vice-president and general manager
of the Mexican Petroleum Company, announced recently
that his company has struck the biggest oil well in the
world, eighty miles south of Tampico, Mexico. The oil began shooting out the other morning and by 3 o'clock in
the afternoon the flow from a pipe ten inches in diameter
had become a column 500 feet high. It is still spouting
to that height.
"'.l'he capacity is now 120,000 banels a clay," the announcement records, "and the flow is at the rate of 5,000
barrels an hour through four sixteen-inch pipes which run
out of the dam that was built to hold the oil."
work on the well was begun ,a bout a year ago, but had
to be abandoned because of the revolution. Recently the
drilling was resumed. Just before the oil gushed, 50,000,000 cubic feet of gas blew out, sweeping away the derrick.
FIND TRUKKS FILLED WITH LIQUOR.
The seizure of liquor-laden trunks by prohibition officers
• of West Virginia is told of by the Parkersburg (W. Va.)
\ Sentinel:
J. Walter Bee, the Prohibition officer, who, in attending
the Federal Court, -states that a trunk, a large one, such as
is used by traveling men and weighing about five hundred
pounds, was taken from the train at Clarksburg the other
night, having been checked from this city. It \\"as seized
at Clarksburg by Prohibition Officer Tenney, who examine<l it and found it contained 200 quarts of liquor. The
owner has not been located.
A trunk was seized at Kingwood which had been checked
from Cumberland which was found to contain 152 •pints.
l\lr. Ree states that he is of the opinion that a number of
persons are making an effort to smuggle liquor into the
State in trunks, but a watch is kept on parties who arc
suspected.
INVENTS ANTI-WIRE GLOYES.
Among the inventions now being ki:;t-cd hy the "\lar OI:fi,·c nfficials is one credited to George Lynch, a well-known
trawler, of a met.hod of destroying '1·irc entanglements.
'l1 he Westmin·ster Gazette, describing the imention, says
the method consists of the use of a pair of gauntlets made
of ordinary khaki cloth lightly paclclecl with cotton wool
treated with a peculiar powder, rendering the material
practically impervious to the sharpest metal points. Thus,
a soldier is enabled to grasp or pull the most formidable
type of German barbed wire without the slightest fear of
the spikes penetrating the material and scratching his
hands.
The fabric is waterproof, and the gloves can be insnlatcil for the purpose of gripping electrically charged wires.
The claim is even made that when ,made into ve ts or leggins the material is strong enough to turn shrapnel splinters.

A company has been formed to develop the invention.
The War Office already has ordered Rome supplies and the
suli:1.ance has been succC'ssfully tested in the Russian
army.
WANTED GREEN I~ SHIRT.
"Lemme see something_ nifty in shirts-something with
a clnFsy green stripe," sai(l Dan McYee, of Soho street, as
he crui~ed into the men ·ti furnishing store of Emil de
Santis. in Webster avenue, Pittsburgh. The lone clerk
evidently did not notice all the specifications of McKee's
order, and lisUessly drew out at random the first box of
shirts his hanrl touched. Picking the top shirt out, he
laid it before McKee.
''There·s something nice," he began.
"Oh, is it?" yelled McKee.
Things happened in rapid succession for a few minutes,
during which the clerk ran for a policeman. A showcase
was smashed and haberdasher,r strewn about the floor.
"McKee," asked Magistrate' Sweeney at the hearing the
next morning, "what on earth made you try to wreck that
store?"
"I askecl for a green-striped shirt, judge."
"'\"'{ell ?"
"And that fellow handed me a bright orange one."
"I ,:ec,'' said S,reency. "But I'll have to make it thirty
days."
FATHER BACK \YITH FORTUNE.
Charles "\c:kofl' lwrngbt a father and a fortune from
X ernrfa on Drc·embcr 27 as a Christ-mas preRent to two
married children. 1'he Cather, who the children bad not
~ecn in twcnt)1 -one years, carried the fortune . The reason
the rlual gift was not clcliwred on time is that Wyckoff
railed io find the rhil<lrcn until two days later. The story
was not ma<lc known until recently.
Shortly after his wife·s denth , twenty-one years ago,
vVyckoff left his two chilchen, Floren('e, aged twenty
months. anrl Ru,$elL thrre yearR, in the care of their
granrlmothrr, Mrs. Dora Drlnn, at lwr hou~e on Jefferson
street, Union Hill, X. J. He went West to seek his for·
tune.
Arter a time his letters ceaserl; as aisc:ouragements
heaped themselves upon him. Finally he "struck it rich"
in golcl and copper mining.
Shortly before Chr,istmas Wyckoff came to New York.
He ran across a friend of his younger clays, and through
him learned of his children. Happy, he hurried to 25
Pleasant avenue, Union Rill. The maid conducted him to
the parlor, which Mrs. Carl E. Gunther, wife of a wealthy
embroidery manufacturer, entered inquiringly with he:r
baby in her arms.
"I'm your clad,'' announced Wyckoff.
Russell, who also is married, lives in West Hoboken.
All members of both families arc to accompany Wyckoff
West for a Yisi t
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RI OFT E RIP=RAPS
-OR-

THE GHOSTS OF GROGGY HARBOR
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CIIAPTER XX (continued)
"Venable? Is it possible? Have you got him? II e's
the wiqest oltl smuggler in the Uni led SL1tes. I have
long belie,ecl Lbat he stood in with the U-roggy Harbor
gang, but could not get any proof. H,we :vou got the diarnonds? Yonng Hip there knows where they are hicltlen.
I I be hasn't already told you he mrn,t be made to. Oh,
I'm so glad you have come! 'l'his C'aptnre of Venable will
l1clp to let me out on this affair. Il l' must lJe pnt in irons,
too . He must not lw allowccl to escape; he--"
'·Hold on, captnin," iutc•Tu]lled Detective Tio·lyn; "you
neecl not worry. Ile has already ese;apetl.''
'· l<~scapcc1 ! \\'l1y, what can you mean? You said you
had him a prisoJH'r ,vitl1 yonr daughter in the boat?"
"PHrdon me. I didn't i-ay a word about his being a
prisoner. :Thl r. \·e11able will nerer see the inFicle of a
prison. althpugh I clure my hr. richly dcRened it. He is
de:1d !"

1q_p l' UT O T OF BUSJ:KESS .

"Kow, the11, wh:1t is our next move, Mr. Roslyn?" clcrnanclccl C'apiain Howser. "Do we go over to the san clRpit ,rncl let Rip show us where he hid 1.lw cliamo11cl., or
what is it to be?''
It was half nn hom after 1.he capture of the cutter.
Captain Bow~n. Detrctive Roslyn, Retta and Hip fo11n]
thernselYrs together on the cleck.
'!'he <1nrnkcn pri~o11er~ l1atl <1ll been put in iron ;;, ancl
WNC stn,1·c1l a11·ny hclnw.
)Ir. Fanirn.non, the e11gi11Per, hacl retnrnecl 1.o his post
amr was rearly for b1LSine,;", the l1ody of M:r. Y enable lay
ill one nf the stalervoms.
Things hacl clrnugec1 a hit since Rip was captured at
Groggy IIarb1Jr .
J u~t now our young l1eTO of the rip-raps did not appear
1.o he q11i1e aB rnnch "in it" as he had been.
Ddec-tiYe Hod.rn was c.:learl:v the ho:=s of the ~ituaiion .
as Captain Bow~er's quc,!ion implied.
'·O!J, 11·ell, tlwrC''s no huny nhout the cliarnonds/" replied
. tlie r1ctr•diYe (·,irclps~ly. "Do you think ·o, Uip ?''
'·l'm ~Ll''e J don·t km,,r, ~ir," replied Rip, not all undcrstfrnrling the ('Omic.:al look the detecli,·e gaYC him.
"Docs he think I hare mipe<l them, or what does he
mean:-·· be ,aid (o lrirn~clf. "Betta mu8t haYc told him

that I did no such thing. I don't get on to this man's
curves at all."
"No hurry!" cried Captain Bowser-. "I should say the
first thing we wanted to do was to get them . Rip wouldn't
tell me where they were, nor would :M:iss Retta here; but
since we know--"
"I wouldn't tell because my father never a1lows any interference in his business, and, besides, I thought the diamon<ls quite safe where they were," put in Retta.
"Oh, I'm not finding any iault," said Captain Bowser.
"Of course I never dreamed that you were the daughter of
the celebrated deJective, Tom Roslyn. Wben you spoke of
Captain Roslyn I took you to mean an entirely different
man ."
"Xever mind about that. Let the diamonds wait," said
the rlC'tective. ""What we want, cap, is to capture that crew
of yours first. I take it they will be coming alongside with
a boatload or plunder by and by."
"'l'he death of Mr. Venable is certainl:t a pity," mused
Captain Bowser. "That man Patten is gone, too. They
were tlio head ancl front of the whole Groggy Harbor gang.
I don't clouht that there is lots of plunder hidden over
there on Ingal's Island which will never come to light
now."
"I don't believe it," said Detective Roslyn. ''Your mate
forced his way into the treasure room, all right. T hey
have a11 of it in their boats by this time, no doubt."
Hip kept his mouth shut.
He sa 1v that the clctediYC was not telling the cutter's
captain all he knew.
to ihat stateroom I pointed out
"Retta. Yon Pan ret
to :vou," said her father. ''You need sleep and had better
take thi • opportunity to get it. Captain, you and I will
d i,:c·nss the situation over :1 glass of grog in the cabin, and
Hip shnll stay OJl the watch ."
'The fletectiYe and Bowser retired to the cabin.
Hip began pacing up and down the deck.
"Ile don·t seem to care a cent for the diamonds," he
sairl to himself. "Why is tbat ?"
lt had nll rlourled oYer again, and was now as black as
,
midnight.
Rip had one of i.hc rifles whicl1 had been taken from the
priso1!ers, and he felt h irnself ready for any emergency,
but the trouble was to see over the water through the
·
gloom .
"They might well be right on top of us and I never knov

,re
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it," thought Rip. "Oh, I do wish it would lighten up a heavily laden with men and goods, pulled up to the cutter
bit."
out of the gloom.
He listened for the sound of oars.
It was Ike Campbell and his men over fro:11 Groggy
More than once it certainly seemed as though he cimld Harbor with as much of the smugglers' plunder as they
hear them off in the distance, but the sound always died could carry.
awR>7 again, until at last it came clear and dietinct.
"Hello! Herc's a boat alongside! Wliat does this
"There they are, sure!" thought Rip. "I must 0O'ive the mean?" C'ried Captain Bowser's treacherous first officer, as
word."
'they pulled up.
But was he so sure?
"It's just as I told you. It means Rip of the Rip-Raps!"
He went forward and stood by the bow, attentively lis- echoed Joe Wynn, the cook. "I tell you that boy has a
fin 0rrer in eYery pie. It wouldn't surprise me a bit if he
·
t emng.
had captured the cutter, and--"
Yes, it was nnmistakably the sound of oars.
"Nomense ! Look!" broke in Campbell. "Look! There
"They are coming, all right," muttered Rip.
He was just about turning away when a slight sound at is Rip curled up in the bottom of the boat. By heaven,
his feet caught his attention.
the boy is deail !"
He looked down and saw a man crouching on the deck.
Snw him all too late, for at the same instant the fellow
threw his arms about Rip's legs and lifted him high in
CHAPTER XXII.
the air.
THE TREACHEROUS MR. WYNN.
"Here's your finish, you young mischief-maker I" he
breathed, and over went Rip into the bay.
Rip was pretty effectually out of business, although he
It would have done the boy but small harm, but for the
accident of striking his head on the edge of the detective's did not know it as he lay there surrounded by the peering
faces of the cutter's crew.
boat as he fell.
"\Vhat has happened to him, do you suppose?" queried
'l'his knocked Rip out completely for the moment.
Joe '\Vynn.
Down he sank, deep, deep down into the water.
"He's been in the water, all right," remarked another.
"That settles him," growled the man, peering over the
"I think he was drowned."
rail. "He has gone to the sharks, all right. Li;icky thing I
''But look at hi: head," said Campbell. "Some one has
happened to be asleep in the fo'castle when they came.
hit him a clip ,vhicli has laid him out colcl."
Now to set the boys free, if I can break them. irons. We'll
"All, never mind. Let's get aboard," saicl Campbell.
win out in this deal yet."
"We can look into the matter later. Strange, where all
He saw nothing of Rip rising to the surface, and so came
the boys are. It must be that they are on the booze again."
to the conc]usion that be never would rise again.
'J'l,ey made fast and tumbled up on deck, going up over
'l'hus when lie hmried away he firmly beliioved the boy the bow anchor chuin the same as Rip hacl done.
to be dead.
In a moment the air resounded with loud shouts; shots
But Rip was not to stU,y out of business for any length
rang out, a11d there was a general confusion.
of time.
Then it all quieted down for a while, and soo11 after that
. He had been hard hit on the head, it is true, and iI he voices could be heard singing, ancl there was a lot of boishad been less of a water rat than he was he might indeed t<'tous laughter and confusion of another kind.
have sunk to ri,:e no more.
Rip heard the laRt.
Bnt he liacl already risen on the other side of Detective
Re C'ame to his sen~cs while it was going on, and as he
Roslyn's boat before the sailor moved away.
lay there in the boat listening two men came close to the
There he clung for clear life, almost too much dazed to rail ancl hegan to talk .
realize what had happened to him . .
Rip listened and listened, and learned a Jot.
He was listening not to the muttered w,ords spoken above
'l'he smugglers had reca.p tured the yacht, and believed
him, for those he could hardly hear, but to the sound of him to he lying dead there in the boat.
the approaching oars.
Detective Roslyn, Captain Bowser and Retta were all
"I must brace up-I must pull myself togethe_r," he prisoners.
tlioughL "I must warn them. They are depending upon
Mr. Farrington, the engineer, with a revolver placed
me. Oh, 1rliat shall I do?"
against his head, had agreed to join the mutineers.
This was en~ier said than clone.
The intention was to run over to Groggy Harbor as soon
A strange sleepi.ness seemed to be creeping over him. He as it was daylight, and finish loading on the smugglers'
got into the boat.
goods.
In spite of his determination be sank back, and was off
After that the cutter's mutinous crew was to visit the
into obliYion before !1e knew it.
sand-spit and make a hunt for the diamonds.
Meanwhile, tlie rnilor man who had been the cause of his
Retta was to be taken with them, and made to tell what
misfortune was hammering away at the irons which held she knew about their hiding-place.
the second mate a prisoner.
All this Rip heard as he lay there quietly in the boat,
HP clid not realize the lapse of time, so intent was he at and more.
his purpose, and thus he was not on deck when t wo boats,
(To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
Aecor<ling to advices receiYed at Panama from La Paz,
capital of Bolivia, part of the city, about 1,600 yards long,
is t-licling into the Choquevanu niver. '.J'he section compri~e · TIJOotly re idcnce of "the poor, although there arc in
it the market, banacks and the museum of the archreologist
Pomansky. 'Thus far there have been no casualties. The
loss is estimated at $800,000 . The slide is said to be due
to an infiltration which undermined the river banks.
A piece of musty hardtack carried in a knapsack by her
brother, Enoch Leavitt, when he march'ed under Col. Buforrl against the famous Morgan raiders, is a memento of
the Civil War possessed by Mrs. James Lowater, of Litchfic,l<l, l\finn. Following Morgan's capture, Mrs. Lowater's
brother was grantcrl a furlough and brought the ancient
piece of army bread home to his sister. She has had it
now for fifty-two year . Thougli it is a little green from
age, it i still in a fairly good state of pi .:!Servation. Mrs.
Lowater is one of the pioneers of this part of the country.
A young lady whose · home is on Grand Isle, La., has
been making a collection of the bright-plumage birds
found on the island. The theory is that these birds have
been blown out into the gulf during gales, and driven
upon the Louisi:ma shore. A box containing fourteen
specimens, w,bich were trapped and prepared for mounting
by this young ]adv, revealed, when opened, a most gorgeous spectacle, the colors ranging from the brightest
scarlet-a scarlet he. ide which that of the cardinal or red
birds seems quite dull-down to the palest of pinks and
blues. Some of the specimens were of the loveliest shade
of yellow.
'l'he first lynx pelt tbat has been seen at Ashland, Wis.,
for many year;, was brought to the cou_nty clerk's office by
E. J. Lane, lighthouse keeper on Michigan Island. The
animal had been prowling about the lighthouse for some
time, and one clay became so bold as to come right up to
the back door. J,ane picked up a club to attack the animal,
but before he could strike the lynx had sprung at him.
A fight followed, in "·liich Lane hacl not by any means the
be><t of it, hut he flnally mannged to reach the house and
warrling the animal off for a moment rushed in_, slamming
the <loor after him. Then, seizing his gun, he hurried to
the window ancl shot the lynx through the head. The
killing of the lynx brought Lane a bounty of $6.
'l'he Civic League of Goshen, Tnd., has given official notic-c that it will prosecute all rersons who go from this
saloonles~ community to Eikhart, ten miles away, become
drunk there :mcl ride home on traction cars. Leacr1,1e manager~ call attention 1o the law of 1913, under which iniosicntccl persons 0n iraetion or steam cam and in railway
statioM are guilty of misdemeanor, puni habk b_v hcanfine and jail impriso1ime11t. Late cars on the Chicago,

South Bend and Northern Indiana Traction Line between
Elkhart and Go hen have carried many drunken persons
ince Goshen voted against the saloons. Employee of the
traction company are unable to meet the situation, which
is serious. Requests of the Civic League that the offenders
be arrested have been ignored by the Elkhart police, members of the league say.
There are hundreds of families in every city that are
till denying themselves the comforts and conveniences of
our modern mode of living just because they have never
worked out the proper answer to the question, "Can we
afford it?" says the Electrical Experimenter. They have
inherited the belief that electricity in the home means an
expense that can be afforded only by the well-to-do. There
are now many homes where the monthly bill for electric
current in midwinter does not exceed the cost of one roast
of beef. They use the electric fan in summer, an electric
heat pad in winter and electric suction sweeper each week,
and the bill varies from $1.50 in June to $2.50 in December. Why not give the electric current ' a trial?
What becomes of old sardine boxes, tomato cans and
cans of all kinds? In France, where nothing is allowed to
go to waste, they gather them up and use them-to cut
into tin soldiers. In Fra.nce, too, the old boots and shoes
are collected and every part is usecl over again. · The
work is mostly done by convicts in prisons. They take
the boots and shoes to pieces and soak them; then the uppers are cut over into children's shoes, or, if they are too
far gone for that, a peculiar kind of pressed leather is
made bv some chemical action. The nails are saved ancl
sold, a~d the scraps go to the farms to fertilize the soil.
Who would have thought it possible to make anything
out of old saws? Yet it is said that many of the finest
surgical instruments and some of those used by en.gineers
are manufactured from the steel that first did duty in
saws, the quality being fine.
Cannibals found in Liberia, on the west coast of Africa,
by missionaries driven out of the cruntry by uprisings,

ate only the limbs of their victim . Legs ancl arms were
roasted and the meals made festiYe occasions, according to
Miss Suckow, of Kewton, Kan., one of the mi. sionaries
who returned on the Spanish liner Antonio Lopez from
Cadiz. Miss Suckow c:pent three year~ with the :Methodist
Episcopal Foreign :Mission Board at Jacktown, going there
with the ReY. Wilbur Williams, hi wife, and llfiss Freda
Robert&. 1fo,- Suckow aid the upri ings began in August
and were fomented by the French and EngliPh an<l the
Germans, each side in propagancla against the other.
Finally the English cut off the food supply . 'rhe mi ssionaries fled to Greenville, where, Dec. 23, the Unitccl States
crni ocr Clwstcr appeared from 1\Iomol'ia ,,.,if li 200 nab l'e
troop,, who were landed and s,1j1p rc,~2'1 t'.1c revolution.
The Chc5ter took the missionaries to Monrovia .
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able animal in the , tate of Maine. Barney is his name.
Barney kno,,s more :,bout finding his way unaided in the
woods afier dark and in the midst o.f a heavv nowstorm
than most men do. He goes nine miles,through the woods
NEW YS?RK, MARCH 10, 1916.
alone to and from the dam to the clubhouse, and never is
in doubt .for a minute in .finding his way through the
TERMS TO SUBSCRI BERS
,rilclerncss. "i\h;. 11hite, in going from the clubhouse to
Burlington for baggage anc1 othe1· materials, iak . two
.05 Cents
Single Copies . . .. .. . . . . .. . .... .. . ......... .. .. ..... .. .... .
.6~ Cents
mctliocl;:: for transporlation- canoe and buckboarcT. \Yhen
One Copy Three Mo nths ... .... .. .. .... ...... .. .. ...... .
1.25
One Copy Six Months . ........... .... .. . .... . .. ... ..... .
Z.50
~etting out he ride~ four ancl one-half miles by canoe to
One Copy One Year . .. ..... ............ .. .. ..... .. .... . ..
tlie r1am and rnnc1s Darncy through the woods for the same
Postage Free
HOW TO SEND MONEY-At our risk send P. o. Money Order, Check
cli,-bncc. If Barney gets there rirst he ,raits in a hovel.
~eR~:~r~os~!~er~t!!i~~tt~g~e:a:e a~1[ c~~t~r ;';6e1~tr~e~~i~-1~urs{,1;~;
'l':icn l\fr. \\'hifc hitches Barney to a buckboard, the~· go to
W:fut,:~~o~°a~ta..:r~J-:Jsl8:?a1~i111~a~r(r(;;.~~~vl~~?er~u~illg LbC cnvolopo.
Burlington, get their baggage ancl return to the clam. At
}
Frank Tou sey, Publis her
H.1.!1.BT JI.:. WOLrF, P ru1dent
the clam ::\Ir. ,rliite unloads his material into the canoe
N. HuTJN{tS WoJ.n, ~ 1nrer
168 West 2 3d St. , N. Y.
CnAKLEl'I r:. Nn..nmsa, Secretary
and starts on his. way up the lake, sending Barney off
through the woocls. 'L'here is no road for Barney to follow,
bnt he alway goes traight as an arrow to the clubhouse
GOOD CURRENT NEWS AUTICLES
al\\'ays arriYes without delay.
Gold leaf is becoming so scarce in Spain that the Bar- and
celona union of gilders has appointed a commission to
stucly the possibilities of establishing a local plant for its
GlUNS ANU Cll UCKLES
manufacture. Most of the gold leaf has come heretofore
"1\'hat ll'as ~ r ero's greateBL act oi crueliy ?" asked the
from England and Germany . .
teacher of the class in h i,-tory. "l>layin' the fiddle,' ' was
Two American aeroplanes have been purchased by the tlie prompt response. And the teacher let it go at that.
Dutch Indian Gdvernmcnt for use in Java, where they
Granclpa-"\Ycll, Frncl, yo11're an uncle llOW; you ought
were successfully tried out recently. China, too, is develhe proud o.f it. Little Fred-No, I oughtn't to. I
to
conGoYcrnment
Chinese
The
aviation.
in
oping interest
ain't no uncle. G ranc1pa-Why not? Little Fred-'Cau~e
templates opening an aviation school at Canton.
I'm an aunt. The new baby's a girl.
The Hamilton Gtm Club, in a big hunt recently, proYed
Sweet Girl (nffectionately )-Papa, you woulrl not like
that the cottontail and jackrabbit crop in Greenwood
to leave you, ·wottld you? Papa (.fonclly)-lnclc ed I
me
took
hunterR
Forty
season.
is
th
good
is
.,
Kan
County,
part, being divided into two teams. Their record for the would not, my darling. Sweet Girl-Well, then, I'll marry
day was 1,779 cottontail rabbits and seventy-three jacks, Mr. Poorchap. Ile's willing to live here.
making a total of 1,852 rabbits killed by the forty , memThe bosq told Pat to paint a sign over the shaft, politely
ber of the club, or an arnrage of forty-six rabbit per
wnrning strangers of the clanger. Pat thought it out carehunter.
fu Hy, ancl then paintc 1 on i he fence in bright vermilion
'Strai ircrs will plazc not fall clown the haft.''
letters:
stories
,
of
John Townsend Trowbridge, poet and author
was
Death
12.
Feb.
Mass.,
for boys, diec1 at Arlington,
Thcv were getting up some amateur theatrirals, and the
caus d by bronchi lis, which c1cYclopec1 from a scYerc cold.
It was sixty-three years ago that Mr. 'rrowbridge gaYe to manao·cr said to De Smith: "Mr. De Smith, vou are to
the youth of an earlier genei ation "Father Brighthopes," have the role of Don Alfonso." "Do you thinl/1'11 please
the first of a long series of books that included "~ eigh- the puhlic in that role?" "I'm sure of it. You are killed
bor J ackwood,"' "The Pocket Rifle," "Ct1djo ·s Cave'' and off in the first act.''
ended with "A Pair of Madcaps," in 1909.·
Sunday-school Boy-Isn't there lots of liJ'e in ginger,
Teacher-Yes. , 'unclay-school Boy-And bread
teacher?
constructhe
on
employed
A general strike of laborers
tion of the Government railroad between Anchorage and is suppo~ea. to be the staff of life, teacher? 'rracherthe Matanmka roal field in _\.laska has been called follow- Yes, my boy. Sunday-school Boy-Well, then, it has ocing the strike of ~ixty tracklaycrs the other Sunday, ac- curred to me that pcrhap Methuselah lil'ecl on gingercording to dispatches from Seward. These say 1.500 la- bread.
borers in a mass meeting at Anchorage organized a FedDominie-Now , boys, what is foe meaning of the word
eral Labor Union, wit_h an enrolled membership of 600
Forty-six tongues were painfully silent.
"ubiquitous?"
men, and immediately i . ued a rrcneral strike call. The
what ignorance! "Ubiquitous" means
me,
Dominie-Dear
laborers
common
of
wages
men demand an iucreasc in the
And now can you give me an ineverywhere."
"existing
hour.
au
cents
50
to
is ubiquitous? Chorus of Fortythat
stance of something
arms were imultaneonsly
forty-six
(while
'rongues
~ix
Charles W. White, stc1vard of the ~icatom; Lake camps,
hair was hanging down
golden
"llcr
sir.
c~,
_:Y
uplifte.c1)
sportsPliilaclelphia
Prnl
the resort of wcallhY - <'W York
men, own~- a hor~c that is in many 1rays the most remark- her back."
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Spanish vessel which should have been in those waters just
abont then, and knew that she had on a valuable freight.
Well, there's no need of telling you how we closed in on
By John Sherman
the Spaniard, for you've heard such things described before now.
"Well, Jac:k. they say you are to die."
We got alongside, yard-arm and yard-arm, then we
"Yes, that'~ the sentence. 'rwo weeks from to-day, at boarded. That was a glorious fight. They say that Spaneleven o'rJock in the morning, I am to be hm1g, rain or iards· are naturally cowards, but you wouldn't a-thought
shine, blow hot or blow cold."
so to see them fellows fight. We numbered three men to
"Well, you're right, I suppose, in taking it so philo ophi- their one, and it was only a few minutes before we were
cally."
ma,<:ters of the situation.
· "No good doin' anything else."
When we had pillaged the vessel we scuttled her.
"No, of course no~. ~ut, Jack, I sincerely hope y~u . I won't say exactly what passed in the Jneantime, but of
don'1 brar me any 111-will per, onally for my share rn all on board tbe Spanish vessel only one human being
bringing you here."
· boarded our vessel, and-well, the others didn't escape.
"None in the world. You were doing your business; 'l'be exception was a young Encrlish
lad named Derby St.
0
you had your orders. You tried to take me; I fought like John.
·
a man, and one of my bullet~ ha~ to be cut out of your
Oapluin Dunn came to me after we'd got under way,
sholllder. You got the best oI me 11:1 the encl; you were the again, ancl he said:
•
~Jest man, ancl here I ~m. As to clymg,, what odds whether
"You fought like a tiger; the second mate was killed,
it's
. m., two weeks or m two years? 1 ve got to die some and T'm bo-oin<rb to give you his berth and his share in the
t1me:
.
proceecli<."
Jack Dempster ccrtamly looked Corwarcl to a death on
So I berame second mate on the Bloodhound.
the gallow-, a calml_v as any ma'.1 I _ever saw.
,rell, to make a long story short, five years passed by,
"\Y ·11, Jack, now that tlie trial is o,ier and the matter and durincr that time we took a powerful lot of prizes. By
is all seitled, suppose you giYc me a running account of that time was first mate and Derby was second, although
your life?"
onlv seventeen. He was small-there wasn't much of
"Just as yon say," was the laconic rejoinder of the hi~-but what there was was good. He was smart as a
doomed man.
steel trap, and brave as a lion.
,JA CK'
Fl'I'OHY.
J11. t about tl1en they got the e steam vessels to running,
I flrnt went to s~':l when I was about thirteen, ancl was a and the British Government senL out a cruiser after us.
cabin-boy. Being strong and active, and large for my age, For two years we dodged 'em, getting in our work at- odd
I was put before tile maRt before the voyage enclcc1. That times, and ihen we got cornered.
was in the Juniata. '\Ye went to China in ballast, and
'l'hey caught u in a cove that we used to make our
bron!!,-M back a c:argo of tea.
headquarters, and we knew that the jig was up. The capI saiJecl in the Juniata until I was eighteen, and then I tain ordered our guns turned on the cruiser, a.nd we gave
sbipped in the Dolphin for the East Indies.
her a couple of hot ones. Then they opened on us with
This vessel liacl the misfortune to be wrecked, and I was solid shot and a few shells. One of 'em found its way to
cast ashore in the I sland of Oe,vlon.
our powder magazine, and ended the business in a jiffy.
You talk about my dying on the gallows! I'd rather There was an awful explosion. I was shot up into the air,
be hung a tlozen times thnn to again go through wl1at I and . arter tuming about :fifty somersaults, I landed in the
endured during my ~tay in ihai islancl, while waiting for 1n1ier, and at 0ncc .warn ashore.
a diane:e to ship on board or an Arneri<'an vc. sel.
Not a living soul but myself was to be seen. But a.few
DC'spcrate a! last, T joined the c·rcw of the Bloodhound, mi1p1te, later 1 found out that I wasn't the only one who
though whilt> in poti, he bore a more pcarcl ikc nam<'.
had csC'apecl, for Derby came swimming toward the shore,
1 noticed that rno~t oI the men 1rere hard-looking case~, and wa. soon beside me.
and there wa hardly a nation under the sun tbat was not
\Ye waited a little while, until we were sure there wasn't
represented on board, although there were more Malays another soul of us all left alive, and then-seeing as how
than or any other one nationality. I also noticed that the the crniser had drawn inshore, and sharpshooters were
crew was mueh larger than was ncrcssary to handle such a popping away at us-we struck ·back into the country.
craft than sl1c was. but, as T said, T was desperate, and I Some of the cruiser's men chased us for two days, but we
asked no question until iL was too laie for there being any managed to girn 'em the slip.
good in doing so
Life after that was full of up and downs for me, and I
A11y doubts I might have had were ,:ettlcd ,Yhen I heard wandered about in eYery land, in every clime.
the c·aptain giYc orders to bring up the small arms, and
Sometimes I shipped as officer, sometimes as a hand, on
the Bloodhound "·as laid on a cour~e that woulcl carry lier merc-hant vcs~els, but "·as always nervous, always restless,
acro"s !he bows of a merchantman whiC'h had been sighter] always huno-cring for the old excifing life on boarcl of the
a littlr> while before. 8he was a pi rate c ni~er.
Bloodhound. I suppose some people would call it a, kind
\rllC'n wr got pretty c:lof:e n i-hot was fired across tbe of craziness, and maybe it is. Now, mind me, I never in
mere:hanlrnan's bmrf:, and we ran ur the English flag . At my life killed a man in cold blood. When we got into a
once the other vr,:=:scl haulecl up the Spani h colors.
Ifight, it was a -different thing; he wanted to kill me. I
Captain Dunn danced for joy. It seems he knew of a wanted to fix him so that he couldn't prevent my taking
TUE JEWELED D,\.GGER.
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btaiding Derb~-, whom she hacl caught in the act of caressing l\Iadge.
At some sli_g:bting remark of his Inez snatched up a revolrer, and but for my quick hand would have shot him.
Angry now, Derby flung himself upon her, forced her
into her stateroom, ancl locked her in, then made the trembling ocloroou come and sit beside him on the ofa.
Jt was (t few clays after the scene mentioned that I went
down into the cabin, just after sunrise. I had been on
duty the latter part of the night, and had just left the
second mate in charge.
Derby was lying asleep on the sofa, the head oi which
was just beneath an open deadlight, through which the
breezes came fluttering, and through which the dancing
wave could be seen. I paused beside the handsome pirate
captain-handso me, incleecl, and equally as brave. Then I
cros 'ecl the cabin, ::ind entered my stateroom.
I had laid down, and was just slipping off into slumber,
whe 11 a low, fiendish, hi sing ]~ugh aroused me. I listened.
In the next stateroom the octoroon was sleeping; I heard
the rloor of her stateroom softly opened. A moment later
ramc a low moa11 , ancl then all was still for a brjef while.
Tl1en I heard soft steps leave the stateroom.
Impressed with the idea that something was wrong, I
ful.
"I Jost my mate Jack," he aid, and then offered me the slicl out of my bunk and , teppecl 1.o the cloor, ancl 'looked
into the cabin through the glass in the upper half.
vacancy. Well, I just jumped at it.
Derby was calmly sleeping on the sofa, one hand
we
money,
m~'
with
bought
was
Seeing as how the vessel
were to share and share alike in the proceeds of our prizes. aboYc his head; and in the center oi the cabin stood Inez,
While we were talking, the door of a tateroom opened, her face black wirh passion, her brows contracted fiercely,
and I was struck dumb when I saw the woman who came and in lier hand a jeweled dagger.
I iriccl to cry out, io warn him of his danger, but in
out of it. Beautiful ain't strong enough in ·peaking oC her.
There was only one thing which I never liked about her, vain.
I made a spasmodic ch1tch at the knob of the door and
and that was that her black eyes had a vicious snap in
in opening it. -As I appeared on the thre hold
snccrecled
angry.
got
she
them when
"That's the greatest treasure of -all," said Derby. with a Inez tumc<l one swift, menacing glance on me, and then
laugh. "Inez, this is Jack Demp. ter, my first officer in bo1mdc<l swiftly to the sofa, afraid let I might balk her
1nn·po~c.
the future, and my most particular friend."
Hut I was too lnte to interfere. She accomplished that
ancl,
hand,
Being so introduced, the brauty gave me her
~he set out to do. Both Derby and Madge had been
which
face
gentlemanly
Derby"s
at
oh! how soft it felt. I looked
fonlly rnmclcre<l.
and natty mustache, and wished I 11·as him.
Then the murderess £ell on her knees and wildly kissed
He had found her on board a merchantman he hacl captured, and had brought her on board of his \ 1rssel. Strange the paljng face and the eyes which nevermore would. open.
.-\.t last l stepped toward her.with a stern face-for I had
as it may seem, instead of sulking or pining away, the beauDerhv, but she anticipated any movement of mine by
loved
him.
tiful Spanish girl fell madly in love with
the dagger into her own breast.
plunging
a
so
did
we
and
sea,
to
put
to
ready
nearly
was
Derby
up the boclies and. consigned them to the ocean.
sewed
sre
our
on
remain
dared
longer
no
few clays later. But we
The loss of Derby cast a gloom over us, took away our
old cruising ground, for it was now patroled by several
British men-of-war. Instead, we rounded the Horn, and pirit.
Cruisers were ont after us, and to escape we hacl to run
began cruising off the coast of Peru.
vessel on a rocky shore. I escaped, and after drifting
our
'l'he richest prize we ever captured was off the coast of
again for years I took up piracy on my own account
about
nnformost
the
was
it
richest
Chili, but besides being the
tunate for ue. On board of her was a woman who took in a swift little schooner, making the Tortugas my headDerby's fancy . Poor Derby! A roving fancy where quarters. In Key West I let liqtior get the best of me,
. and shot a man in a moment of drunken anger. I was arwomen were concerned was his only fault.
She was a quadroon or an octoroon, I don't know which, rested, my true _character became known, was found out
by you, I was tned, sentenced, and am to be hanged, and
and ru3 handsome as a picture. Her name was Madge.
that's the whole story.
the
to
much
vessel,
our
of
board
on
brought
was
She
disgust of Inez, whose black eyes snapped viciously, and
I have given Jack's tale in as near his words as I can
soon began to burn with jealousy.
Never shall I forget the day when I chanced to go down recollect them, and it is only necessary for me to say that
into the cabin !Uld found Inez in a towering passion, up- on the day appointed he was hanged.

from his vessel whatever chanced to suit my .fancy. Nor
dicl I follow that life because I macle money in it. I cared
no more for money than 1 dicl for another dinner just
after I'd eaten one. Had I wanted money I could have
· gene back to the cove, where there was buried housands
upon thousands of dollars, the spot being known ouly to
Derby and myself.
It was hard on to seven years after the blowing ·up of
the Bloodhound that I overheard my name mentioned as
I was rolling through the streets of Singapore. '!'urning
around, who should I ee but my old messmate, Derby.
"Vi'hy, dcl--"
"Sh!" he said, putting his finger on his lip . "Come
. aboard with me."
\\Tithout a word I followed Derby to his vessel-and a
beauty she wa,;. He took me into the cabin and macle me
sit down on a gorgeou chair as soft as clown in the seat.
He told me that he'd gone back to the COYC ancl clug up
the buried mone_y, leaving in its place a note telling me
what he'd clone, ancl how I could find him, ancl that he
would always be ready to share up with me. With the
money he'd bought this vessel and had just ended his first
cruise-in the old business-and had been very success-
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NEWS OF TI-IE DAY
Wh en l\Jis· 'T'illie lI'i.Jl, who hacl spent her entire life
wit h 11er nnr·le, He11r5· P. Palmer, of Columbus, Ind., clied,
it wa tliouglit he had some mone.v saved. Palmer \'isitcd
the local banks and learned that no money was on dep sit
in any of them to Miss Hill's credit. He wondered what
had become o.f 1.he money he .felt certain he had saYed. A
man was r-alled in to-clean the rooms and when he turned
owr a table he found $350 in bill concealed there.
Standing on the bed on which lay his wife and child,
H. 1. Spencer, a ran cher, of Wa sco, Ore., swung the .butt
encl oJ' a Jiolgun again t the snarl in o- jaw o.f a mad coyote
arnl ,tunned -1.be beust. 'I'hcn he beat it to clcath with a
"luh. Srenccr. who has a place abouL five miles nortlr1rest
or this ci-ty, Wil awakened by the ?Upping of his dogs. Going ouLidc with hi shotgun, he found the dogs grappling
with a coyote.
penccr fired and mi;sed. Then the co~·ote
headed for U1e door of the Spencer cabin. Spencer beat
him to it, ai cl fought the animal from i.he bed.
The will of. Mrs. Elizabeth Blackman, of Muncie, Ind.,
It dispo es of real estate and
other property estimate~ to be worth many thousancls of
cloll:1rs. i\Ir~ . Blackman give practically all the estate to
::\Ja,r :,\farybeile Mier, her adopted daughter, but this is
Oll l_v on crmclition that if Mi. s l\1ier should at any time
remarr_y her cfo·orced husband the property in its entirety
j,, to go to the First Br thren
burch. 'rhe will further
say" that if Lhc beneficiary of the estate "keeps company"
or a~i;oc·iaieR with her form r lrnsbnnd she i;; io lose all
inicrc"l in th e c Late.

hm, been filed for probate.

Emperor William ha announced that the marriage of
Prince ,Ton ch im , his youngest and only unmarri ed Ron,
is to take place nt Potsdam. Prinec ,Joachim's engagem ent to Princ·e~ Uaric Augustine of Anhalt was announced Oct. J.J, l!JF . The Prince, wlio was twenty-:fhe
years old la. t Dec. 17, is a captain in the Fourteenth Hegimcu1 of Tin , 'lars, in the Foot GnardH, the Grenaclier
(hinnls and ~cYeral othet' militnr1· orgnnizations. Pri11ccsg
Mn ric _\ugu , line, a niece of the reigning J nke or Anhalt,
wa, horn .Jun e 10, 1808. Her fatl1er is . aicl to be fighting
on ihc Argonne front 11ncler Crown Prince William,
Lrolh cr of the prospcctil'e bridegroom.
''\\'hen T 1r:1~ a boy,'' ~nid a , 11ilor, " J often usccl to wonclcr, ~<>cing hircl;, thousandF of l'!lilcs out to Rea, what they
cli<l for fr~sh water when th ey were thirty. One clay a
$quail an~wererl that question for me. It waR a hot and
glitteri n_g <lay i11 the tropies, an'd in the clear ~ky oYerheacl
a blac·k rnincloucl appeared all of a udclen. 'rhcn out of
an empty ~1rnc<' over a hunllrecl seabird came darting
from cvcr.r clireciio11. They got under the raincloud, and
waited there for about ten minutes, circling· around and
aronnrl , and \\·h en the rain began to fall theY drank their
fill. Jn the trori c", where the grent seabin1s sail thou-

Banrls of
\\'atcr in
off they
~
and' they

miles away from shore, they get tbeir drinking
that wav. Thev smell out a 1-torm a. long way
traYel ; hundr~d mile maybe to get under it,
.
.
swallow enough raindrops
to keep them gomg
.''

Three herbs said to have been used exten:,ively by In<lians in l\fexico to check a widespread pidemic of "burning fever" 300 years ago are being employed successfully
to combat t:vphus fever, according to information which
reached El Paso, Texas, from Dr. Marquez San Juan, of
the faculty of the University of Mexico. Dr. San Juan is
given credit .for -rediscovering the curative value of these
herb: in cases of typhu , the number or which, according
Lo official Mexican declarations, is steadily decrea ing. 1n
a st.atement received Dr. San Juan is quoted as advising
people in the affected di tricts of Mexico to treat them, clve . All of the herbs grow in the sections of Mexico
\\'here the disease i most preyalent and the accepted method of treatment is to drink tea brewed from them.

In proportion to size, man is one of the weakest animals
on the cartl1. The muscles of a large-sized oysi·er will support a weight of thirty-seven pounds. 'J'here is a crab that
will Ii.rt 492 times its own weight. 'I'h i:-- i1:, Pquivalent of
an average . ize man raising 73,800 pounds. Felix Flateau,
a Belgian scientist, who made many experiments, found
that the strength of a fly which was able to Ii.ft a matchslick compared with a man'' supporting with his feet a
lic:un 14 .feet long and 2 fe<>L G inches square. 'l1 here is a
littl e bng that e:an drag six matches, <>qnivalent to a man's
pnllino- 330 beams as big as him elf. 'l'o measure the
strength of insects Flateau constructed delicate harness
to !l weighing machine. By prodding the insects he made
them move. Then he piled on weight. until tl1ey stopped .
Bv this means he found that a bee, weight for weight, was
thirty limes as strong as a horse.
'l'en thousand persons witnessed the Ea tern champion•hip Rkating races at Newburgh, N . Y., Feb. 12. Bobby
Logan, of 1\lontreaJ, took the premier honors, winning the
qnnrter-mile and mile championships. Walter Kuehne,
nf tll<' Xew York A. C., won the half-mile championship.
Ji'. A. Mnckenhoupt, of Poughkeepsie, won the consolidation one-mile handicap, and Rufus Tuttle, of Ver Planck,
X. Y., fini shed first in the mile novice. Mr. and Mrs.
Frallk ~[ncMillan, of Fort L ee, X. J., skated an exhibition
tarn1em qunrter-mile in 52 :-3-5 seconds, a world's record.
,\ :·e:hie Roger, of Arlington, N. Y., won the five-mile
h:rndicap. Anton Osickey, the Cleveland champion, and
Freel J1ob on . of Toronto, post entries, were postponed, but
ska1ed. Osickey won his heat in the half-mile and Robson
won hii:: in the quarter-mile, but they did not enter the
finals. Joseph F. Donoghue, still holder of the records
from 30 to 100 miles, was one of the officials. The meet,
which was a complete success, was under the auspices of
the ~Tc wburgh Journal.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
JNMAX ~FPHE}1E AT BX(ff,ISII BILLIARDS.
11:clbollme Inman. cliampion of English billiard s, clefcntecl George Gray, the Australian phenomenon, in a
maic:ll of 18,000 points, begnn in London on January 10
and encl eel on J ,1m:an 2;i. ".!'he winner obtained a commancl ing lonll <luring ihe fir~t wcd;: . 'Jlie last three r1ays
of the se<·on<l week a iww c:loth seemed to fayor Gray.
who ·e playing irnworcd bcyo1id t:w hoi-cs of his backer .
On the afternoon of the fiual day the Australian assumed
a slight Je::irl, lrnt at the fini8li of lhc se:::sion the scores
" ·crc lG,800 a11d lG,732 in faror of li_mian. At night both
playc·r~ pei·fonurcl at their brst. Jirnwn corccl brcaka of
3~8, 1.,7, 1:3:3, 111 :rncl 252. Uray made an early break
c,[ IO;i a1H1 n latc one of 'il!l (GGO ofl' the rcll) lll8t macle
the ~itudion infrmcly c.·citing. lnman, ho,revcr. ,ms
equal to (he oc:ca,i011, all([ with flnal efforts yielding 111
and 66, won by :MJJ. The rn alch wa for $;3()0 a side. In
a ~imilar "Ontr~t in London , from Xuvl'mlwr H io 20 (hay
·
'
ddculrd lnrn n 1 hy l!)O poinl ' .
AN ALARM CLOCK: LIGHTS rJ'HB FIRE.
1'hc elrdric fire starter makes it u nnecesrnry .to get up
on a cold rnoming to light the grate. Jt is described by
J. \\'c,.Jev Brnwn, .Jr., in the Eleetrical Experimenter.
All that is required is a spark eoil of auy i;ize, c11011gl1
battE>ries to open1le the coi l, m1 alarm clo<'k. a batten,
switch, a box 8x3 inches, a tinpan, 1.,ro <·ork-~toppcrs and
two needles. 'l'he 8toppcrs are Ja~tenecl to the bottom nf
the pan aml the 11eedles ;;luck through lhe corks, 1rn1ki11g
a spark gap. 'J'he gap is (·onne<·ted to the coi I nncl et under the grate. Some rags arc lrn11d !eel np 1igiit.l:v a11cl
soaked in gasoline or turpentine and put just under the
gap. O,er the rags are placed some spli11tcrR, and t.hen
·
wood and coal.
'l'lie alarm clock is wound and sci and a loop put in a
string OYer the al::trm thumlm;re1r on the back of the
clock. The other end is aitachcd to a small switch coming
from the batteries. '11 he other wire from the batteries goes
to the spark coil, and the oppo itc end of the ~wilvh c-onnects to the coil. When the clock goe;, off, the thumbscrew will revolve, close the switch and start the coil. 'i'he
spark will light the rags under the grate and start the
fire.

"SEEING" THE HUMAN VOICE.
A man made ear, similar in its principles to the mechanical eye, lately invented by Prof. Brown, of the University
of Iowa, has just been completed by Prof. Carl S. Seashore, of the psychological department of the same university, says the American Boy.
The novel invention is known as the "tonoscope," named
fo r its power to tlistinguish differentiations in tone and
voice pitch in varying degrees . Although the construction
is very simple, the application of the instrument to the inst mction of the deaf is highly interesting. A long tube,
firmly fastened, is placed directly in front of a lighted

candle. _A scrceu is atlj ust.ecl so that the flame of the
candle \\'ill ca~t reflections on it, ll'hil e the other encl oil
the tnlJe i$ placed in a po,:itio11 ~o that a person may talk
ini o it.
..\.s a man speaks into one encl of the tube the sound
wa\'e~ cau~ed by his voice arc thrown against the candle
fiainr, caueing a rnriation in the rcf-lechon on the s<.:rcen
with each different pitch. The fact that these waves can
be shown in this ,my has lon g b en known, but its applic:ation is intcre-1.ing.
'J'he real appl icaiion of the· tonoscopc, however, is not in
this manner, hut to teach the c1 c:if to speak. It is a welllrnown fa<'t ti ,at llcaf persons posses voices of unusual
harslrne,,, du io 1hc fact. thal they C'annot hear their own
Yoc·ul efforts and thus cannot regu late their intcnf:ity and
pitch. Through the tonosc pe, a tcae:bcr may speak into
the tube, giving a sen ten •c or word at the proper pii<-h .
rl'hc pupil then may repeat the given word or sentence, ntkrnpting to gd as nearly the same rnriation in reflection
1o that cf the te:1c:hcr a possible.

CAUGHT BY OLRVEn TRICK.
DctcdiYcs Birmingham mid Dowling, of Xew York,
got in,:itl e or paC"king <:a~Ps in whic·li peephole· had been
bored. nncl. nt'lcr the tops had hcen far-tened in plare ,rith
tac·h ini'te,1<l of 1011g wire nniL, Dcledi,c :Fcnel ly mounteel the hox of an exprr!'~ wng-011 in which the cases lia<l
bren place:1 nt polic·c henrlquartcr;s, and drove to Uw .\tlantic· nwn11c J'E'l'I')' in Brook lyn. in the la st month some
* lO/lUO \\'orth of c·ot·oa bean;; had hccn stolen from .Walter
Raker & Co., and the detective h·t<l finally decided the
fhcCt.s were rnaclc from wngons on the way .from Brooklyn
lo Sont.h Ferry.
Fl'nelly gni(led lii;:; wagon direr-lly lwhind oi1e lon<led
\\·ith c-c~c·oa as it ho:1 n1erl a J'enyhoa L the other ,l fternoon,
and 1.hn,: c·uf olf an rmpt_,· cxprc•Rs wn gon whic-h hail ken
.folloll'il1?. It ,ms the tJH,or:v of the detec-tive~ that the
thien's trnnflforrcd the coeon, whil<' on ihe boat., from one
,rngou to the uf her.
Ac·c·ording to F enc lly, this theory was justified when the
driYer of the empty cart approached him with an ofter of
25 cents if he would carry fom bags of cocoa off the ship
in his wagon. Fenelly nccepterl and the concealed detecti rcs watcherl the transfer whil e Fe11elly sat in the cahin,
ostrntatiously keeping out of sight..
When the beat reache~I Manhattan one of the men
caught sight of the detectlres and all three started to run .
Birmingham und Do,\ling threw open their packing cases
and ·prang ou~, anr1 Fenelly fired a sliot after one of the
fugitiYcs . All three were caught. 'I'hey said they were
Robert McKay, William ,;i;' archam and Wi lliam Dupree,
all of Brooklyn. Dupree, the police said, had dr iven t he
empty cart, and the otl1ers were employed by the cocoa
compauy as drivers. All were locked up in police headquarters.

GREENBAa CKS

TAKE NOTICE!

Itch Powder, Bombs an<l Cachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, ,as deli very will
ha re to be made by express.
GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Ornam ent al aa well as useful. Made of highly nickeled
bro..ss. It holds Juat One Dol lar. When lllled It op~ns ltRemains locked until
ael!.
Can be used as a
reftll ed.
wa.tchchn.rm. Money refundPrlcb,
ed If not eattsfled.
10c. by mail.
H, F. LANG, 1810 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y,
WINDOW SMAi!!HERS.
The greatest eensatlen, juet
trom Parle. A 1not.t wonderful effect o! a smashing,
!all Ing pane or
breaking,
\ ~
\\ · gla••· It wlll electrify every-

~gm:f

~ia~- t~h';i"oJ:u.~i~·..
,
'
the same time throw the
discs to the flaor. Every pane or glass in the
house will at once seem to have been ehattered. Price, by mall, p ostpaid, 85c., a set
of Rix ))!ates.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO .. 29 W. 20th St .. N. Y.
SURPRISE JIIOVING-PICTURE IIJACHINE.
It consists or a small nickeled
metal tube, 4½ Inches long, with
a

lens

eye-view,

shows

wh i ch

a pretty ballet girl or any oth e r

1~:

1 ~~~
1
~1~rebe 1;I!n~h t~d° w~tf:
him to turn the

picture, tell
screw on the side or the lns\rument, to change the vlewe, when
o. stream of water squirts in his
race, much to hi~ surprise. The
Instrument can be refilled with
· water In an instant, and one
flll!ng will suffice for four or
five vldln:,s.
Price, 3Oc. each by mall, postpaid; 4 for ,1.00.
FRANK S)fi'l'II, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

Pack of $1,000 Stage BIils 10c;

packs, 21ic,

Send

for a pa.ck and ,i;;;how tbe boys wba.t a WAD you ca.rry.
C. A. NICHOLS, JR., Bex 90, Chlll, N. Y.

JIIAGIC CARD DOX.--A very cleverly made
Lox or exchanging or vanishing cards. In fact,
any nu1nber or tricks or this character can be
performed by it. A very nece,isary magl cn.J
Price. 15c,
0.CCflBOry.
WOL..:1 NOVEL1.'Y f'O., 20 W. 26th !St., N. Y.
WIDSTLEPHONE
This ls one ot t h e
inmusical
greniest
struments ever JnventEld. It is made entirely
of m~tal and is almost
invi sible whe n in tise.
With it, in a few moments, you can learn
to play all kinds of
tunes, ~•ave Joh ot tun, pl~ase and amuse
your friend! and n1a.Jte some money. too. Fine
for eithE'r song or Plano accornp3.,niment or
You place t he whfstlephone
by itself alone.
In the mouth with half circle out, place end
of ton&;'ue to rounded part and blow gent ly
a• if to cool the lips. A rew trials will ena ..
bl one to plaJ~ aliy tune or air.
Price 6 <'ent ~ r >·h by ma!I, post-paid.
H. F. LANG, 1816 Centre St •• B'kl;yn, N. Y.

0

MAGIC

l>IE BLOCK.

A wonderfully de·
ceptlve trick! A solid
block, two 1 n ch e e
square, Is made to appear ahd d leappear at
Borro~1 lng
pleasure.
a h at from one of the
nudience, you place
the block on top, sliding a cardboard cover
(which may be examined) over it. At the
word of command you 11rt the cover, the block
ts gone. a.nc1 t hP ~atne Instant it fa.11s to the
flo or, throug h the hat, with a solid thud. or
into d'ne of the &pectatot-'!! hands. You may
vary this excellent trick by pa~slng the block
through a table and on to the floor beneath,
or thrO\IA'h the lid or a iiesk into the drawer,
otc. Th Js trl cl< never ta.ils to astonish the
91>ectators, and can be rf;"peated as often ae
Price, $Se •• postpaid.
desired.
H. F. LANG, 1815 C<'ntre St., B'klyn. N. Y.

.

THE JNB: BLOT JOKER.
Fool Your Frlen-

-The greate11t novel•
ty er the age! Have

a Joke which make•
I a u g h •
everybody
More fun than an:,
other novelty that
Jia.11 been shown In years. Place it on a desk,
tablecloth , Ol an)' piece of furniture, as ehowu.
In the above cut. near some valuable papera..
or on fine wear.h1g apparel. Watch the re•
IUlt ! Oh, Gee! Price, 15c, each, postpaid.
1'iOL.i, I•' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.

~ 11al1
THE DEVIL'S CARD TRICK.-From thraa
cards held in the hand anyone is asked to
All three cards are
mentally select one.
placed in a hat and the performer removes
flrst the two that the audience did not select
and passing the hat to them their · card has
crea.t climax;
A
myetetlously vanished.
Price, lOc.
highly recommended.
WOLF)!' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.
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AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

.."

rles''
Absolutely the finest ll1tle publicatlon on the news-stands

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVEl'I DESIONS
New portraits of actors anti actrasses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECES
Get a copy of this we';'kly magazine and see what It le

EVl::FIY NOMBF.R CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stones. based on the latest and best films, each profusely 11lustrated with fine half-t011es or scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Blogrnpbles of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles i"elnting to , ov!ng Picture~. written by tile greatest authorities in the film busiuess.
~ews Notes from the studios about tile doiugs of e,·erybody or prominence connected with the Photo.plays.
Scenario Hiuti:; and th1:, !lame of all the cowpan!es who may bus the plays you write.
Poems, Jlngle>J, Jests and evei·y bright feature caiculated to 111lerest both young and old.
GET A COf:l!Y NOW frow your ne\vsdeuler, or set1d us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will mail
you tile latest number issued 1

'

"

168 West 23d Street

PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
New York

-

AWe~kly Magazine containing Stories of the-American, Revolullon.
I

'

I

FRAJIIK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER. le& WEST 2SI>. STREET, '"£W YORK

No. 793.
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682 Young Wil d West's Rough Ride rs : or, The Rosebud of the
LATEST i::,SUE:SRockies.
Grit; or, The Ghost of Guantlet Gnleh.
Young Wlld West' s Dash for Life; or, A Ride Tha t Saved a Town.
683
Big Day ; or, The Double Wedding at Weston 684 Young Wild West's Big Pan Out; or, The Battle for a Silver
Great Scheme: or, The Building of a Railroad
Mine.
Young Wild West and the Train Robben; or, The Hunt for tb•• 685 Young Wild West and the Charmed Arrow; or, The White Lily
Stolen Treasure.
the Kiowas.
of
Young Wild W est on His Mettle ; or Four Against Twenty.
686 Young Wild West' s Great Round Up; or, Corrallng the Ranch
Young Wild West' s Ranch; or, The Renegades of Riley' s Run
Raiders.
Young Wild West on the Trail; or, Outwittl::,g the Redskins.
Yoong Wild West' s Rifle Rangers ; or, Trailing a Bandit King.
Young Wild West' s Bargain; or, A R ed Man With a White H ear 1 687 Young
Wild W est and the Russian Duke; or, A Lively Time on,
Young Wild West's Vacation ; or, A Lively Time at Roaring Ran ch 688
Mountain and Plain.
Young Wild West on His Muscle; or, Fighting With Nature·,
689 Young Wild West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping th e Me xican,
Weapons.
Coiners.
Young Wild West' s Mistake ; or. Losing a Hundred Thousand
690 Young Wild W est and Sitting Bull ; or, Saving a 'l'roop of Cava lry .
Young Wild W est in Deadwood: or, The T e rror of Tape r Top.
691 Young Wild West and the T exas Trailers; or, Roping in the Horse·
Young Wild W est' s Close Cail; or, The Raide rs of Rawhide R idge
Thieves.
Young Wild West Trapped; or, The Net That Would Not Hol<! 692 Young Wild West' s Whirlwind Ride rs: or, Chasing the Border·
Him.
Thugs.
Young Wild West's E lect ion: or, A Mayor at Twenty.
Young Wild West and the Cattle Thieves; or, Breaking up h 693 Youi:ig Wild West and the Danites: o r. Arietta's · Great Peril.
694 Young Wild West in the Shadow of Death ; or, Saved by a Rrd
"Bad Gang."
Man's Bullet.
Young Wild West' s Mascot: or, The Dog That Wanted a Maste r
Young Wild West's Challenge; or, A Comb ination Hard to Beat 695 Young Wild West and the Arizona Roomers; or, The "Bad Men"
of Bull et Bar.
Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen; or. Rounding up th P
Cattle Ropers.
696 Young Wild '\Ves t Afte r the Claim -Jumpers; or, Taming a Tough
Town.
Young Wild West' s Pony Express; or, Getting the Mail Through
on Time.
697 Young Wild n ·est and the Prairie Pearl; or, The Mystery of ' No,
Yonng Wild West on the Big Divide; or, The Raid of the
Man's Ranch.
Renegades.
698 Young Wild West on a Cr ooked Trail ; or, Lost o n the 41kall
Yoong Wild West's Million In Gold; or, The Boss Boy of Boulde r.
Dese rt.
Young Wild West Running the Gauntlet; or, The Pawnee Chief's 699 Young Wild West and the Broken Bowle; or, 'l'be Outlaws of'
Last Shot.
Yellow I•'ork.
Young Wild West a nd the Cowboys; or, A Hot Time on the 700 Young Wild West's Running Fight ; or, Trapping the Reds andi
;{
Renegades.
Prairie.

658 Yonng Wild West's
659 Young Wild West' s
660 Young Wild West' s

661

662
663
664
665
666
667
668

669
670
671

672

673

674

675
676
677
678
679
680
681

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, scents per copy, In money or postage stamps, l)v

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK 'TOUSEY, Publisher,

I F Y O U WANT .ANY 'B A C K N UM'BERS
Write out and
ftll tn your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send 1hem to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

of our weekUes and cannot procure them trom new sdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
DREAlll BOOK.-Contalnlng the great oracle

ETIQUETTE.-It lo a great lite secret, and
one that every young man desires to know all

almost any kind or dreams, t ogether wit h

book o f magic and card tricks, containing full
instruction on all the leading cal'<I I r i(·ks o!
the day, also the most popular magi cal illualc.ns as p e r formed by our leading mag icians;
every boy s hould obtain a copy o! this book.

No. U. HOW TO lllAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-boo k for making all kinda of
candy, Ice-cream, syrups, essences , etc., etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
..:....one o! the brightest and most valuable
little books ever given to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to become beautlThe secret is
tut. both male and fema le.
simple, and alm ost costless.

wtles or fll:ctatl on are fully explained by this
Jtttle book. Besides the various m e thods or
handkerchlet, ran, glove, parasol, window and
hat flirtation, It contains a tull 11st of the
language and se ntiment or flowers.

ING PA.BTY.-A complete compendium ot
games, sports, card diversi ons, com ic r ecltatlons, etc., suitab le tor parlor or drawingIt contains more tor
room entertainment.
the money than any book published .

of human d estiny; also the true meaning of
ceremoni es.

charms,
carda.

and

cu ri ous

games

of

No. 2.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The grea.t

No. S.

HOW TO FLIRT.-T he arts and

No

HOW TO DANCE Is the title of

4.

this little book.

It contains full Ins tructio ns

In the art or dancln&', etiquette In the ball-

room and at parties, bow to dress, and fu ll
directions tor calling otf In all popular square
dances.

No.

5.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE.- A com-

plete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
sivlng sensible advtce, rules and etlouette to
be observed , wtth many curious a.nd Interest Ing things not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.

-Giving tull lnatructlon tor th e use or dumbbelle, Indian clubs, parallel bare, horizon tal

about

There's happiness in 1t.

No. 20.

HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN-

No %1.

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The

most complete
publlahed. It
cuna, huntin g
In g, together
tlsh.

No

22.

hunting and fishing guide ever

contains full Instructions about

dogs, traps, trapping and fishwith description of gam e a nd

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-

Heller's seco nd sight explained by his former
ass l11tant, Fred Hun t, Jr. Explaining how the
secret dtalogues were carried on between the
magician an d the boy on the stage; also giv-

Ing all the codes and signals.
No. 2S. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.This little book gives the explanation to all

No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One or the moe1
Instructive books on cooking ever pulll!ohed.
It contains recJpea !or cooking meata, fl.ah,
game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cake,
and all kinds or pastry, and a grand collection of recip es.

No. 31.

HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.

-Containing fourteen lllustrattons. giving the
di fferen t positions r equ isite to become a good
A lso ct>nspeaker, reade r and elocutionist.
taining gems from all the popular authera ot
prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE....,..
Conta l'nln g Instructions !or beginners, choice
ot a machine, hints on training, etc. A c•mple!e book.. Full ot practical llluatratlons.
~o. 83. HOW TO PLAY G~ES.-A cemplete and useful little boek, con ta.ining the

rules and regulations or blll!aris, }>agatelle,

backgammon, croq uet, demlnoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONlJNDRUlllEI
-Containing all the leading cenundruma ot
th e day, amusing riddles. curleus catcbea and
witty sayings.

No. 38.

HOW TO BECOME YOUR OW?r

DOCTOR.-A wondertuJ book, containing ua;tul and practical information In the treatmen\.
or ordinary diseases and a11ments common to
every tamlly. Abounding In useful and etfec-

tl ve recipes tor general comJ)la!nts.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY
PIGEONS AND RABBIT3.-A useful and 1n:

Hantisomely illustrated.
atructive book.
kinds o! dreams, together with lucky and
hare and various other methods o! developln&'
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
unlucky days.
a &'Ood, healthy muscle; containing: over sixty
No. %4. Ho,v TO WRITE LETTERS TO -In clud ing hints on h6w to catch molea
Illustrations.
weasels, otter, rat1, squirrel• and birds. Also
GENTLEMJ<;:-1.-Co ntal n!ng full directions tor
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handhow to cure skins. Ceptously illustrated.
writing to gentlemen on a11 subjects.
aomely illustrated and containing tuJI lnstrucNo. 41. THE BOYS 8F NEW YORK END
No. 25. HOW TO BECOIIIE A GYMNAST.lions for the management and train ing or the
IIIEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Ct>ntaln!ng a great vaor
kinds
all
for
Instruction•
Cull
Containing
paroblackbird.
canary, mockingbird, bobolink.
rtety or tbe latest jokes used by the most
gymnaatJc sports and athletic exercises. Emoqu et. parro t , etc.
ta_mous ef.d men. Ne amateur minstrels I•
bracing thirty-five Illustrations. By Professo,r
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOcomplete without this wonderful little beok
W. Macdonald.
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every Intel!!No. 4 • THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
,::ent boy reading this book or Instructions can
STUMP PEAKER.-Conta!nlng a varied asA BOAT.-Fully Illust rated. · Full Instructions
master the art. and create any a.mount or run
sortmen of stump speeches, Negro Dutch and
are gl,v en in this llttle book, together wtth inIt ta the greatest
tor himself and friends.
.lso end men's jokes. Ju~t the thins
Irish.
structlons on swim1ntng and riding, companion
book ever publish ed.
!or ho ·e amusement and amateur shows.
sports to boating-.
No. 10. HO\V TO BOX.-Tbe art or settNo. -S. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.
No. 27. HOW TO .Rl,:CITE AND BOOK OF
defense made easy. Containin g over thirty
--Con {n lng the grandest assortment ot masRECITATIONS ..-Contalnlng the most popu ta,
Illustrations or guarde, bl ow s , and the dlrterteal 111 1siona ever placed before the public.
eelectlona In use, comprising Dutch dlalec~
Every boy
en t posfttona or a good boxer.
Also t lcka with cards. Incantations, etc.
French dialect, Yankee and Irtsh dialect
•h ould obtain one o! these uae!ul and instrucNo. '4. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALreadlnga.
standard
many
with
together
pieces,
Uve books, as It will teach you how to box
BUM,:1·A grand collection or Album vbrsea
No. ~8. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.without an Instructor.
tor any time and occasion; ~mbrao•u!tabl~
his
wha.t
knowing
or
desirous
Is
Everyone
LOVE-LETTERS.
WRITE
TO
No. 11. HO,v
Ing Lt~es or Love. Affection, Sentiment, Huruture Ure will bring forth , whether happiness
-A most complete Jittle book, containing full
espect, and Condolence; =. 11110 Verse•
mo\",
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
'1rectlona tor writing love-letters, and whe n
Suttabl for Valentines and Weddings.
by a glance at this Uttle book. Buy one and
tc, use them, giving specimen letters fo r
N,,. ~6. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINbe co nvinced.
reung and old.
STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK-SomeINVENTOR.
AN
BECOME
TO
HOW
29.
No.
TO
LETTERS
WRITE
TO
No. 12. HOW
thing nt.w and very Instructive. E.Jery bo:,
-Every boy should know how inventions origLA.DIES.-Glving complete instructions tor
~~!~~-les Tr~s e~~~~ri~t~~~atb;d~~~ifce~lliJi:!~i~t! I should obtain this book, as it contat~ fuU
t~~~:1ag o~etl~[:olicl~odd,esnirea a~n~u~i~~~as;ts~lso
~~:!f'1fr~~~:. tor or,-anil:tng an amateur m.lnism, optlca, pneumatica, mechanics, etc.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ror sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any address OD receipt of price, 10 eta. per cvp7, 111 11 for 26 eta .. In mone1 or polltace ataapa, b,.

l'RANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New Yorlr.
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